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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the4National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Milictary Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
Other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was tdmake curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

Thecourse materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the itiaitary
were deleted, copyrighted'materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum, resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

fl
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The -National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
prepardtion, and _progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

ft

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educatiohal programs and
products

_

Evaluating individual program.needs
and outcomes

Insfalling educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs 41'60

,

iJif

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Inforrnatioi.? and Field
Services Divir,ion

0` The I tlfienll Center for Research
in Vocetional Education

FOR FURTHER INFOR-",1ATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WiltTE OR CALL
Program Information -effice
The National Center foi Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 'Kenny Rpad, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Military i
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination is . .

"

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum p materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and -Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials' is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and. the Department of Defense.°

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter .specialists, end courses
deemed applicable to vocational, and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination -.

The National Center for Researcli in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the material? and conduct the prbject
activities.'

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Blike, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Direetor

I

What Materials
Are Available?

aft

-r

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides,, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviatioq
Buildin6 &
Con'strudtion
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Dilating
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology 8,8L°
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand asidditional mate-
rials with application to ,yocational and
technical. education are ic.fentifiedeand selected
for dissemination.

+0

-How Can These
Materials $e Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials avails and cost). They
will respond to yourTequest directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM C0011DIIJA I IOiJ CLIN rEns

EASt CENTRAL NORTHWEST
Rebecca S. Douglass William Daniels
Director Director
100 North First Street - Building 7
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0756

MIDWEST
Rbtert Patton
Director,
1515 !Nest Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377.2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
TrentOn, NJ 08625
609/292.6562

Airdpstrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753.0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph-.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawq D%
ftississipipi State, MS 39762
601/325.2510 .

WErSTERN

.Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948.7834
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Course Description

Electrician III, IV, and V contains-the last three blocks of a five block coarse of study Jillocks I and II are included in a previous course, Electrician I
and II. 4-raining in this five-block course covers electrical fundamentals_using tools and test equipment, installing service entrances. instilling and
performing maintenance on interior wiring systeTk in nonmetallic sheathed cable and cqnduit, motors and motor installation, and fire alarms, intrusion
alarms add cathodic protection systems. The first unit in Block III is not suitable fpr vocational education because it contains specif IC military materials
and applications. The remaining sections in Blocks III, IV and V are suitable.

Block III Conduit Wiring

Unit 2 Power Tools (1 hpur class instruction, 2 hours shop)
Unit 3 Conduit Tools, Terminology and Material (2 houri class instructions, 1 hour shop)
Unit 4 Conduit Wiring (7% hours class instruction, /2% hours shop, 8 hours study)

,Unit 5 Low Voltage Circuits (1 hout class instruction, 12 hours shop, b-hour study)
Unit 6 Troubleshooting Conduit Circuits (% hour class instruction, 1% hours shop, 1 hour study)
Unit 7. Appliance Maintenance (1% hours class instruction, 414tniurs shop, 2 hours study)

Block IV ?Norm and Controls

Unit 1 Three -Phase Motor Systems (11 hours class instruction, 13 hours shop, 8 hours study)
Unit 2 Troubleshooting Three-Phase Motor Systems (1 % hours class instruction, 4% hours shop, 2 hours study)
Unit 3 Single-Phase Motor Systems (7 hours class instruction, 11 hours shop, 6 hours study)
Unit 4 Troubleshooting Sihgle-Phase Motor Systems (1% hours class instruction 4% hours shoji, 2 hours study)
Unit 51 Motor Generators, Control Panes and Circuit Breakers (3 hours class instruction, 1 ho r shop, 2 hours study)

Block V Controls and Alarm Systems

OW 1 Intrusion Alarm Systems (12 hours class instruction, 6 hours shop)
Unit 2 Fire Alarm Systems (4 hours class instruction, 4 hours shop)
Unit 3 Cathodic Protection and Corrosion Control (2 hours class instruction)

11.

Student materials inElude workbook! and study guides for each unit, Instructor materials include a plan of instruction for the course and lesson plans for'
each unit. Each bloceof instruction includes a measurement test and test critique.

CiiC- , ME WIWI KIMICA/0OIN MAWS
,TArf Anitc.5 .
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Pages], - .21.of this publication have been deleted in

adapting tnis material for inclusion in the "Trial

Implementation of a hiodel System to Provide aiilitary Curriculum

Uaterials for Use in Vocational and Technical Educatipn."

The deleted material is included in Electrician I & II (course

3-17).

4
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
..

COURSE, TITLE

Electrician
BLOCK TITLE

. ,

Conduit Wiring

.

.

,

UNITS Of INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIv Es t 4OURATION
INOURS)

2

.--,
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. ..
. a

, 'ott, .I., # ,

. . A
.

. ,

,

41

6
(6/0)

pay 21
.(3/0)

(3/0)

..

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

...

I

,

la, lb 4f_ -
a. .

Instructional Mater' is
SG AFS 54; 55, 56, Publicatio -
SG 3ABR54230-1-I -1, Publics ions .
WB 3ABREI4230-1-M-1, Public 1013 '
Air Force PublicatIon Training File

.
.

'Audio Visual Aids
TransparencieS, Publications

..,.

Training glit u i p m e n t
Project -Cards (1)
Technical Order File (1)
Standard Publication File(1)

. .

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2.5 hrs)
Performance (3.6, hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2.5 hrs)
Laboratory (3.5 hrs)
Grouts /Lockstep

Instructional Guidance
Explain the purpose and scope of technical order system and how to
locate information using project cards, indexes and publications .

PLAN Of INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR54230-1 DATE 1 May 1975 I BLOCK NO. III I PAGE NO. 21
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Connnu.d) a , ,

UNITS Of INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

,

2. Power Tools '
. .

a. Given tools and equipment, index add
drill h6les in a piece of stock metal using a
twist, bit and drill press.

.

b. Given tools and equipment, dress the
edges and corners of apiece of metal stock,
using a bench grinder.

,

c. Given tools add equipment, drill holes
in a piece of stock metal using a portable drill.

_ .

i.

. .

/
/

.
,

. ,

° . '

.

3.
(3/0)

Nvs22
(1/0)

(1/0)

-

.1-

1

..

N\

-

<

Column 1 Reference STS Referepce'
2b, 2b, 2c . 5a(2)2 8o(4) .

.
. .

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-III -2, Power Tools .

WB 3ABR54230-1-III-2, Power Tools
. .

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Power Tools .
Training Equipment
Portable Power Drill (8)

, .
Drill Press (8)*
Bench Grinder (8)

.

Hand Tool Set (8) , , .
. ,

Training Methods . I

Discussion and Demonstration (1 hr)
l'erformance (2 his) .

Instructional Environment/Design A

Classroom1(1 hr)
) Laboratciry (2thrs)

, Group/Lockstep

,Instructional Guidance ,

.

Review safety requirements for operation of power tools. Stress the
necessity to ground all power equipment and to wear proper safety
apparel when working with electrical equipment. Demonstrate the use of
the equipment, then have the students complete the projects under close,
supervision. .

:

.
OF .NS-RUCTION NC 3ABR54230-1 DATE III1 May 1975 ° I BLOCK NO. L I PAGE NO 22
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kPL AN OF INSTRUCTION tContsnuel I:.

, ,
UNI.TS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OISJE TIVES

(HOURS)
DURATION . -

SUPPORT MATERIAL'S AND GUIDANCE
s

.
_

s3. Conduit Tools, Terminology d Material. \
a. Given information pertaining to con-

duit tools, list thename and use of each tool.
-,

b. Given informatioq pertaining to con-
duit terminology, list We definition of each
term,.

c. diven information pertaining to con-
dolt materials, listthename and use Of the
materials.

.
. .

. , ,

,

.. P
. ,*'. . . .

.
I .... ,

'
..

'' .
.

- i,,, ..
S.

. ,
- ,

.

.

(
t.... .

se
o .

3
(3/0)

Day 22
(1/0)

(1/0)

..

,
(1/0)

:

s.
,

DATE MayMay

Column 1 Reference .STS Reference
3a, 3b, 3c 5a(1), 5a(4), 5a(5), 5a(6)

Instructional Materials - . .

.SG 3ABR54?30-1-111-3, Conduit Tools, Terminology and Matetial
WB 3ABR54230-1-111-3, Conduit Tools, Terminology and Material
National Electrical Code

,

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, 'Tools, Terminology and Material

Training Equipment -

Conduit Tools (8) . .
Trainer, Conduit Demonstrator (8) ....-..
Hand Tool Set (8) ,.,'''t ,

4
.

t

T raining Methods 4

Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs) ,
Performande (1 hr). -

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (1 hr) - -

.Grouts/Lockstep ,

. .
Instructional Guidance -

, ,

Discuss and demonstrate various types of conduit tools, terminology
and materials. Stress safety requirements when working with tools.

,
-

. -
.

1975 I a..:: Ho HI PASE NO 23PLAN OF INSTIK,C,71Qtt X..) FATT3 t-5423W-71
...° -.. -;
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)
.,

.
t' UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

(HOURS) . ' SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

4. Conduit Wiring ,.

,

, -

a. Given information pertaining to con-
, duit, complete statements in accordance with

NEC, specifications. N.
,

b. Given a length of 1/2" rigid.conduit,
'necessary tools and equipment, cut, ream,
thread and bend-the conduit to NEC specifi-
cations.

,
c. Given a length off1/2" EMT, neces-

sary tools and equipment, cut, ream and bend
the conduit. to NEC specifications.

d. Provided a booth area, hand tools and
a working drawing, install a single-phase,
120/240 volt conduit service entrance and
grounded panel bbard according to the NEC

. specifications.
- ..

.e. Provided a work area and necessary
tools and quipment, install a ceiling light,
single pole switch and duplex outlet in 1/2"
EMT actor to NEC specifications.

1.- provided a work area, necessary
tools and equipment, install a ceiling light 1
controlled by two three-way switches accord-
ing to NEC specifications.

38
(30/8)

Days 23,24
25,26,27

(1/0)

(5/0)

(4/1)

(2/1)

(6/2)
.

(6/2)

,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
4a .. 8e, 8f(14, 8f(2), 8f(3) -4b . 5a(1), 5a(4), 5a(5), 8f(2) .4c 5a(1), 5a(4)
4d 8a(1), 8a(2), 8a(3), 8b, 8h, 8o(1), 8o(2)4e, 41, 4g 5a(1), 5a(4), 8d, 8e, 8f(1), 8f(2), 8f(3),

8i, 8m, 8o(1), 8o(2) .

4h 5i(1),,5a(4), 8c, 8d, 8e, 8f(1), 8f(2), 4'

8f(3) .
4i Saar, 5a(4), 81(1), 8f(2), 8f(3), 8m, 8o(1)

80(2)
. ..

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-III-4, Conduit Wiring
WB 3ABFt54230-1-III-4, Conduit Wiring
National Electrical Code
National Electrical Code. and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert
Audio Visual Aids .

Transparencies, Switch Installation . .
Transparencies; Conduit Wiring .

.
.

.Training Equipment .

onduit Tools (8)
Hand Tool Set (8)
Vise,. Pipe (4)

.

..,

.

...J

% (
.

,

PLAN OF iNsra,:*iot..40 3ABR54230-1 3ATE 1 May 1975 1 BtOCK NO Ill I PGE NO 24
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PL AN 0
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Fill wr-

f
no ini1 dr

LIS, IS OF ;HST RUCS ION AND lbRIT ERION OBJECTIVES
. ,

Oti RAT i ON
(HOURS*,

2

4-'
rte. . SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
''- \

i. Provided necessary tools and equip-
went and using the previously installed three-
way switch system, add a four-way switch to

- control the light from three locations according
$o NEC specifications.

.

h. Given a length -of 3/4"EMT, a fusee
disconnect, tools and the necessary equipment,

.install co it an feeder conductors between
main panel a d, connect to meet NEC speci-
fications.

i. .P.rovided a work area, necessary
tools and equipment,. install a 220 volt recep-
tacle in 3/4" EMT according to NEC specifi-
cations. .

lo, .
. v

.-.
,

5. Circuit Extensions .

.

a. -Given circuit extension information
and a list of problems, find the, answer to each
proPlem.

b. Provided a work area, necessary
tools and equipment, install a circuit in sur-
face metal raceway from an existing outlet,
according to NEC specifications.

(2/0)

(3/1)

.

(1/1)

4
(3/1)
Day 28
(1/1)

(1.5/0)

.

..

Training. ethods ° .

Discussion and-Demonstration (7.5 hrs)
PerforMance (22.5 hrs)
Outside Assigninent (8 hrs)

,

F
Instructonal Environment/Design .

.
i

.Classroom (7.5 hrs) . , .:0- -

Laboratory (22.5 hrs)
Study Hall (8 hrs) 4 . .Group/Lockstep

Instructional Guidance - °

Discus's the different types of conduit and their uses according to the
NEC. Explain how, conduit sizes are determined. Discuss limiting
factors on the number and minimum radius of bends. Demonstrate
cutting, threading and bending procedures. .Explain how to determine
circuitrequirements, wire size, color code, and conduit size. Explain'
and demonstrate-the correct method to bend conduit. Stress safety.
Check outside assignment daffy. Assign students to read SG 3ABR54230-
1-M-4, Conduit Wiring, and selected articles in NEC, chapter 4, on ..
Conduit. Answer selected questions in NEg and Blueprint Reading,

. Gebert," . . , J
.4

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
Ba ei ° .
5b 46: '8k, 81 8m, 8o(1)
5c 8i. .

-

Instructional Materials .- .
SG 3ABR54230-1-III5, Circuit Ex"tensions ,

WB 3AtiR54.230-1-111-5, Circuit Extensions ,

National Electitical Code-
National Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert

24 ""PL AN OF :NS' RUCTION NC 3ABR54230-1 GATE 1 May 1975 1 BLOCK NO iTh , I PAGE NO 25
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C .,-
PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Cent 'nu ed) '

UN, TS '3F .NSTRuCTION At.: tR.7 ERN:3N OBJECTivES
1

DURATION
(HOURS)

1 SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE'
3

c. . Using previously installed circuits
and meter, -balance.cirCuits,according to
NEC specifications

,
. . s .-

.
1

- '

.

. .

.
.

J

. .

I

.

.4

.../-6. Low Voltage Circuits

a. Provided a work area, tools and.'
necessary equipment, install a low-voltage
circuit according to NEC specifications.

1
s

(.5/0)

..1,.

.
'

0 .
1

.3
(2/1)
Day 2
(2/1)

Audio Visual Aids _
)

.Transparencies, Circuit Extensions
L .'

Training Equipment
Hand Tool Set (8)
Multirneter, Clamp on Type, AN/USM-33 (4),i,

,. .

Training Methods
Discussion and.Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (2 hrs) - ,

Outside Assignment (1 hr) .

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr) - 6

Laboratory (2 u-s) 6

Study Hall (1 ill') .

Group/Lockstep

Inistructional Guidance -.
Discuss methods and use of circuit extensions. DeMonstrate procedure:;
for installation of surface metal raceway and NEC requirements.
Stress sifety. Haire the ptudents -read SG 3ABR54230-1-111-5, Circuit
Extensions, and selected articles in chapter 3, NEC, on Circuit
Extensions. Answer selected quesiions in NEC Blueprint Reading,Gebert.

_ .. .Column 1 Reference STS Reference --
6a 6f, 61, 80(1) ;e

, ,Instructional Materials,
SG 3ABR54230-1-M-6, Low Voltage Circuits

''',WB 3ABR54230-1-1H-6,, Low Voltage Circuits
-National ElectticalCode ,
National Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert

PLANOF -0.6.-..710N 1,3 3ABR54230-1 3A1( 1 May 1975 ------ i BLOCK No m I RAGE NO , 26 .
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.PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)
,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION *NO CRITERION OBJECTIVES

.

RATIONDU
(BOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS NO GLBOANCE

, .

.

. , .d .

.
. ....

. -
.

.
.

#

,

. ,

. .
,

) - ,

-", i
.

.

.
,

.
.

. .

4

.

-

.

.,

.

.

/
.

.

.

-

,

. .

. 0

.
.

.

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Installation of Low Voltage Circuits

, .
Training Equipment
Hand Tool Set (8) It

Training Methods .

Discussion and Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (1.5 his)
Outside Assignment (1 hr)

.
Instructional Environment/Design ,

Classroom (.5 hr) c
Laboratory (1.5 hrs)
Study Hall (1 hr) '
Group/Lockstep ...

Instructional Guidance . ;
. Explain the qses of low voltage systems. Discuss the purpose and

operation of a step-down transformer. Discuss installation and
maiptenance of low voltage systems. Have students install a circuit
containing a transformer, pushbutton and buzzer. Check outside
assignment. Have students read SG 3ABR54230-1-111-6, Low Voltage
Circuits and selected articles in chapter 7, NEC on Low Voltage Systems
to answer selected questions in NEC Blueprint Reading, Gebert.

, *z., ,
,

.
.

..
4. '

.
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Tt. /3
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Contitiue4

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
(HOURS)

DURATION

2 3 .0000"9151,PDRI MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

7. Troubleshooting Conduit Circuits
.

.

a. Provided a multimeter and instruc-
tions, troubleshoot an energized (120/240 volt)
circuit to locate troubles inserted in the cir -"
cuit by the instructor.

-

b. Provided a multimeter and instruc-
-Ikons, troubleshoot a deenergized electrical
circuit to locate trouble s inserted by the
instructor.

c. Using tools and instructions provided,
disconnect electrical circuits, sort materials
and store in designated storage facilities.

_i

0,`/I.,

10
(8/2)

Days 28,29
30

(3/1)

=

(2/0)

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
7a, 7b Sb, 8o(1), 9m, 10a, 10b, 10c,. 10e, 10f(1)

',' 10f(2), 10f(3), 10g, 10h, 10i 10k7c 5a(1)
.

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-11I-7, Troubleshooting Conduit Circuits

B 3ABI11230-1-131-7 Troubleshooting Conduit Circuitsational eqtai glqeIlaignoistiatmi lo 11%te and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert

Transparencies, Troubleshooting
e

Training Equipment
Trainer, Conduit Troubleshooting Test Board (8)
Multimeter (1)

.Hand Tool Set (8)
1

Training Methods .0
Discussion and Demonstration (1.5 hrs) .
Performance (4.5 hrs) -
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1.5 hrs)
Laboratory (4.5 hrs)
Study Hill (2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

May 1975 t BLOCK NO. III .. c.::,:: ND 28
PLAN c# INSTRUCTION NO 3ABR54230-1 DATE I



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) 1'

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITcRION OBJECTIVES OURATION
(HOURS)

.
SUPrIPT MATERIALS ANO GUIOANC e -

. ,

. . ,

----

8. Appliance Maintenance

a. Given ird'ortnation pertaining to
appliance maintenance, list the...correct
solution to each problem.

.

411...

.. ,
,

.

..

.

.

5
(3/2)

Day 30
(3/2)

.

.

.1'

4

iii

Instructional Guidance .

Explain the methods andiprocedures for troubleshooting circuits.
Discuss the various types of troubles and use of meters in locating
circuit troubles. Using the circuits in the training booth, have the
students locate and repair malfunctions.' Check outside assignments
daily. Have students read study guide 3ABR54230-1-1II-8,,Appliance
Maintenance and selected articles in chapter 4, NEC on Appliances.
Have students answer selected questions, in NEC Blueprint Reading,
Gebert.

. .

Column 1 Reference STS Reference .

8a 22
. -

Instruationil,Materials ,
.SG 3ABR54230-1-III-8, Appliance Maintenance A

WB Appliance MaintenanceNationa Etcetrieal
E wati Z and Blueprint Reading, K. L. GebertRatko su

Transparencies, Appliances

Training Equipment
Trainer, Electrical Components (8) ' ;

Training Methods
,Discussion and Demonstration (3 hrs) -

Outside Assignment (2 hrs) 4
,,----

,

Instructional Environment/Design ..!Classroom (3 hrs) '

Study Hall (2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep -

.

.

.
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO 3ABR54230-1 OATE 1 May 1975 1 BLOCK NO. PAGE NO. 29
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5'
' . PLAN OF INSTRUCTION.(Continutd)

UNITS Of INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES

.

DURATION
(HOURS)

.
. SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

_

9., Related Training

10. Measurement Test and Test Critique

of

.

. .
,,,

.

.

.

,.
. .

°.
41t,

'
. -

.
.

. .-
,.

. .

.

6

2i0
Day 30

N

. .
,

Instructional Guidance
Define an 'appliance. Discuss methods and procedures of identifying andcorrecting appliance troubles. Discuss the various parts of appliancesand the problems with each. Check outside assignments daily. Havestudents read study guide 3ABR54230-1-111-8, Appliance Maintenance,selected articles in chapter 4, NEC, on appliances. Have students!!
answer selected questions in NEC Blueprint Readingi Gebert.... t

.

'
..

'
.

.
.

.
. .

4 .
..

A

.

.

, .

a .
, . .
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COURSE TITLE
- ''4 PLAN Of INSTRUCTION

Electrician
inocx -TITLE .4 ,

, , .
Motors and Controls

.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
(HOURS)

DURATION
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCEI

2 3

1. Three-Phase Motor Systems . 32 Column 1 Reference STS Reference
- (24/8). la 6i, 7b, 9d, s.g, _

.. . Days 31,32 lb 6i, 7b, 9d . * ,
a. - Given the required infdrmation, 33, 34 lc, ld 7b, 9d

select the equipment necessary to install a (6/2) le . sa, 9f
three -phase motor to power so the installation lf, lg, lh, li 9d, 91 )will meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications. .

Instructional Materials
. b. Using a'three-phase motor trainer (2/1). -SC, 3ABR54230-1-IV-1 , Three'-Phase.,Motor Systems

and previously selected equipment, install and WB 3ABR54230- l -IV -1, Three-Phase Motor Systems
operate a three-phase motor on high voltgge. ' National.Electrical Code ........._____
Installation must meet NEC and manufacturer's. _ National Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert
specification) A ' - ' be.,. .

-...J 0
. Audio Visual Aids

c. Using a three-phase motor trainer. (2/1) TF l-5660a, Motor Connections
and previously selected equipment, connect-. TF -6682; Motor Controllers .

and'operate a three-phase motor nit low volt: .
age,. Installation must meet liEC and manu- Training Equipment

Jacturer's specifications.. . Trainer, Rotating Magnetic Field (8)
Trainer, Motor and Motor Control (1) .

d. Using a three-phase motor trainer (1/0) Trainer, AC Motor Installation Demonfrator (8)
with previously installed three-phase motor, Tiainer, Operation of Float Switch Control (8)
change power leads to reverse the direction Hand Tool Set (1)
of rotation to meet'NEC and manufacturer's
specifications. . Training Methods .

Discussion and Demonstration (1,1 hrs)
Performance (13 hrs)

, a Outside Aisignment (8 hrs)
.7

1
, 1

.

'.
PL AN Or INSTRUCT.ON NO. 3ABR54230-1 DATE May1975 1 BLOCK NO IV PA.SE NO 31
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued),
......,

.- .
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

I
DURATIO N

HOURS,
f . A..PPORT MATERIALS AND GLPDANCE

3

.e. Using a three-phase motor trainer,
select an adequate motor overload protective
device in accordance with the NEC, motor'
data plate and manufaCturer's specifications.

f. Using a three-phase m r trainer,
install a start/stop station to hree-phase
magnetic controller to control three-phase
motor. Installation must meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications.

g. Using a three -plea motor trainer,
install two start/stop stationslo a three-
phase magnetic controller to control a three-
phase motor. Installation must meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications.

h. Using a three-phase motor trainer,
install a thermostatic control to a three-
phase magnetic controller to control the
operation of a three-phase motor. Installation
Must meet NEC and manufacturer's specifi-
cations.

,.
. .

i. Using a thine-phase motor trainer,
install a reversing start/stop station and a

etic controller to control the dir ction
rotation of a three-phase motor in accord-

ance with NEC and manufacturer's cifi-
psalms. . ,

,

(4/1)

(3/1)

(2/1)

(2/0)
.

(2/1)

1

oi

.

.

Instructional Environment/Design , . .
Classroom (11 hrs) .

94 .-Laboratory (13 hrs)
Study Hall (8 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

.

Instructional Guitance 4 , '
DiscUss components and theory of operation of three-phase motors
and controls. Discuss the NEC selection requirements of motors and
controls based on the area in which the units will be located. Discuss
data plate information, mechanical coupling to equipment an electrical
installation. Trace and discuss schematics and wiring diag s of
motors and controls. Check outside assignments daily. H e students
read selected Sections of SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-1; Three-Pha MotorSystems, and selected articles in chapters 4 and 6 of NEC on otors.Have students answer selected questions in NEC Blueprint leading,
Gebert . -

.

.
-,

i
It

.
,

.

.
.

,

. .
. .

.

_
.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR54230-1' :--11 I May 1975 1 3-S: '..: iv I PACE NO 32
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Confinwed)
---,

' iN,T) lf INSTRUCTION MO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
,,,a

DURATION
(HOURS)

2

,

.., SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3 41 s',

Z. Troubleshooting Three-Phase Motor
Systems

_.,

a. Using a three-phase motor and
trainer, inspect the motor installation in
accordance with manufacturer's Specifications.

b. Given a three-phase motor and control
system with electrical faults and test equip-
meat, repair faults to meet manufacturer's
and NEC specifications.

c. Using tools and instructions provided,
disconnect electrical Circuits, sort materials
and store in designated-storage facilities.

..

0
'

.

. .
,.

.
..

-.

8
(6/2) °

Day 35
(1/1)

(4/1)

(1/0)

..

I 'Column 1 Reference STS Reference
2a ga,10a, 1_,Od .10g, lbj
2b 5a(1), 5b,--tie(1), 9i, 10e, 101(1), 101(2); 101(3),

. 101(4), 10h, 10j
2c 5a(1)

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-2, Troubleshooting Three-Phase Motor SystemsWB 3ABR54230-1-IV-2, Troubleshooting Three-phase Motor'Systems
National Electrical Code
National. Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. GebertTraining Equipment
Trainer,. Motor and Motor control (1)
Multimeter (1)

. .Megometer (4)
Hand Tool Set (1)

,

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (1:5 hrs)
Performance (4.5 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs).,

Instructional'Environment/Design -

Classroom X1.5 hrs)
Laboratory (4.5 hrs) .
Study Hall (2 hrs) *

Group /Lockstep ,

instructional Guidance
'Discuss conditions that cause malfunctions in motors and motor controlsystems. Explain the logical procedures for isolating troubles and
correcting malfunctions. Put troubles into the installed motor systemand have the students troubleshoot the system. Stress safety pre-cautions. Check outside assignments daily. Have students read SG
3ABR54230-1-1V-2, Troubleshooting Three-Phase Motor Systems,.we estions t the e of the study guide and complete testi :-*LAN o Ns =,,:T oN No.

3ABR54230-1 DATE May 075 BLOCK NO. PAGE NO 33



.. PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continwrce
.

.

e.." : :If .4ST RUCTION ANCI CRIT ERION OBJECTIVES ctotaTtoti
mown+ SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3. 311416-Phase Motor ,Sysfb msd. ,,
. .... .

, ,-

a. Gil-in:the required inkrmation,select
the equipment necessary to install a single-
phase motor to a power source. Installation
must meet NEC and manufacturer's specifi-
cations. °

-
b. Using a single-phase motor trainer

and previously selected equipment, installand
operate a single-phase motor for low voltage
operation. Installation mu* meet NEC aIncl
manufacturer's specifications.

.
c. Usinga single-phise motor trainer

and previouslyInstalled equipment, conned
and operate a single-phasemotor for high
voltage operation. Installation must meet
NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

-.,
id. Using' a single-phase motor trainer

vilth'ereviously installed single-phase motor,
change motor leads to reverse the direction
of rotation in accordance witliNEC and
manufacturer's specifications.

s ., .
se, Using a single-phase motor trainer,

install a drum switch to control the operation ,of a single-phase motor. Installation must
meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

.
ta,

24
,(18/6)-

Days 36,37
38

(6/2)

a
.

.
(2/1)

J

. ,
(.5/0)

(.5/0)

(3/1)

,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
3a . 8i, 7b,
3b, 3c, 3d 6i, 9d
3e, .3f, 3g, A, 3i 61 7b 9d 91

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-IV -3, Single-Phase Motor Systems .WB 3ABR54230-1-IV -3, Single-Phase Motor Systems
National Electrical Code
National Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert

Audio-Visual Aids .4.
TF 5660b; Single-Phase Motor Connections

.TF 6180b, Motor Control System ,
-\

Training Equipment .

Band Tool Set (1)
Trainer, Motor and-M or Control (1)

.Trainer, Electric Motor xploded (8)

Training Methods
y Discussion and Demonstration (7 hrs)
I Performance, or hrs)
' Outside Assignment (6- hrs)

.. .
Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (7 hrs)
Laboratory -(11 hrs) /
Study Hall (6 hrs)
Group/Lockstep a .

.

,

.. 1 . .
,

'?-4% :x ' '2":' ON NO. 3ABR54230-1 . DATE 1May 1975 BLOCK ND. IV . PAGE NO 34
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PL AN OF INSTRUcTION (Continued) ,

J/4,1 DF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOURS)

o

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE,
2. Troubleshooting ThreePhase Malik

Systems
. '

a. Using a three-phase motor and I

trainer, inspect the motor installation in
accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

b. Given a three-phase motor and control
systdm with electrical faults and test equip-
ment, repair faults to meet manufacturer's
and NEC specifications.

0
c. Using tdols ana instructions provided,

disconnect electrical circuits, sort materials
and store in designated storage facilities.

.
.

. .

.

. .

.....-,-
.

,

8
(6/2)

-Day 35
(1 /1)

(4/1)

(1/0)

DATE 1 May,1975

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
2a Oa, IOa, 1Od 10g, 10j
2b 5a(1), 5b,e(1), 9i, 10e, 101(1), 101(2), 101(3),

101(4), 10h, 10j
2c 5a(1)

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-2), Jroubleshooting Three-Phase Motor Systems
WB 3ABR54230-1-IV-2, 'Troubleshooting Three-Phase Motor Systems
National Electrical Code
National Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert
Training Equipment ..-

Trainer, Motor and Mbtor Control (1)
Multimeter (1)
Megometer (4)
Hand Tool Set (1) .

.

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (4.5 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2'hrs) .

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1.5 hrs)
Laboratory (4.5 hrs) . . ) ..

:.Study Hall (2 hrs) . /
Group/Lockstep

v......, ,.
.

iiInstructional Guidance ..
Discuss conditions that cause malfunctions in motors and motor control
systems. Explain the logical procedure's for isolating troubles and
correcting malfunctions. Put troubles into the installed motor system
andhave the students troubleshoot the system.- Stress safety pre-
cautions. Check outside assignments daily. Have students read SG
3ABR54230-1-IV-2, Troubleshooting Three-Phase Motor Systems,

wer uestioneat the esti of the study guide and complete test
i4A.n NEaC Blu print Reactix,Debert.

.,

. ' BLOCK NO. IV I PAGE NO. 33
.PL AN Og NS-;.,:1 ON NO.
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) Ill
-c

_. -: 3G NSTRuCT ION AND CRITERION OBJEC TIvESI IHOURSI
DURATION

'. 2 SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE1

3 Single-PhaseViotor Systems

a. Given the required information,select
the equipment necessary to install a single-
phase motor to'a powelksource. Installation ,

--mustm?et -NEC and manufacturercifi-
catkins.

9

b. Using a single-phase motor trainer
and previously selected equipment, install and
Operate a single-phase motor for low voltage
operation. Installation moist meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications.

c. Using a single -phase motor trainer
and previously installed equipment, connect
and operate'a single-phase motor for high
voltage operation. Installation must meet
NEC and-manufacturer's specifications.

d. Using a single-phase motor trainer
with previously installed single-phase motor,
change motor leads to reverse the direction
of rotation in accordance with NEC and re-

manufacturer's specifications.

e, Using a single-phase motor trainer,
install a drum switch to control the operation
Of a single-phase motor. Installation must
meet NEC and manufacturer's ppecifications.

, .
- s.' + , .

24
(18/6)

Days 36,37
38
(6/2)

.

,

(2/1)
.

(.5/0)

.

(.5/0)
.

(3/1)

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

.

,
.,

3a ' ti, 7b,
3b, 3c, 3d 6i, '9d
3e, 3f, 3g, 3h, 3i . 6i 7b 9d 91

..
. .Instructional Materials '

SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-3, Single-Phase Motor Systems
WB 3ABR54230- 1 -IV -3, Single-Phaselirdotor Systems
National Electrical Code

.
National Electrical. Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Geliert

,
Audio Visual Aids - -
TF 5660b, Single-Phadi 'Motor Connections
TF 6180b, Motor Control System .

Training Equipment
Hand Tool Set (1)
-trainer, Motor and Motor-Control (1)
Trainer, Electric Motor Ekploded (81

Training Methods .
.

Discussion and Demonstration (7 hrs)
.. Performance (11 hrs)

Outside Assignment (6 hrs)
,

0
Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (7 hrs)
Laboratory (11 hrs)
Study Hall (6 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

.

r
.

;. Is :" * -2. : C" 14°- 3ABR54230-1 .. eDAfE may 1915 . T BLOCK NO w I PAGE NO 3.4
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' PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continme4.

,
UNITS OF n4SI IMO tan .n0 CRITERION 013JECIIVE.S

I
ouRATiom

HOURS)
3

SUPPOR v: - E R. ALS AND GUIDANCE
3 .

f. Using a single-phase motor trainer,
install one start/stop station to a single- phase
magnetic controller to control the operation of
a single-phase motor. Installation must meet
NEC and mandfacturer's specifications,

'
g. Using a single-phase motor trainer,

install two start/stop stations to a single-
phase magnetic controller to control the
operation of a single-phase motor. Instal-
lation must meet NEC and manufacturer's
specifications.

h.
a

Using a single-phase motor trainer,
install thermostatic control to previously
installed magnetic controller to operate a
single-phase motor system. Installation must
meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

i. ,Using a single-phase motor trainer,
install a hand-off-automatic switch and thermo'
scat to previously installed single-phase mag-
netic controller to operate a single-phase
motor system. 'Installation must meet NEC
and manufacturer's specifications.

. .

.

..

(2/1)

(1/0)

.

,

(1/0)

.

(2/1)

.
_ .

Instructional Guidance
Discuss components and theory of operation of single-phase motors and
controls. Trace and discuss schematics and wiring diagrams of motors
and controls. Discuss installation procedures and NEC reqSirements
for motors and controls. Discuss the personnel safety and equipment
care required in the operation and use of motors. Have students read
selected sections of SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-3, Single Phase Motor Systems
Review selected articles in chapters 4 and 6 of the NEC and answer
selected questions in NEC Blueprint Reading, Gebert. .

.
,

..
,

I.
, .

.

, . . '0
a °

.,.. e is . t
f `. ,

.
.

4# 0
, ..

"4

.

,. . .- i
...

. .t - .
.

..
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..., PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Conting4

UNITS OF INSTRUCTIONANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
I

DURATION
----WM/ R S)

2

. i
3 .

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE,
.

4. Troubleshooting Single-Phase Motor
Systems -

44', a. Using a single-phase motor and trainer
inspect the motor installat n in accordance
with manufacturer's and specifications.

.

b. Given a single-pha motor and con-
trolsystern with electrical fa is and test
equipment, repair faults to m t mantriac-
turerts and NEC specificatioils

/. .

c. Using tools and instructions provided,
disconnect .electrical circuits, sort materials
and store in designated storage facilities.

1

f *

. . . .
,
0.

.

. ,
c- 4 .

.
- *

.
. ,,

. ,

8
.

(6/2) .

Day 39
(1/1)

(4/11
'

11/0)

- ,,

.

-

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
4a
4b

4c

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-1V-4,
WB 3ABR54230-1-W-4,
National Electrical
National Electrical
Training Equipment

9a, 10a, A, 10)
Tii(11,-B___Lb9e(1), 9i 10e, 101(1), 101(2),
101(3),TMOT,--10h ly.

. a, .5a(1) .

41, . , ,

TroubleshootingSingle-Phase Motor Systems
TroubleshootingSingle-Phase Motor Systems

Code ' ,
Code and blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert

. .

Trainer, Motor and Motor Control (1) ,

Multimeter (1) ,.
Megohmmeter (4)
Hand. Tool Set (1) .. ,

:Trainin Meihads
Discussion and Pemonstration (1:5 hrs)
Performance' (4.5 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 his) .

Instructional Environment/resign
Classroom (1.5 hrsr
Laboratory (4.5 hrs)

.Study Hall (2 hrs) .
Group/Lockstep ,

, . . .. ,

Instructional Guidance i ,
Discuss conditions
systems. Explain
correcting malfunctions.
and hae the students
tions. Check
3ABR54230-1-IV-4,
answer the_qu
BIttenrint Rea

. ,
that cause, malfunctions in motors and motorccontrol
the logical procepures for isolating troubles and

Put troubles into the installed motor system
troublethoot the system. Stress safety precau-

outside assignment daily. Have students read SG 3
Troubleshooting Single Phase Motor Systems,

tient in the study guide and complete test 4B in NEC
nz..uellert..

RiSsNAR INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR54230-1 -, OATE 1 May 19'15 BLOCK NO. w I PAGE NO. 36
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PLAN OF.INSTROCTION (Confinu4

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

2
SUPPORT MATERIALSEllaLS AND GUIDANCE

5. Motor Generators, Control Panels and
Circuit Breakers.

a.° Using information provided, write tile
purpose of a motor control center and list its
major components.

.

b. Using information provided, 'write the
purpose of a motor generator set and list its
major components. ....
'

-

,A

N.
-1

-

.

. -
,

,
l

o s\
6. Measurement Test andAllbst Critique.

6
(4/2)

Day 40
(2/1) 6

2/.1)___-

-'
lb

.

.

.

2/0
Day 40

Column 1.Reference STS Reference
.. 9k5i, 5b . _

.
Instructional1Materials .

SG 3AHR54230-1-W-5, Motor Generators, Control Panels and Circuit
reakers

B 3AHR54230-1-IV-5, Motor Generators, Control Panels and Circuit
Breakers

at nal Electrical Code .
N pal Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert

.

Training Equipment . '
Trainer, Motor Control Center and Motor Generator Set (8)
Trainer, Line Alternator Motor Control 18)

--
Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (3 has)
Performance (1 hr) .4 .,

,Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Instructional Envirorunent/Dettes
Classroom (S hrs) iLaboratory (1 hr)
Study Hall ( 2 bra)

.
Instructional Guidance

.

Familiarize students with the components of the motor control panels.
and their purpose. Identify the parifose, components and operations of
a motor generator set. Check outside assignment daily. Have students
read-SG 3A R54230-1-W-5, Motor Generators, Control Panels and
Circuit Bre kers selected articles in chapter 7, NEC, answer selected
questions n NEC Blueprint Reading, Geberb.

,

0. .
,

PLAN OF INS' K.:1 Ct. NO 3,AHR54430r-Y DATE, 1 May 1975 BLOCK NO. PAGE NO ,3
_
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
COURSE TITLE

.

Electrician .,..
.444.LOCK TITLE .

Controls and Alarm Systems

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECT'VES
1NOURS)

DURATION

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIOANCE

3

1. Intrusion Alarm Systems

a. Given information, pertaining to
intrusion alarm systems, inspect and service
electrical systems and components.

b. Using meter, trainerand wiring
diagram, troubleshoot and repair electrical
systems and components of intrusion alarm
systems.

-

. .

.

...
i,

. .
.

.. .

)

. ,

fre

-.

18
(18/G)

Days 41,42
and 43
- (12/0)

(6/0)

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

.

,

-,.

?Ps,

la . 9o(3)
lb 7a, 9o(3)

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-V-1, Intrusion Alarm Systems '
WB 3ABR54230-1-V-1, Intrusion Alarm Systems ,...

.Audio Visual Aida - --'Transparencies, Intrusion Alarm Systems
I .,

Training Equipment V
Trainer, Intrusion Alarm (8)
Multirneter (4),

Training Methods .
Discussion and Demonstration (12 hrs)

erformance 16 hrs)
,.* ,ructions' Environment/Design

(12 hssroom (rs) .._L ratory (6 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

... ... ,

\ Instructional Guidance, f
Discuss the variourtypesQf intrusion alarm 'systems with students.
Coven the theory of operation, terms and definiticins. 'Trace wiring
diagrams. Demonstrate operation of'the intrusion alarm trainers.
Students will inspect, service, troubleshoot and.repair electrical
components using meter.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR54230-1/I' GATE 1 Vey 1975 1 BLOCK
RAV...

NO. V 1 PAGE NO 38S
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A

.

I a
PLAN OF INkTRUCTION (Contsnuid) '

UNITS TS OF iNSZauctt.. AND D CRITERION OBJECTVES
1

DURATION
(HOUR41

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AN GUIDANCE

3

2. Fire Alarm I y St ems
Y..

a. Given information perta4ing to a fire
alarm system, trainer and wiringediagram,
identify components and trace electrical
circuits. . . -

.

. /
b. Given fire alarm trainer, inspect and

service electrical systems and components.
. . ,

C.- Given a fire alarm' trainer and meter,
troubleshoot and repair electricalirtems and
components.

.

r,,.. .

.

. ,

.
.

,
4

,
o-

' .
,,

'

e

e

e ,

8
(5/0).

Days 44,45
(4/0)

1

(1/0)

(3/0)

,-
*

-

..,,

Sr

Column 1 Reference S Re erence
2a 7a, 90(3),2b, 2c .

7a 9o(3) "..?
Instructional Materials. - .I SG 3ABR54230-1-V-2, Fire Alarm Systems .

1 0
WB 3ABR54230-1-y -2, Fire Alarm Systems

. ,
,

Audio Visual Aids'
Transparencies, Fire Alarm Systems

,
Training Equipment
Trainer, Fire Alarm Systems (8)

'Multimeter (2)
- Hand Tool Set (2) .

,
.

Training Methods i .
Discussion and DemonstratiOn (4 hrs) ,

Performance (4 hrs)
. .

Instructional Environment/Design '
Classroom (4 hrs) ,' .Laboratory (4 hrs)
Group/Lockstep .,

.
.

.Instructional Guidance
Discuss types Of fire alarm systems. 'Discuss theory of operation,
terms and definitions. Trace wiring diagrams. Demonstrate operation
of fire alarm trainer. Students will use wiring diagram to trace and '
troubleshoot electrical components of systems. ..

. .

..

.
PLAN of INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR54230-1 ZriE 1 May 1976 BLOCK NO V RAGE ND. 39
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)
i. t

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

'

DURATION
(HOURS)

-I .

(2/Q)
Day 45 .
(1/0)

(1/0)

,

.

10

1/0
Day 45

1/0
Day 45

SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIDANCE
%........,............

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
3. Ca_ thodic Protection and Corrosion Control

a. Given information pertaining to
corrosion, match correct tents with defini-
tions.

.

b. Given information pertaining to
cathodic protection, complete statements to
identify methods of cathodic protection.

r

4. Related Training

5. Measurement *Test and Test Critique.,
.

; .
.

6. 'Course Critique and Graduation

.
.. . .

.

3a , 10k .

3b 9n ` .
. SitInstructional Materials'

SG 3ABR54230-1-V-3, Cathodic Protection and Corrosion Control
WB 3ABR54230-1-V-3, Cathodic Protection and Corrosion Control

Training Equipment
,

Trainer, Impressed Current Cathodic Protection System (8)

Training Methods .

Discussion and Demonstration L2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
.Classroom (2 hrs)

Group/Lockstep
.

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the effects of corrosion qn metal. ,Introduce cathodic protection
as a system to prevent or retard the deterioration of metal structures
due to corrosion. Show impreSsed current system trainer to students.

.

.

.

,
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO 3ABR54230-1 GATE 1 May 1975 1 610:, NO. V I PAGE NO 40



L MON PLAN ( Pert 1, Gomel)
AppRovAi. 0 /FIG t * if
TCETC/2. :ir '.

INSTRUCTOR .

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

'Electrician -
LOCK NUMBER

III
LOCK TITLE .

Conduit Wiring
LESSON TITLE

.
ePower Tools (Day 22)

LESSOti DURATION
ci.AssotoomitAeonarour .

3 Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY

.
TOTAL

3 Hrs. POI REFERENCE .PAGE NUMBER

22
PAGE DATE'

1 May 75
I PARAGRAPH

2
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER
1

542X0. Changes 1, 2. 34, 4, and 5 1

DATE 20 Dec 70 (14 Jan 72, 6 May . 3,
18 Aor 73. 25 Feh 14. 7 Nov 741

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL ,
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

PRECLASS PREPARATION .
EQUIPMENT LoCATE0

IN LASORA-TORY
EQUIPMENT

FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS ANO
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Portable Power
Drill

Bench Grinder
Hand Tool Set
Projector, Over-

head

None
,

.

None'

.
. ,. ,

,

SG 111-2;
WB 111-2
Transparencies,.

Power Tools

,

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

2a. Given tools and equip rent, index and drill holes in a piece of stock metal
,using a twist bit and drill press. - .

.(1) Characteristics of a drill press
(2) Operating procedures
(3) Safety procedures for using a drill press ,

.

2b. Given tools and equipment/ dress the edges and corners of a piece of metal
stock using a bench grinder.

.
. .

(1), .Characteristics of a bench grinder
(2) Operating procedures
(3) Safety precautions

.

..
.



i, g
LISSOM PLAN (Pest I, Goma) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (CaoHnia.4

I

4

2c. Given tools and equipment,- drill holes in a piece of stock metal using a
portable drill.

t.

(1) Characteristics of portable drills
(2) Operating procedures 4
(3) Safety precautions

4..

%

,,

o lo

;

i

,

N. t

s,
,

ATC Fel".72 770Amoo
2

r-,- (1v ../ o

:c 0



Course No:- 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approval:
Day: 22 Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

36

Review subject matter covered in previous
day or individualproblem area.

4

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATJON:

r.

2

4,

4 0



6

4.

BODY ( 2 Hours 45 Minutes

PRESENTATION:

2a Given tools and equipment, index and
drill holes in a piece of stock metal,
using ktwist bit and drill press.

(1) Characteristics

(2) Operating procedures

(3) Safety procedures for using
a-drill press

2b. Given tools and equipment; dress
the edges and corners of a piece of
metalfitockf using a bench grinder.

(1) Characteristics of a bench
grinder

(2) Operating procesdures

(3) Safety precautions

3

O

31



P

q 33-
s

2c. Given tools and equipment, drill holes
in.a piece of stock metal using a
portable drill, ,

(1) Characteristics of portable drills

(2) Operating procedures ,

(3) Safety precautions "

...

APPLICATION:

W13 3ABR54230-1411-2, Pchtier Tools

EVALUATION:

'Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased effectiveness.

SUMMARY: r

CONCLUSION (First thr' hours Day 22)

Cover main `points of lesson.

4

s.

s

e

,

Y



STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
.

None



1.

LESSON PLAI4 ( Put 1, Gemotel)
APPROVAL OFF ' T

TCETC/
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE Nowlin

3ARR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

Electrician
BLOCK NUIAMIER

III
LoCK TITLE
Conduit Wiring

LESSON TITLE
c

Conduit Tools, Terminology and Material y 22)
LESSON DURATION

CLAssmoom/LAwmAroar

3 Hrs
CoNFLENENTAAy

1 0
TOTAL

3 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER PAGE DATE

23 I May 75
PARAGRAPH

3
STS/CTS REFERENCE

HumilER

542X0. Changes 1. 2. 3. 4. and 5
DATE 2 Dec 70 (,14 Jan 73, 6 Mar 73,
1R Apr 77 25 Pph 74 7 _Nom '74)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE GATE SIGNATURE BATE

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED '
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Conduit Tools
Trainer, Conduit

Demonstrator
Hand Tool Set
Projector, OveP7

head

None

.
.

.

-None

4,

_

SG III-3; WB iiI-r-
National Electrical
Code; Transparen-
cies, Tools, Termi
nology -and Material

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

3a. Given information pertaining to conduit tools, list the name and use of each
.tool. ,.

_ .
(1) Hand tools b

(2) Power tools
(3) Correct die of tools , ..,
(4) Care of tools
(5) Safety while using tools .

.

3b. Given information pertaining to condtiit terminology, list the definition of
each term. .

. .
, f , ,

(1) Conduit terms .
. .

,.. .

, .

jac FOR M 770
AuG k? 4



LESSON PLAN (Pelt I, Common CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEAONNO STEPS (Caminu14

(2) NEC definitidns
k. .

3c. Given information pertaining to conduit materials, list the names and use .
of the materials

co

sr

ATC

...e(1) Types of materials
(2) Uses of materials

..-

i

1-

E

i -

..,

.---I

°72""ADO 770A
ts

B

V.

..,

0

,

s

R

Nall.

0

.

"-I

1

P
1- I .)

v

e......---`,

It
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o

,

Course No: 3ABR54230-I
Dat: 22

Branch Approval:
.

Dale:

4 PART II

l'rEN.1.10N:

REMOTIVATION:

OVERVIEW:-

INTRODUCTION (a Minutes)

4*

2

0 1

41,

6



I

I3ODY'(2 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:.

3a. Given information. pertaining to
conduit tools; list the-name and
use of each tool. 2

(I.) Hand tools

(2) Power tools

(3) Correct use of tools

(4) Care of tools

(5) Safety While using tools

3b. Given information pertaining to
conduit terminology, list the
definition of each term.

(l) Conduit terms ,
(2) NEC defihitions

g

3

at,

C 7

4



.4

.

3c. Given information pertaining to
conduit materials,, list: the tame
and use of the materials.

(1) Types of materials

(2) ; Uses .of 'materials
mi.

APPLICATION: <,

WI; 3AB1154.230-1-11I:3, Conduit roofs,
Terminology' aid Materials

EVALUA TION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance Burin, lesson.. This may
be accomplisned at any time during
lesson for incre,useil effectiveness,

...
SUMMARY:

CONCLUSIONS (Day 22, 10 minutes)

.. .

0
STUDY ASSIGNIV1ENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-111-4, Con'duit! yiir,ing

t ... ,

.

i

6

4
3

(

It

...



LESSON PLAN ( Port I, Gamma)
APPROVAL OFFI

TCETC/
INSTRUCTOR -

,
c

COURSE NUICRIER

3ABR54230-1- al COURSE TITLg

Electrician
BLOCK NUMBER

.III ,
BLOCK TITLE

. .Conduit Wiring mr

LESSON Yale
- ,Conduit Wirinl si: : $

LESSON DURATION
CL Assowom/LAeoRA Tony

l

30 Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY TOTAL

8 Hrs 38 Hrs
. POI REFERENCE

PAGEGE NUMBER

2
PAGE DATE

1 May 75 . -
PARAGRAPH

-4
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

542X0. changes 1. 2s 3, 4, and 5 1.18

DATE 20 Dec 70 X14 Jan 72, 6 Mar
Apr 73, 25 Feb 74, 7 Nov 74)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE ,..... SIGNATURE DATE

.

. .
PRECLASS PR PARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
94 L ABORATORY

' EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Conduit- Tools
Hand Tool Set

.,Vise, - Pipe
Projector, Over-

head

None

1

'

A
None

,
.

.

St., 1114t WS I I 1-4:
°NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE
AND BLUEP It Ift READ I N.G.

TRANSPARENCIES? SW ITCH
INSTALLATION

TRANSpARENC I EI . CONDUIT
WIRING ..

.

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS
- r

N4a. Given information_pgrtaining to conduit, complete statementsin accordance
with NEC specific -a.

,
.. .

(1) Installation requirements

(a) Article 215 . .

.(b) Article 34'6 q
(c) Article 348 ...

t,(d) Article 350
I

..

. ,,

.
(2) Forming conduit 1

.

#

..(a) Types of bends ....

,
4

N

s

I

ATC AUG
g.rs 72

4



I

Or
LESSON PLAN (Putt I, Ofterel) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (CANINnu40

(b) How to bend

4b. Given a Ian. dl of 1/2" rigid conduit, necessary tools, and equipment,. cut,
ream, thread, andend,the conduit to NEC specifications.

(1) Cutting
42) Reaming
(3) Threading

4C. Given a length of 1/2"tEMT, necessary tools and equipment, cut, ream, and
bend the conduit to NEC specifications.

(1) Cutting
(2) Reaming
(3) Threading

4d. Provided a booth area, hand tools and a w tiring drawing, install a single-
phase, 120/240 volt conduit service entrance and grounded panel board according
to the NEC specifications.

(1) Forming conduit
(2) Panel installations
(3) Feeder conductors
(4) NEC requirements -

4e. Provided a work area and necessary tools and equipment, install a ceiling
light, single pole switch and duplex outlet in 1/2" EMT according to NEC
specifications

(1) Installation methods
(2) Circuitry,

4L Provided a work area, necessary tools and equipment, install a ceiling light
controlled by two three-way switches according to NEC 'specifications.

(1) Purpose of three -way, switches
(2) Operation of three-way switches
(3) Circuitry

4g. ProvidAd necessary tools and equipment and using the previously installed
three-way switch system, add a four-way switch to control the light from three
locations according to NEC specifications.

4

(1) Purpose of four-way switches
(2) Operation of four-way switches
(3) Circuitry

Q.

ATC AU4Fe" 770A,
72



LESSON PLAN (Part I, G.norls1) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued)

4h. Given a length of 3/4" EMT, a fused disconnect, tools and the necessary
equipmentitinstall conduit and feeder conductors between main panel and
disconnect to meet NEC specifications.

(1) , Purpose
(2) Circuitry

4i. Provided a work area, necessary tools and equipment, install a 220 volt
receptacle in 3/4" EMT according to NEC specifications.

(1) Purpose
. (2) Circuitry

A

ATC "0" 770A
AUG 72

* GPO: 11/711 77111../24



Course No: 3ABR54230-1
Days: 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27 Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENT ION:

OVERVIEW:

MC)TWATION:

Branch Approval: 2rd_a
/41.'ma

2

"70

O

p.



BODY (24 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

4a. Given information pertaining to
conduit, cor ete statements in
accordance wit NEC specifications.

N

L

(1) Installation requirements

(a) Article, 215

(b) Artit\e 346

(c) Article 348

(d) Article 350

(2) Formingconduit

(.;) Types ol bends

(b) "How (o bend

3



4b. Given a length of 1/2" rigid conduit,
necessary tools and equipident, cut
ream, thread, and vend the conduit
to NEC specifications.

(1) Cutting

(2) Reaming

(3) Threadin'

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-III-4, Conduit Wiring
Projects 1 and 2

CONCLUSION (Day 23)

SUMMARY;

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

e 3ABR54230.1-M-4, Conduit Wiring

1,

(

411

'7
4' 't

4



c.

INTRODUCTION (Day 24)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

Pit ESEN'I'A'tiON :

4c. Given a length of 1/2" EMT,
necessary tools and eqUipment,
cut, ream, and bend the conduit
to NEC specifications.

(1) Cutting

(2) tiea ming

(3) Bending

5



a

4d. Provided a booth area, hand tools,
nd a working Orawing', install ;t

, single-phase, 120/240 volt conduit
service entrance itnd grounded
panelboard according t the NEC

it specifications.

(1) Forming conduit

(2) Panel installation

(3) Feeder conductors

( ) NEC requirements

- APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-M-4, Conduit Wiring
Projects 3 and 4 (EMT FOrthing and
Service Entrance)

SUMMAR

.1c

'

CONCLUSION (Day 24)

A

a

.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:,
.

SG- 3ABR54230-1-14-4, Conduit Wiring
(Conduit Installations)

0



.14

INTRODUCTION (Day 25)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

.REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

. "

MOTIVATION':

j

PRESENTATION:'

4e. .Provided a'Wo-rk-alga and necessary
toolkhd equipment, install a
ceiling light:" Single pole switch and
duplex putlet in 1/2" EMT
according to NEC specifications.

,
(1) Installation methpds

' (2) Circuitry
,. .

1

7

S

a.11'

°

es.

a

".?

s

0

A 0.

4

I
O



.411

(
APPLICATION:

o WB 3ABR54230-1,III-4,. Conduit Wii'ing,
Project 5 a

SUMMARY:

.

ti

CONCLUSION May 25)

;

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-111-4 conduit Wiring

INTRODUCTION (bay 26j,

'CHECK PRENTIoup'bArs STUDY ASSICOMENT

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW: "s

1/4

MOTIVATION:

e

8

T.

Ars

a.

1 1



PRESENTATION:
. --

- ..
q.

4f.
, , ,,.

4f. Provided a wt}rk area, necessary
.tooli'and equipment, inseall a 4

?ceiling light controlled by' wo
,three-way..switChes acgording to
/03C. Specifications. ,

4 *,

(1) Purpose of three-way switches

(2). Operation of three-way switches

(3) Circuitry

APPLICATION: a

Wi3 3ABR542304.-M-4, Conduit Wiring,
Project 6

CONCLUSION (Day 26)

SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3AB13554230-.1, Conduit Wiring

1.

.



p.

0

INTRODUCTION (Day 27)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:-

4g. Provided. necessar tools and
equipment, And using the previously
installed three -way switch system,
add a four-way switch to control the
light from three locations
according to NEC specifications.-

(1) Purpose of four-way witches

(2) Operation of four-way switches

(3) Circuitry

"A

a.

4,

'10
I

A



4h. Given a length of 3/4" EMT( a fused
disconnect, tools and the necessary
equipment,, install conduit and feeder
conductors between main pariel and
disconnect to Mart-NEC specifications.

(1) Purpose

o

(2) Circuitry

4i. Provided a Work area, necessary
equipment:I-131i all a 220

volt receptacle in 3/4" EMT *,

'according to NEC specifications.
1

M Purpose

(2) Circuitry,

APPLICATION:

1)3 3ABR54230-1-III-4, Conduit Wiring,
ProjeCts.7,8, and 1p

11



6

-

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions;
and/or observation of student's

- performance during, lesson. This may
be accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased effectiveness,

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

. -

REMOTIVATION:.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3A131154230-1-111-5,. Circuit Extensions
SG 3ABR542 304-11176, Low Voltage Circuits
.

;
.

12'

V hr

I

AA



L !SSW PLAN (Port I, 0~410
APPROVAL oFFic l
TCETC/2 a---

INSTRUCTOR .
.

COURSE NURSER

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

- Electrician .

LOCX NUMER

III
.

LOCK TITLE ' °

Conduit Wiring .

LESSON TITLE
,

Circuit Extensions (Day 28) 4 .
LESSON DURATION

CLASSROOM/LABORATORYr COMPLEMENTARY

1 Hr
TOTAL

4 Hrs .
P01 REFERENCE ,

PAGE mumem

25 .

PAGE wore .

:1 May 75
PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE
N

542X0. Changes . 2. 3. 4. and 5
°Arc 2 4 6

18 Apr liT YE i 'Ib4N1
,
Ylkov/tfr/.1

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

. .

PRECLASS PREPARATION

tOutPliENT LOCATED
IN LAORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY , cLAssirlea MATERIAL AIDSos AND 0

umcLASsirtEo MATERIAL

Hand Tool Set
Projector, Over-

head

.--

Multimeteri Clamp-
' on Type AN/USM-

33

Ncine
i

-

1

. .

SG 1 i1 Sg.KI-1115
NATIONAL ELECTOJCAL CODE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

AND 8LuErRINT READING
TRANSP,ARENCIcS. CIRCUIT.

EXTENS FON

.

CRITERIONOBJECTIvES AND TEACHING STEPS

5a.. Given circuit extension' information and a list of problems, find the answer
to each problem. ".

.
. .

(1)* 'I' ype s of circuit extensions .

(2) Purpose of circuit extensions

5b. Provided a work area, necessary tools and equipment, install a circuit in
surface metal raceway, from an existing outlet-aecording to NEC specifications.- .

----"'(1) Purpose \
\ (2)' Selktion .

(3) Fittings
, .

(4) Installation
(5), Circuitry \ ..

. .
..,

a ...

ATC Pc""' T70
AUG



,

t.

0 0

LESSON PLAN (Pact I, Gosuwal) CONTINUATION SHEET.

V

CRITERION OBJECTIVES ANO TEACHING STEPS (Cow !nor°
`)

.

5c. Usiri previously installed circuits and meter, balance circuits according
to NfC specifications

(1) Purpose
(2). Proper procedures
(3)- NEC requirements

3

1

,ar

II

Ni. 1.,

',-

(

'sk

1

r

r

\

C

r a

AIC . f""AMIlejl

If.

770A .

14....

94.

,

C.J

A..) l'
,,

...

l

I



Course No: 3ABR54230-1 13ranch ApproVal:
Day: 28 Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION .(5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT ,

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOT IVATION:

a

0-

4.

2

O

7

J

41,

1



BODY ( 2 Hours 45 Minutes) .

-4

PRESEN CATION: .v

5a. Given circuit extension information and
a list of problems, find the answer for
each problem.

(1) Types of circuit ,extensions

(2) Purpose of circuit extensions

5b. Provided a work area, necessary
tools and equipment, install a
circuit in surface metal raceway
from an existing outlet according tb*
NEC specifications. ,

AA" (1) ',Purpose

' (2) Selection

se ti

(3) 'Fittings.

8

14) Installation

(5) Circuitry

. e -

. -0, a.
, 'Az

0
..

.

4

ire

..f

. Joll

0
I

R+

4

Zi

4

I



5c. Using previously installed circuits
and meter, balance circuits
according to NEC specifications.

I
(1) Purpose

(2) Properyprocedures

(3) NEC requirements

APPLICATION:

-WB 3ABR54230-1-M-5, Circuit Exteniions
Projects 1, 2 and 3

.,EVAIUATION;

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. /This may
be atcomplished at any time during
lesgon for increased effectiveness.

\ray

A'

.4

yr

%...s . ,

O



SUMMARY:

RE MOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMEN

None

I
1

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

4
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LESSON PL AN ( Port I, dowel)
APPROVAL OF10#57
TCETC/ ay

INSTRUCTOR

.

.

counsE Numece v
3ABR54230-1

COURSE TITLE

Electrician .
.

SLOCK TITLE .

Conduit Wiring
1=1J( N MICR s

Ili .

LESSON T TLE

Low Voltage Circuits (Day 28)
LESSON .

CI. ssitootelTasoR afoRy -

2 Hrs

49.URATION

COMPLEMENTARY

1 Hr
TOTAL,

3 Hrs
P01 REFERENCE

PAGE NumlIER

'26
PAGE DATE .

1 May 75 f

PARAGRAPH

6
tbSTS/CTS REFERENCE

mummER .

I542X0. Changes 1, 2.cl, 4, and 5
OAT( 2 non 7n (14
18 Apr 73, 25 "Feb ii 27 rioVki)73,

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

' .. sA

o

PRECLASS PREPARATION .

ECHNIDIAMT LOCATED
IN LA.110)1tATONY

- EQuiPoriENT-N L.
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATEROL,

-

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tbol Set
.

Projector, Over-
head 4

. :

cv

.

None

. .
.

a

.

None .

r

.

SG 411.6: W8 +114.6
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CO...t
NATioNihAL.EtEcTRIcAt coot

AN° oEpRINT REAOING
TRANSPARENCIES INSTALL A

TI ON OF LOW VOLTAGE
CIRCUITS

.I.

.

CRITERION ositcTives AND TEACHING STEPS

6a. Provided a work area, tools'and necessary equipment, install a low-voltage
circuit according toINEC specifications. ,

. - .

. .

(1) Purpose and use of low-voltage circuits
(2) Components used in low-voltage circuits
(3) NEC 'requirements .

0
.. .

,

, . \ .

.

. .. . ,

. i, -..

,

. . .

.

.
. / ,..

ATC Au(' '72 770 13 .
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Course No: '3ABR54230-1
Day: 28

Brazich.Approval:
Date:

PART II'

2ITRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S.STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

V

a

0"

9 )

C.



7

4 .

,

PRESENTATION:

°

4

BODY (1 Hour 45 Minutes)

61. Provided a work area, tools and
necessary equipment, install a
Tqw voltage circuit 'according tb

. NEC specificationg.

4:4

(1) se .and use of low .voltage
cir is

(2) C nts used in low
1 circuits.

(3) NEC requirements.

APPLICATION:

I .10VB 3ABR54230-1411-6,; Low Voltage Circuits

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. This may
be accomplished at any time during lesson
for increased effectiveness.

a

4

tei

° 4r .

4111
.

-

A

-e

,.

F.

tp
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. SUMMARY :
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CONC LUS (it in-utes )
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STUDY AiSIGNM E:NT 6 ',None
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V
LESSON PLAN ( Pert I, Gonorei)

APPROVAL 0 Iro,:e...,L.
4TCETC ' .

INSTRUCTOR

,

COURSE N-UNISE R

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITk.E

EleCtriciap
.

*BLOCK HUMMER

III

Circuits

LOCK TITLE
Conduit Wiring

(Days.28 thru 301
LESSON TITLE

Troubleshooting Conduit
LESSON DURATION

CLASSROOM /LABORATORY

/ 8 firs .

I
COMPLEMENTARY

1 2 Hrs ..
TOTAL

10 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE mumsEN

28

pAGE GATE 3,I

1 1 May .75
PARAGRAPH

7
'STS /CTS REFERENCE

MUMMER

542X0. Changei 1. 2, .3. 4. and 5 - I

DATE2-

ApI'
(14 din 72 5 Mar73,

18 Aot 73. 25 Feb 74 'Nov 741
4 SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE °ATM SIGNATURE DATE

,. t

- PRECLASS PREPARATION
,

EQUIPMENT LOCATED ,
IN LAMORATORY

EGuiPtitmi
''FROM SUPPLY cLASSurit0 MATERIAL . GNAPHic AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Trainer, Conduit
Troubleshooting
Test Board

Hand Tool Set
Projector, Over

head'

Multime-ter
,

-

. \

none .

.

.-

,

SG III-71 'W111 Iii.7
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

NATIONAL EL ECTR I C AL CODE
AND BLUEPRINT REAOINt

TRANSPARENCIES. TROURL E
SHOOTING

.

'

. CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACH' G STEPS

7a. \ Provided a multimeter and instruction roubleshoot an energized (120/240
volt) circuit.to locate troubles inserted in the circuit by the instructor.

) . e

(1) Types of circuit 'troubles .

(2) Test equipment -
(3) Methods and procedures for troubleshooting .

7b. Provided a multimeter and instructions, troubleshoot a de- energized
electrical circuit to locate troubles inserted by the instructor. . ,

V..., ..

(1) Types of circuit troubles
(2). 'Test equipment ,,

(3) Methods and procedures for troubleshooting i.-

- .....

ATC AUGAUG 1E

(1



PLAN (Pat t, Ofterel) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (C.agwINWHII

7c. Using tools and-MtViactions provided, 'disconnect electric
sort materials and store in designated storage facilities.

4

A

cuits,



Course NoNo: 3A13R5d.230-1 Lin.uiLli Approval:
Days: 28, 29 and 30 Dalt;

,PAT: C

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

a CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY,A;;SIGNMENT:
°

°

ATTENTION :

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

.1, I n

Al .

r

2

1.

0
ej

el



BODY (7 Hours 45 Minutes)
. .

PRESENTATION: '

7a. Provided a multinieter and
instructions, troubleshoot an
energized (120/240 volt) circuit
to locate troubles inserted in the
circuit by the instructor.

(1) 'Types of 'cirLuit troubles

SUMMAAY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

CONCLUSION (Day 28)'

./

SG 3ABR54230-1-M-7, 7roulkleshooting
Conduit Circuits

LNTTRODUC CION (Dtty 29)

COCK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

3

4 (

4

oc°



OVERVIEW:

MOTrVATION:

67
*4

C

PRESENTATION:

7a. (Continued)
,
(2) Test equipment

(3) Meth (kis and proCedures
for troubleshooting

7b. Provided a multinieter and
instructions, troubleshoot a
deenergized electrical circuit
to locate troubles inserted by
the instructor.

A..

(1) Types of circuit troubles

(2) Test equipment

(3) Nietriods and procedures for , ,
,

troubleshooting 1

a

I

s

I

,

4



°

7c. Using tools and instructions provided,
disconnect electrical circuits, sort
materials and store in designated
storage facilities.

4'

APPLICA

BNB 3ABR54230-l-III-7, TrQubleshooting
Conduit Circuits, Projects and 2
(and part of .3)

CONCLUSION (Day 29)

SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-III-8, Appliance
Maintenance

6

INTRODUCTION (Day 30)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

2

f



PRESENTATION:
%

7c. (Continued from Day 29)

APPLICATION:

Complete WB 3ABR54230-1-III-7, Trouble-
shooting Conduit Circuits, Project 3

. .

SUMMARY:

e

,

.

t

IWO

..,

CONCLUSION (Unit 7) .

,

G

OD'

-o

t

o

0
z.

s'

..
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I. LESSON PLAN ( Nutt Wooed)
APP ROV AL ATE

TCET 29

INST RUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230 -1
COURSE TITLE

Electrician
BLOCK NUMBER

Irl -
BLOCK TITLE

Conduit Wiring
LESSON TITLE

Appliance Maintenance (Day 30) . t

, LESSON DURATION

CL.4,ssitoom/LADoRATARY '

3 Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY

12Hrs
TOT AL

5 Hrs
P01 REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

29

PAGE DATE

i 1 Mav 75
PARAGRAPH

8
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER I,
542X0, Changes 1, -2, 3, 4, and 5

OAT! Z Dec 7U (14, Jan 72-, 6 Mar 73,
1.18 Apr 73. 25 Feb 74, 7 Nov 74)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

...

PRECLASS PREPARATION,

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

T

CL ALSIP= MATERIAL
, GRAPHIC AIDS AND 4

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Trainer, Electri-
cal Components

Projector,, Over-
head

None

.

.3

None

_

.

.

SG 111.8: MI Ilt A
NATIONAL EL ECTR 'CAL CODE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODA

AND EllUEPR INT READING
TRANSPARENC I ES . APPLIANCES

CRITERION OBJECTIVES A/40 TEACHING STEPS

_ 8a: Given information pirtaining to appliance maintenance, list the correct
solution to each problent . .

. ,
(1) Types of appliances .

(2) Appliance components - .

. (3) Installation requirements .

(4) Troubleshooting appliances

. .

, ..
.. . -

f
. .. ,

,
,

.
..

:

ATC.'AUG72 no a

100



Course No: 3ABR54230-1

r

Branch Approval:
Day 30 Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

REVIEW PREVIOUS -DAY'S STUDY' ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

- MOTIVATION:

2

S

7/

-8,

C .

e.



N

BODY (2 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION':
'4

8a: Give information pertaining to
appli ce maintenance, list the
corre t solution to each problem.

(1) Types of aipliancei

(2) Appliance components

___------,-

a

(3) Installation requirements'
(

t
ge

(4) Troubleshooting appliances .-

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-III-8, Appliance
Maintenance

a EVALUATION:

r .

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson, This-
may be accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased effectiveness.

d ,

3102
...

.7.

,..

AV

4

..



CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

A

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: None_

-

4

4

0

1 -n3

A

f

I



LESSON PLAN ( Part I, Gitimrol) .....--__:._
APPROVAL OF F I .47,177. JO INSTRUCTOR
TCETC/2 ay

i0
a .

1

COURSE NUMBER COURSE TITLE

3A:R54230-1 . lb ric . I .. _____
BLOCK NJMBER BLOCK TIT LA.
IV . 'Motors and Controls
LESSON TITLE . te' ,:, ' t ° ' . .

Three-Phase Motor S stems t)a, ,v . . g . -,........_......:._
.LESSON DURATION

CLASSROOM /LABORATORYcrow,' Cow4ALEM t PiTO T TOTAL

24-24, . . 9 ' 32 Hr,
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER PAGE DATE PARAGRAPH
tr

11 1-
STS/CTS RE ERENCE .

NUMBE R I DATE . ee (IT Jan-727 6 gar 73 ,

542X0 ,Chan:es 1 2 3 4 and 5 F18 Air 73 25 Feb 74 7 Nov 74)
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

.
.

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED EQUIPMENT GRAPHIC AIDS AND
IN LABORATORY e FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MAT EgIAL UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL---.

TRAINER. RoTATINGNAGNETM Projector, 16mm .
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL COPE:

FIELD: TRAINER, MOTOR ANO v
41 . NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

MOTOR CONTROL, TRAINER. d ANO BLUEPRINT READING
AC MOTOR INSTALLATION . TF I 666.,A , MOTOR CON- ,

NECT I OHS
DEMONSTRATOR: TRAINER. TF 6082, MOTOR CONTROLLER
OPERATION OF. FLOAT SWITCH /CONTROL P HAND TOOL SET ,

:
, - 4t

i
. . .

t.1..... m....... be.
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS 5

,.. ,

la. Given the required information, select the equipment necessary,t_o_install a
three-phase mgfor to power so the installation will meet NE /and-manufactuver'sP .

specifications. I .
_ .

(1) Select a three-phase motor _ -
-

.
1,

. 11.

(a) Types of motors. ..

(b) Motor components
(c) Theory of operation ,

!
.

. ,. . I _ .

(2) Wire size and type . ,
. . .

(3) Type and size of conduit . . 1
. . ,

(4) Mechanical connection to load . . ....

, . . -
1

.. . ,

ATt °IVA 776AUG n

rt



LESSON PLAN (Pert I, Cometa1) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (ContinumB

lb. Using a three-phase motor trainer and previously selected equipment,
install and operate a three-phase motor on high voltage. Installation must meet
NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams
(2) Identify motor leads

(a) WYE
(b) DELTA

(3) Installation of leads
(4) NEC specifications
(5) , Manufacturer's specificaticins

lc. Using a three-phase motor trainer and previously selected equipment,'
connect and operate a three-phase motor on low voltage. Installation must meet
NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams
(2) Identify motor.leads
(3) NEC specifications
(4) Manufacturer's specifications

ld. Using a three-phase Motor trainer with previously installed three-phase
motor, change power leads to reverse the direction ofbrotation to meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagram
(2) ,Identify motor leads
(3) Select leads fcir reversing
(4) NEC specifications
(5) Manufacturer's specifications

le. Using a-three-phase motor trainer, select an adequate motor overload
protective deyice in accordance with the NEC, motor data plate and manufacturer'
specifications.

(1) 'Types of controllers
(2) Types of overload devices

*(3) Overload selection
(4) Overload adjustments
(5) Interpret wiring diagrams

4.1

ATC =1;2. ,- 770A 2

1 CI

*

9

=IF



LESION PLAN (Pert tJ tolooes.1) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECT' NO TEA HINO STEPS (ConsInwHO

lf. Using a three-phase motor trEdner, install a start/stop station to a three-
phabe magnetic controller to control a three-phase motor. Installatim must meet
NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

., ?

(1) Interpret wiring N.diagram
(2) Across the line magnetit controllers
(3) Switch design
(4) Switch installation

4.

(5) NEC specifications .
..

(6) Manufacturer's specit ±ions

lg. Using a three.phase motor trainer, install two start/stop stations to a
three-phase magnetic controller to control a three-phase' motor. Installation
must 'meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

. (1) -Interpret wiring diagram
. (2) Multi-switch installation
(3) NEC specifications
(4) Manufacturer's specifications

1h. 'Using a three-phase motor trainer, install a thermostatic control to a three-
phasemagnetic controller to control the operation of a three-phase motor.

,Installation must meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagram
(2) Thermostat control design
(3) Other related controls
(4) - Thermostat installation
(5) NEC specifications

.(6) Manufacturer's specifications

4

ii. Usineathree-phase motor trainer, 'install a reversing start/atop station
and a magnetic controller to control the direction of rotation of a three-phase
motor in accordance,with NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagram
(2) Reversing magnetic controllers
(3) Reversing start/stop station
(4) System installation
.(5) NEC specifications
(6) Manufacturer'T specifications

ro 4

Ss.

ATC Fe" . 770A
AYR 72
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Course: 3ABR54230-.1.
Days: 31, 32, 33, 34

Brazich Approval:
Date: /

PART.0

INTRODUCTION. (5 Minutes)''

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

r

(

M



PRESENTATION:

A

BODY (23 Hours 45 Minutes)

la. Given the required information,
select the equipment'necessary
to install a three phase motor to /
power to meet NEC and manufacturer's-
specifications.

(1) Select a three phase motor

(a) Types of motors

1 AC

2 DC

3 Universal

4 Types AC

1 10

-b 30 .

3

103

,e

r



5 Type 30z,

a SychranOus

'la Induction

6 Motor data plates

,46) Motor components *

1 Stitor

2 Rotor

3 End bells

(c) Theory of operation

)-
1 Define a motor

4

. .

2 Types of induction

o

.4 4

109

a

.rz

a

.q 1



a

3' Rotating magnetic field

4 Squirrel cage rotor

5 Reversing motor

(2) Wire_size and types.

(3) Type and size conduit

(4) Mechanical connection to load

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-1V=1, Three Phase
Motor System, Project 1,2, and 3

O

CONCLUSION (Day 31)

SUMMARY:

Cover main pointg of lesson.-

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-1, Three Phase
Motor Systems

7



INT1tODUCTION (Day 32)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:
o

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATiON:

lb. Using a three phase motor trainer
and previously selected equipment,
mall and operate a three phase --
moor on high voltage. Installation
must meet NEC and manufacturer's
specifications.

(1) Interpret rArinp diagrams

(2). Identify motor leads

s.

?"/

a

4



(a) Wye

(b) Delta

(3) Installation of leads

(4), NEC specifications

(5) Manufacturer's specifications

liPc. Using a three phase motor trainer
and previously selected equipment,
connect and operate a three phase
motor on low voltage. Installation
must meet NEC and manufacturer's
specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams

(2) entify motor lgads

(3) NEC specifications

4

(4) Manufacturer's specifications
444

11.44/)

7



ld., Using a three phase motor trainer
with previously installed three phase
motor, change power leads to

' reverse the direction of rotation to
meet NEC and manufacturer's

_specifications. 1

(i) Interpret wiring diagrams

O

(2) Identify motor leads

(3) Select leads fo'r reversing

NEC specifications

(5) Manufacturer's speCifications
4,

re. Using a three phale motor tralier,
select an.dequate motor overload
pro4retive device IAW the NEC,
moto`r data plate and nihnufacturer's
specifications.

(1) Types of controllers

a

r

113

A



(a) Across-the-line

(b) Reduced voltage

(2) Types of. overload devices

(a) Thprynal

1 Melting allOy

2 Bi-metal

(b) Magnetic

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230--IV-1; Three Phase
MOtor ,Systems, Project 4, 5 and 6

ris



CONCLUSION (Day 32)

SUMMARY':.

.
Cover main points of lesson.

A

.
m

73"

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: .

SG 3AB'R54230- 1 -W -1, Three Phase ,-
Motor System ,

41-

4

INTRODUCTION (Day 33)
I 0

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

,

PRESENTATION:

le. Continued from Day 32

(3) Overload selection

,

, a

e N

.



J

7

(4) Overload adjustments

(5) Interpret wiring diagrams

lf. Using a three phase motor. trainer
install a start/stop station to a
three pihabe magnetic controller to
control a three phase motor,
Installation must meet NEC' and
manufacturer's specifications,

(1) Interpret wiring diagram

(2) Across-the-line magnetic
'Controllers

(3) Switch design

(4) Switch installation
, ,

(5) NEC specifications

(6) Manufacturer's specifications

/`.
11



CS.

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-IV-1, Tjaree Phase
Motor Systems, Projects 7, 8, 9
and 10

SUMMARY:

CONCLUSION (Day 33)

0
Cover main poits of lesson:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3A1:11154230-1--Irr1, Three Phase'
Motor Systems

0

INTRODUCTION (Day 34)

HECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
so

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

12

, '

'1,1*,) ". ;

"'so
-;



/

(4) System installation

(5) NEC specifications

(6) Manufacturer's specifications:

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-1V..1, Three
Phase Motor Systems, Projects ii,
12 and,a,13

.
EVALUATION:

Evaluate bb oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesso . This

w may be accomplished at e
during lesson for increased
effectiveness. f

CONCLUSION

SUMMARY:

,Cover main points of lesson.

..

,. .

r

REMOTIVATION: f- , ,,

I%
,..

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
4.- /li.

SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-2; Troubleshooting Three Phase Motor Systems

15



APPROVAL O

TCET ay

. LESSON PLAN ( Pars I, Gnoro1)
t,te4/ INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR5423d-1
81...ocK NumEER

IV
L&SSON TITLE

'Troubleshootink Three-Phase Motor Systems (Day,2.51

COURSE ,T IT LE

Electrician
BLOCK TITLE

Motors and Controls

TsoranclUct-r:traNa Ivemmrdzen...mnersnrssurtior7X.

4-

Ci: AS SROOM /1. 'POP rORY

6 Hrs

-

I-

. `LESSON DURATION

.1
..,..........T V.COMPLEMENTARY .

Hr. - ,,,2 Hrs.
PAGE NUMBER

. 33

P01 REFEREpier-
PAGE DATE

1 Ma 75
STS/CTS REFERENCE'

PARAGRAPH

2

'NUMBER

542X0 an es 1 2 d5
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL'

DATE 2 Dec 70 (14 Jan 72, 6 !Aar,
18 73 25 igitieLLEar

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE OATS

J (
,

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMEN EC
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

, ValmIMI 0 sa 1,./.11)

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPNLC AILS
. UNCLASSIFIED mATERIAI..

Trainer, Motor and
MOtor Control

Hand Tool Set

Multimeter
Megbhmmeter

e.

None

e
St
W-134V-2
National Electric:4,i

Code

IMMANNIM,4471; V.

Yt CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

t ta. 1.Tsing,a three-phase motor and trainer, inspect the motor installation in
accordance with manufacturer's speifications.,

(1) Visual inspection
(2) Operational inspection

2b. Given a three-phase motor and control-system-with electrical fasits Irtd
. equipment, repair faults to meet manufacturer's and NEC speCifications. "'

(1) Motor data plates
(2) Three-phase motor and controller schematias
(3) Electrical test
(4) Repair procedures
(5) Test equipment

ATC ""
72

770AU0

1



LESSON PLAN (Po I, &morel) CONTINUATION SHUT ,

CRITERION OBJECTIYES'ANO TEACHING STEPS1Continu.4 t
2c. Using tools and instructions provided, disconnect electrical circuits,
,sort materials and store in designated storage facilities.

t .

(1), Good 'houseceepi.ng
(2) Safety practices

/

k

;

Al

.
kts,
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Course No: 3ABR54230 -1 Brancli Approval:
Day: 35 1 . Date:

PART U
0

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CH,ECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

et

121

4.0

4

.
0



BODY (5 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

2a. Using a three phase motor and
trainer, inspect the motor
installation in accordance with
manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Visual inspection
a

(2) Operational inspection

,
2b. Given a three phase motor and

control system with,olectrical
faults and test equipment,
repair faults tO meet manufacturer's
and NEC specifications,.

(1) Motor data plates

(2) Three phase motor and
controller schematics '1

(3) Electrical test
4 ,

b.

- 122

S

9



(4) Repair procedures

(5) Test equipment

2c. Using tools and instructions
provided, disconnect electrical
circuits, sort materials and
store in designated storage
facilities.

.(1) Good housekeeping

(2) Safety practices

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-14V-2, Troubleshooting
Three Pase Motor Systems,Projects
1 and 2

0



EVALUATION:

Evaluate by,oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. Phis

- be be accomplished at any time
during lesson for Increased
effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (Day 35)

SUMMARY:

Cover main points of lesson.

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY Abb hi 11 MEN'il:

SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-3, Single Phase
Motor Systems ,.--'.'/

S. I

,



LESSON PLAN ( Part I , G4tartrol)

APPROVAL OFFIC 44411STRUCTOR
AE

TCETC/2 ay ,

COURSE NUMBER'

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE
Electrician . ,

BLOCK NUMBER

IV
BLOCK TITL;
Motors 'and Controls. , ' .

---1L III 5 0 N 71-6.E

Single-Phase Motor Systems Da s 36, 37, and 38)
LESSON DURATION .

.........------
CLAssge9m/LA3oRAT0,,, COMPLEMENTARY

6 Hrs -
TOTAL .

24 Hrs
P01 REFERENCE

PAGE HUMBER

34°

PAGE DATE

1 May 75,
PARAGRAPH

3, . ._

STS/CTS REFERENCE

1

Nuo48E'4

542X0. Chancres 1, 2, 3, 4 drid 5
DATE 2 Dec 70, (14 Jan 72 6 MarITT
18 Aor 73-4 2,4 Feb 74, 71121:141

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

, SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

. 0

,

*------.-
v

,
,

-........-.......-
PRECLASS PREPARATION

EqUIPMENf LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

.
EQUIPMENT

. FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL
GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Trainer, Motor and
Motc; Control

Trainer, Electric
Motor Exploded

Set1.ToolHand 'Th

Projectors 16mmky--

.

None e
. ,

-
.

..

---.........---........

SG IV3. WB I V.3
1

TF 56606 SiNcta PriAsE.
MOTOR CONNECTIONS: TF
6I806. MoroR CONTROL
SYSTEM; NATIONAL ELECTRI

, CAL CODE AND BLUEPRIN t
READING; NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL CODE .

.

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

3a. . Given the required information, sefedt the equipment necessary to install a 1

1 single-phase motor to a pOwer-source: Installation must meet NEC
_,--

and inanufac- 1

turer's specifications. . -..

, -. . ..

(1) Select a single-phase motor

(a) Types of motors
(b) Motor components tt
(17) Theory of operation

,

f 2 ) `Wire size and type ,

(3) Type and size of conduit . .

1 '. ..
-

. .. .

I . . , i
.... , ---\

.. .

,.........,-..........ry.
All: LT4 770



LESSON PLAN (Part I, -Genaral) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Coneinood)

3b. Using a single-phasemtator trainer and previously selected equipment,
install and operate a single-Phase motor for low voltage operat.On. Installation
must meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications. 40

Interpret wiring diagrams
Identify motor leads
Installation,of leads, #

EC specifications
( Manufacturer's specifications

Using a single-phase motor trainer and previously installed equipment,
connect and operate a single-phase motor for high voltage operation. Installation
must meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpiet wiring diagrams
(2) Identify motor leads
(3) NEC specifications
J41 Manufacturer's specifications

3d. Using a single phaSe motor trainer with previously installed single-phase
motor, change motor leads to reverse the direction of rotation in accordance with
NEC manufacturer's specification.

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams
(2) Identify motor leads
(3) NEC specifications
(4) Manufacturer's specification's

3e. Using a single-phase motor trainer, install a drum switch to control the
operation of a single-phase motor. Installation must meet NEC and manufacturer
specifications:

(1) Swieth design
(2) Switch installation
(3) NEC.specification
(4) Manufacturer's specification

b.

3f. Using a single-phase motor trainer, install one start/stop' station to'a
single-phase magnetic controller to &mtrol the, operation of a single-phase motor.
Installation must meet NEC and manufac'turer's specifications.

(1) Interpret Wiring diagrams
(2) Across the line magnetic controller
(3,) Switch design
14) Switch installation
(5) NEC specifications
(6 Manufacturer's s ecifications

ATC AU1"5"
770A

O 72

b #



LESSON PLAN (Part I, Goneral) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Conrinua)

3g. Using a single-pliasebmotor trainer, install two sta;t/stop stations to a
single-phase magnetic controller to control the operation of a single-phase motor.
Installation must meet NEC and manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams
(2) Switch installation
(3) NEC specifications
(4) Mantifacturer's specifications

3h. Using a single,-phase motor trainer, install.4thermostatic control to
previously installed magnetic controller to operate.a 'single-phase motor system.
Installation must meet NEC and.manufacturer's specifications.

(1 Interpret wiring diagrams
(2) Thermostat control design
(3), Thermostat control installation
(4) NEC specifications
(5) Manufacturer's specifications

(

3i. Using a single-phase motor trainer, install a hand-off-automatic switch and
thermostat to previously installed single,-tohase magnetic controller to operate a
single-phase motor system. Installation must meet NEC and manufacturer's
specifications.

_(1) Interpret wiring diagrams
(2) SwitCh design
(3) Switch installation
,(4) NEC specifications
(5) Manufacturer's specifications

/4.

r.

L..,
- ATC F17.172" 710kAuo



Course: 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approval:
Days: 36, 37, 38.

J

PART II

Date:

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes).

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

AT'T'ENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

. 9g/
01 7 ittey 74-v-



f .

BODY (23-Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

3a. Given the required information,
select the equipment necessary
to install a single phase motor
to a'power source, installation
must meet NEC and manufacturer's
specifications.

(1) Select a single phase motor
ti

(a) Types of motors

1 Induction

2 Repulsion

3 Universal

(b) Motor components

f.

Rotor

2 Stator

'3

Om.

4.1



1

J..

3 End bells

A Centrifugal switch
a-

(c) Theory of operation

Induction Motors

2 Repulsion motors

3 -Universal

a,

(2) Wire size and type

(3) Type end size of conduit

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABI364230-1-IV,3, Single Phase
Motor ,System, Projects 1 and 2

.,

/too



CONCLUSION (Day 36)

SUMMARY:

Cover main points of lesson.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-W-3, Single Phase
Motor Systems

INTRODUCTION (Day 37)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

5\

4

3b. Using a single phase motor trainer
and previously selected equipment,
install, and operate ksingle phase
motor for law- voltage operation.
installation must meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications.,

5

131

N

0'



/19;--
(11 Interpret wiring diagrams

(2) Identify motor, leads

(3) Installation of leads

(4) NEC specifications

(5) Manufacturer's specifications

3c. Using a single phase motor trainer
and previously installed equipment,
connect and operate a single phase
motor for high voltage operation.
Installation must meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications..

Z

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams

(2) Identify motor leads

6

a



(3) NEC specifications

,..

(4) Manufacturer's specifications

3d. Using a single phase motor trainer
with previously installed single
phase motor, change motor leads
to reverse the direction of
rotation in accordance with NEC
and manufacturer's specifications:

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams

"14
(2) Identify motor leads '

(3) -NEC specifications
...

(4) Manufacturer's specifications

I

,

las

r

4%.

/03

v

. A

,

1



3e. Usl ing a single phase motor trainer,
install a drum switch to control the
operation of a single phase motor.
Installation must meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Switch design

(2) SWitch installation

(3) NEC specification

'(4) Manufacturer's specification

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230- 1 -IV -3, Single Phase
Motor Systems, Projects 3, 4, and 5

O

O



CONCLUSION (Day 37)

SUMMARY: 4

Cover main points of lesson.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-l-IV-3, Single /Phase
Motor Systems,

INTRODUCTION. (Day 38)

CHECK PnVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

V ,

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

(

4

3f. Using'a singlephasEkmotor trainer;
inst,all,one start/stop station td-a.
single.phasn magnetic controller;'
to control the operation of a single
phase motor. Installation must meet
NEC and manufactUrer's specifications.

to

9

-1133

J

O



''(1) Interpret wiring diagrams

(2) .Across-the-line magnetic
controller

.1, ,f

01

(P) Load circuit

(b) Control circuit .

(c) Staft circuit

(d) Holding circuit

(3) Switch design

(4) Switch installatibn

4

/Oh



a*.

(5) NEC specifications

(6)- Manufacturer's specifications

3g. Using a single phase motor
trainer, install two start/stop
stations to a single phase
magnetic controller to control
the operation of a single phase
motor. Installation must meet
NEC and manufacturer's
specifications.

(1) Interpret wiring diagrams.

(2) Switch installation

(3) NEC specifications
9

(4) Manufacturer's specifications

(

3h: Using a single phase motor trainer,
install a thermostatic control to k_t

previouSly installed magnetic
controller to operate a single phase
motor system. Installation' must
meet NEC and manufacturer's
Specifications. t

r
13"

af."v

/o7



0
(1) Interpret wiring diagrams

(2) Thermostat control design

(3) Thermostat control
installation .

0

(4) NEC specifications ...

(5) Manufacturer's specifications

3i. Using a sinqle phase motor trainer,
install a hand-off-automatic
switch and thermostat to previously
installed magnetic controller to
operate a single phase motor system.
Installation must meet NEC and
manufacturer's specifications.

(1) Interpret: wiring diagrams

(2). Switch design

(3) Switch installation

12

-

/ F

0

O



40

(4)' NEC specifications

(5) Manufacturer's specifications

9

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-14V-3, Single Phase
Motor Systems, Projects 6, 7, 8 and 9

EVALUATION:

Evaluate-by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased , .

effectiveness. t
CONCLUSION ,(10 Min)

SUMMARY:

Cover main points of lesson.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-1V-4, Troubleshooting
Single Phase Motor Systems .

r.

13

4

1 9
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LESSON PLAN ( Part I, Colwell)
APPROVAL

TCET
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER ..

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

Electrician
BLOCK HUMBER

IV
BLOCK TITLE

andMotors d Controls .

LESSON TITLE
.

Troubleshooting Single-PhaseMotor Systems (Day 391 .
LESSON DURATION

CL ASSROOM/LABORATORY 1

6 Hrs-
LOMFLEMEN TART

I. 2 His
TOTAL,

8 Hrs
POL REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER
. A

PAGE DATE.

_ it ___

PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER

42X0 an:es 1 2" 3 4 and 5
DATE 2 Dec 71:n14 Jan 72 6 Mar 73,
18 Air 73 25 Feb 74 ''Nov 74

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE s DATE

n

..

. PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
)14 LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
' FROM SUPPLY

CL ASS! F 1E0 MATERIAL
GRAPHIC AIDS AND'

UNCL4$SIPIEO MATERIAL

Trainer, Motor and
Motor Control

Hand Tool Set
.

.

Multimeter
Megohmmeter

. 6

None

.

,

.

SG IV-4
WB IV-4
National Electrical

Code
.

. CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS
1

4a. nsing-a. single-phase motor and trainer, inspect the motor installationin
accordance with manufacturer's and NEC specifications. ,

, -

(1) Visual inspection .

(2) Operational inspection ., . .

. .
... -

4b. Given a single -phase motor and control system with electrical faults and
test eqUipment, repair faults to meet manufacturer's and NEC spe'cificatiOns.

(1) Motor data plates
,(-2),' Single -phase motor and- controller. .schematics .

(3) Electrical test s .
,

(4) Mechanical-test ..

..,
, , -

Jaen: Rs 770.AUG 72

14o.



9

4

_

---......

' t ///
LESSON PLAN (P art I, Gowned) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES kNO TEACHING STEPS (Continued)

- (5) Repair procedures
(6) Test equipment

t, .

4c. Using tools and instructions provided, discoaneCt electrical circuits, sort
materials and store -in designated storage facilities.

(1) Good housekeeping ---'
(2) Safety practices

.1

, e

-- 4

4

/ I r

4.

4

,.

s

1

I



Course No: 3ABR54230-1 Course Approval:
Day 39 , Date: j

.PART II

.INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

e

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

ft

42. t .

..

400

v' C.

,:.

`..,

lb.

J'
P *.

6

0.-

M



'a .-

BODY.( 5. Hours 55 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

4a. Using a single phase motor and
trainer, inspect the motor .

installation in accordance with
manufacturer's and NEC
sRec if ications

1.

(1) Visual inspection

(a) Li2bction

(n)' Bearings

(c) Cleanliness

o

:(d) -Motor wiring .

(..). Cperaiional inspection

S

0

fi

c.

0.

t

//3

9

4



(a) Sound

.(b) Temperature-

(c) Curr t draw (FLC)

4b. Given a single-phase motor and
control system with electribal
tfaulti and test equipment,
repair faults to:meet manu-.
factureris and NEC specifications.

my,

(1) Motor data plates

(2) Singlei,pitabe motor and
controller schematics

t

.

fir

*t.

4

(3). Electrital test

-

. (a) Voltage .



(b) Full load current

(c) Winding resistance

(d) Insulation breakdown

(4) Mechanical test

(5) Repair'procedurts

(6) Test equipment
,

(a) V.oltmeter

(b) Ammei&--

7

I \

a



4c. Using tools and instructions
provided, disconnect electrical
circuits, sort materials and
store in designated storage
facilities.

(1) Good housekeeping

(2) Safety practices

ip

%

APPLICATION:
ti

WB 3ABM4230-1-1V-4, Troubleshooting
Single Phase Motor Systems, Projects
1 and 2

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, -written estions,
and/or, observation of studen 's
performance during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any Uccle
during lesson foriner-used
effectiveness.

6.

S.



i;) CONC LUSION' (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY: Cover.main points of lesson.

A

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-5, Motor Generator,
Control Panels and Circuit Breakers

A



V
LESSON PLAN ( Port 1, Com.rol)

APPROVAL OF 46 ,

TCETC I:.
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230-1
COW"' TITLE ...

EUctrician 1

BLOCK NUMBER

V1/4

BLOCK TITLE
.Motors and Controls

LE N 1 ITLE

-1- t :
-

M or Generators on rol J. 11 .

LESSON- DURATION

CLASSROOM /LABORATORY

4 Hrs "I
COMPLEMENTARY

2 Hrs
TOTAL.

6 Hrs
P01 REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

37 ,

PAGE BATE

1 May 75
PARAGRAPH

5--
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

542X0 Changes 2, 3, 4, and 5
OAT! a ec /2 6 Mar 73,

[18 'Apr 1?3, a Pet 'Ye 7 Roy 74),
. SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE OAT!

. i

c

I

r
PRECLASS PREPARATION ,..--....

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY , CLA FiE0 NATCRIAL

T

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

1

Traine'r Motor
Control Center and
Motor Generator
Set

Trainer, Line,.
Alternator Motor
Control

None

' (

None
\.4

.
-

,

SG IV-5 I

WB IV-5
II

National Ele,,trical
Code and BlueOrin
Reading '

.

, CRITERION OBJECTIVES ARO TEACHING STEPS

5a. Using information provided, write the purpose of
list its maior components. -

_

. .

(1) Purpose of a motor.
-

control center
(2) Parts,of a motor control center ,

.

5b. Using information provided, write thepur pose of
list its major, components. 2 .-..,

, ,4 1

\ .
.-}L-1-t-t.:*-

(1) Purpose of a motor generatcirisd i
1 ',

(?) Parts of a !notch. generator set .. /
(3) Operation of amotor generator set ..

i

,, -,

4
.

a motor

a motor

control c,interand

ib ',.-

gener r set and

_

,
.

.
,

..

i

I



ti

Course No 3ABR54230-11, Branch Approval:
Day 40 Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

,

V

<a)

' 140 :.

.0 1.0



BODY (3 Hours 55 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:
vW

5a. Using inflormation provided, write
° the purpose of a motor control

Cpriter and list its major
-components.

(1) Purpose of a motor control
center

(2) Part of a motor control center

'et

5b. Using information nrovided, write
the purpose of a ,thotor generator

- set and ,list its major 4components:.

(1) Purpose of a motor generator.
set

(2) Parts of a motor generator
set

(3) Operation of a nioto4r
geherator sets

.Its.

j Ot



40,

441- APPLICAWN:

4

WB 3ABR54230-1-IV-5, MotQr
Generatbr, Control Panels and
Circuit Breakers, Projects 1, 2,
and 3

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questionS,
and/or observ4ion of student's
performance during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increase .

effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

Cover main points of lesson.

I

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-V-1, Intrusion-
Alarm System

4,

151



LESSON PLAN ( Part I, Comoro()
APPROVAL ()Foil

TCETC/
INSTRUCTOR

o ..

deOURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

.Electrician
LOCtC NUMBER

V c

BLOCK TITLE

Coqtrols and Alarm Systems
LESSON TITLE

Intrusion Alarm S stems Da s 41 42 and 43
--.._________

.LESSON /4

CLASSROOM/LABORATORY

18 Ars
COMPLEMENTARY

0
TOTAL

18 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER PAGE DATE
.. 1) -

PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER

542X0, Chgs 1, 2, 3, and 5
DATE 2 Dec 70- (14 Ian 72, 6 Mar 73,

118 Apr 73. 25 Feb 74. 7 Nov 741
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL -

Sic mmulee DATE SIGNATURE DATE f

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AN&

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Trainer, Intrusion
Alarm

Multimeter
Projector,Overhead

None,

,

.
A

None .

.

SG V-1
,

WB V-1
Transparencies,

Intrusion Alarm
Systems

CRITERION OBJECTIVES mib TEACHING STEPS

la. 'Given information pertaining to intrusion alarm systems, inspect and service
electrical systems and components.

, ..

(1) Purpose and types of intrusion alarm systems
"' (2) Operating principles ,

(3) Components and usage .
(4) Wiring diagrams
(5) Inspection requirements
(6) Purpose and types of service
(7) Servicing instructions'

. .

,
_

..
...."

..

. .
.INN. 1

Alt "R .t 770 .AUG

1 52



LESSON PLAN (Past I, Oefswei) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continuo&

lb. Using meter, trainer, and wiring diagram, troubleshoot,and repair electrical
systems and components of intrusion alarm systems.

(1) Purpose of troubleshooting
(2) Types of troubles
(3) Wiring diagrams
(4) Troubleshooting procedures
(5) Repair procedures ,

4

/

sI

II

ATC FORM
AUG 72

770A

F.

2 .

1 5 3

tr GPO: 1972 771-3110/24
to





BODY (17 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

1a. Given information pertaining to

intrusion 'alarm systems, inspect

and service electrical systems

and components.,

(1) Purpose and types of intrusion

alarm systems

(2) Operating principles

(3) Components and usage

(4) Wiring diagrams

APPLICATION:

WB 30R54230-11 Intrusion
alarm system project 1 and 2

CONCLUSION ( Day 41)

SUMMARY:

CC.



C-

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-11, Intrusion

alarm systems

(

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGM1ENT:

INTRODUCTION.(Day 42)

REVIEW:

.4 1

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:



4.4

PRESENTATION:

6

le

a

(5) Inspection requirements

(6) Purpose and types of

Service

(7) Servicing Instructions

SUMMARY:

,

CONCLUSION (Day 42)

ad

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG3AER54230-1-V-1, Intrusion

alarm spstems

INTRODUCTION (Day 43)

CHECK.PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

I a

or

slot

r-

6

,



.11

OVERVIEW:`

MO=VATION:

PRESENTATION:

-lb: Using meter, trainer and

wiring diagram, troubleshoot

and repair electrical systems

and components of intrusion

-alarm systems.

(1) Purpose of troubleshooting

(2) Types of troubles

(3) Wiring diagram

(4) Troubleshooting



(5) REPAIR PROCEDURES

APPLICATION:

WB3ABR54230-1-1/-1, Intrusion

alarm systems project 3 and 4

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral; written qu-eltions,

and/or observation of student's

performance during lesson. This may
be accomplished at any time during

lesson for .increased effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes )

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: SG 3ABR54230-14-21
Fire Alarm systems

8

1 .39 .

3

4

. 6.



/3e
LESSON PLAN ( Part I. Gorwrill)

APPROVAL OFFICE A

TCETCJ25Ju
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

Electrician
BLOCK NUMBER

V
BLOCK TITLE

Controls and Alarm Systems
LESSON TIT LE \

Fire Alarm Systems (Days 44 and 45)
LESSON OURATieN

CLASSROOM/LABORATORY COMPL EMEN T AR Y TOTAL

8 Hrs
P01 REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

39
PAGE DATE

I 1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH

2
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

542X0, Chgs 1, 2, 3, and 5
DATE 2 Dec 70 0.4 Jan 72, 6 Mar 73,

18 Anr 73 25 Feb 74,, 73slov 741
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

"SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

., ,

c,

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
"'mow SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCL ASSUMED MATERIAL

Trainer, Fire Alar
Systems

Multimeter
-Hand Tool Set
Prejector, ,Overhead

Nom '--

,

None

4,

SG V-2
V-2

Transparencies,.
Fire Alarm
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2a. Given information pertaining to a firealarm system, trainer and wiring 4....
diagram, identify components and trace electrical circuits.
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(1) Purpose and types of fire alarm systems
(2) Operating principles
(3) Components and usage .
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.(2) Components f
(3) Service instructions
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BODY (7 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

2a. Biven ipformation pertaining

to a fire alarm system, trainer

and wiring diagram, identify
components and trace electrical

circuits.

(1) Purpose and types of

fire alarm systems

(2) Olkating principles

. 1

(3) Components and usage

(4) Wiring diagram,

(5) Inspection requirements

.

2b. Given fire alarsitraier,

inspect service electrical

systems and components

.c

140) Purpose of Service

4
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(2) CcyLents

(3) Service Instructions

e
2c. Given a fire alarm trainer

and meter, troubleshoot and repair

electrical, systems .nd components..

(1) Types of troubles

(2) Troubleshooting procedure

(3) Wiring diagrams

APPLICATION:

WB 3ARR54230-1-V-20 Fire alarm system

Project 1 and 2.

CONCLUSION (Day 44).
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(4) Repair procedures'
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3a. Given information pertaining to corrosion, match correct terms with
definitions.

o A

(1) Define corrosion . .
(2) Identify pari's of a corrosion cell .

(3) Trace current flow in a corrosion cell
. .

.

3b. Given information. pertaining to cathodic protection, complete statements to
identify methods.of cathodic protection: .

.
. .

(1) Galtvanic anode method .

(2) Impressed current method ,
. .
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BODY (1Hr 45 Min)

PRESENTATION:

3a. Given informat Lon pertaining to

- corrosion, match correct terms

with definitiogs.

(1) .Define corrosion

(2) Identify parts of a

corrosion call

(3) Trace current flow in a

corrosion cell

3b. Given information Pertail,inz

to 'cathodic protection, complete

statements to identify methods of

cathodic protection.

(1) Galvanic anode method

(2) Impressed current method
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Protection and corrosion' control
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lesson forincreased effectiveness.

SUMMARY:
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CONCLUSION (10 minutes)
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
gheppard Air Force Base, Texas

P UBLICATI crN s

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR54230-1-111-1
July 197 5

Tlus unit oi instruction is to provide guidance in the use of technical orders, and
standard and commercial publications.

INTRODUCTION '
,7.1;

r It is no longeenecessary to memorize technical data and other information re-
quired to perform,all duties of a trade. Written material has been published making
this information available. Becoming proficient in the use of Air Force publications ...
will allow you to perform specific tasks withoUt memorizing procedures.

4

er

INFORMATION

PUBLICATIONS

You will use a study guide that has been prepared for several career fields. This
is the sidy gde titled "Publications" for AFS 53, 54, '51, 56.

,
REFERENCES

c

AFR 0-2

2141'0 00-5-1

3. National .Electrical Code

o
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. OBJECTIVE

POWER TOOLS'.

t

SG 3ABR54230-1-111-2

To familiarize you with-the 'pxoper use and care of the.drill press, electric drill,
and bench grinder..

INTRODUCTION

Whep installing circuits, regardless if it be tit conduit or rionnietallic sheathed
cable, there' are 'certain situations when,Rower tools should be used. By using power
tools you, will be .able to do thejobfaster,leasier and, in many cases, 'neater.

INFORMATION'j
IDLiN CATION AND USE OF ELECTRIC DRILLS

'`

Itt

Electric drills are powered with a universal motor for. ac and dc operation.
Bearings are factory lubricated for lifetime seriice.'. The electric cord is a three-
conductor cable with a groundwire and The ground wire should'always be

,connected td a suitable ground before using the'drill. The metal case of the drill is
thus grounded to protect the ,user. .Hardly a year goes by walkout someone being

..
.

kfkledy using an electric drill which was not properly grounded.

The process of drilling holes in metal /ith an electric drill is similar tb drilling
' by hand except the power for turning the drat is furnished by an electric motor instead
`of the operator. Electric drills commonly usecl.have capacities for drilling holes from

1/16 inch up to 3/4 inch'in diameter. Figurel shows a popular type of an electric .

drill. Drills of this tyPe.are equipped either with a pistol grip or tAde (closed)handle.
"a Ordinarily, straight shank twist drills are, used in electnit drills. They are secured

,..in a key-type geanebock which automatically centers the drill shank. Many electric
drills can be fitted with attachments for driving screws, rotation of small *heels, ...

., , drill:tang at right'angles; and other special work.

c. When drillitig metal with the electric drill, the user must first be sure that the
diameter of the hole to be drilled is witlim the capacity of the tool. The size of,an
electric ctri4l is usually determined by the Size of its chuck. For instance, a 1/2inch
drill s equipped with a chuck that will take a twist drill 142 inchtin.diameteT, and no

o' larger. Using a larger twist drill than is 'recommended should be practiced only
during an emergency. Overloading an electric aril' in this Ipanner may either stall'
or overheat the &31l motor. Continued stalling and overheatinevill damage the drill;
motor to atpsint where it will become useleSs.

t

,

A
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AC SOURCE OF POWER

3 PRONG MALE PLUG

Figure 1. Electri'c Drill

3 WIRE CORD

GROUND

When drilling holes, care must be used to hold the electric drill at a right angle to

the surface that is being drilled. With the tool field hat manner, exert a light pres-
sure on the drill for continued drilling. lithe ho s ko be drilled through the work,

relieVe the pressure on the drill when the point of t e twist drill begins to break through

the metal. Exert only light pressurcnto complete drilljng the hole. Finally, pull the,
drill straight back until the twist drill is withdrawn from the hole, then shut off the

drill motor. You should remember that twist drills do not pull themselves into the

work; they must be fed by pressure exerted by the operator.

Maintenance of Power Drills

The drill should be oiled in accordance with manufacturer specificatictis. The

ventilation holes on the drills should be kept free of dust or lint to prevent overheating

of the motor. The chuck should be kept clean and oiled to prevent rust or corrosion. .

IDENTIFICATION AND USE OF A BENCH GRINDER
a,

The bench grinder, shown in figure 2, is a tool Used for hand grinding opera-

tions, such as sharpening Chisels, screwdrivers, drills, and punches; removing excess
metal from Work; and smoothing metal surfaces. It is usually fitted with both medium
and fine grain abrasive wheels. These abrasive wheels may be removed and other
wheels substituted for them. Such wheels may include *ire brushing wheels, buffing

wheels, or polishing wheels. The work rest should be kept about 1/8 inch from the
wheel. The rest serves to steady thelvoric held against it.

-4
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Figure 2. Bench Grinder

Remember, the abrasive wheel which grinds metal can also grindhiaman fingers
easily. The work should be held firmly and at the correct angle on the. work rest
provided on the gri,Rder. It should k)e fed into the wheel with enough ressure to re-
move the desired amount of metal without generating too much heat. As often as
necessary, cool oft the edges of tools being ground to prevent drawi g of temper.

FINE WHEEL

A .

Operation of the Bench Grinder

Several precautions should be observed prior to using the benc grinder. Before
applying power to the grinder, a visual inspection should be made o assure that the
grinding wheels arti securely mounted to the shaft, that they are c ntered and free of
cracks' or breaks. 'Because the grinder turns at a high rate of sped and torque, a
cracked or broken wheel may disintegrate and injure the operator Check to see that
the grinder is securely mounted. Loose or missing bolts can all the grindealkshift

-.or turn causing damage to the equipment or the operator: Check the area and floor to
make sure sufficient room is available to move the material bei g grbund, and.that the
floor is free of oil, grease or other loose material that could c e poor footing. Adjust
the work rest to the wtper angle for the work being done, mak' g sure that the work
cannot be caught betweei the work rest and the grinding wheel. Select the proper
grinding wheel for the work being dale. This normally means that the coarse wheel
will be used to grind the. work roughly to size while the fine w eel will be used to finish
tt work.

Keep the eye shield in place and also wear goggles., Thy eye shield is not total
protection from tiny pieces of red-hot metal or stone. Prot ct your hands. Remember
the metal can become very hot. Hold, the work securely an do not force it against the
wheel. Even though the grinder is turned off after it has b n energized, it will take
some time for it to wind down and stop due to the inertia s ored in the grinding wheels
and motor armature..' Be sure the wheels are completely topped before touching the
grinder wheels.

Maintenance of BenchGrinders

'Die abrasive wheels should be replaced when they tlecome worn or rounded. The
electric motor which drives the abrasive wheels should be lubricated as the manufac
hirer specifications require. Periodically, the wheel guards should be, removed and
cleaned. Dust. dirt, abrasive compounds and wqrk filings collect inside the wheel
guards. Be certain the power source is disconnected before removing the wheel guards.

0.
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IDENTIFICATI1 AND USE OF DRILL PRESSES

The drill press was originally a metal working tool. The new type, however, may
be used for dritling metal or wood. The main parts of the drill press are a
polished steel post faitened to the cast-iron base, a table for holding the work, and a
motor-driven head which is mounted at the.top of the post. The head of the drill press
has a boring spindle that turns inside'a quill. The spindle has a cone-shaped pulley
mounted on the top. The spindle is driven,by 4V-belt from a similar pulley mounted
on the motor shaft. The cone pulleys mounted on the motor and the spindle make it
_possible tochange the speed from 600 RPM to 5000 RPM. Different types-of spindles

3
can be used in the quill. The spindles may have chucks of different types. One has a
chuck With a setscrew. Th, bit fits inside the chuck and is held in place,by-the set-
screw. Another type has a keyless chuck in which the bit fits. The bit is clamped in
place by hand. The most popular chuck, however, is the Jacobs chuck. This is a
geared-type chuck and the bit is clamped in place with a gear-type key. Other chucks .

which require a '.special taper on the end of the bit are calletMorse Taper Chucks.

Operation of the Drill Press

Prior to operation of the drill press you should perform the following checks.
Check the area to assure that you have adequate room to work. Insure the floor is
clean and free of grease and oil. Insure the drill speed will be correct for the material,"
being drilled. Nornially speaking, the harder the material the slower the drill speed.-
Set the drill table at the proper height fo' you. This height is normally even with the

bottom of your breastbone. Select a sharp bit of the correct size and place in the'.drill

chuc c. Make sure the bit is centered in the chuck and ail chuck jaws are contacting the_
. bit shank. Operate the spindle wfth your hand to assure the spindle is °free to turn.
Move the operating lever to assure the drill bit can be raised and lowered. With yOur
wol'k in the drill vice lower theydrill bit to where the point will just clear the bottom 'of -
the work and set the stop nuts at that position. , Remove the work from the vise and
locate the point to be drilled. Using a center punch, mark the pilot point for drilling
by Making d small indention in the stock, place the stock in the visejand attach to the
drill table with a "C",clamp after checking to-see that ttie drill bit is lined over the
index mark or indention. Connect the drill press to electrical power. Put on and ad -'

just goggles. Check clothing and be sure-all jewelry is removed. Turn 'on the drill
press. Lower the drill to the work making sure that the drill tip contacts the point
marked for-drilling. Exert a light pressure on the operating levers When the drill
begins to cut the metal. raise the bit and check the location hole again. If the drill
mark is centered on the pilot point, lower the drill bit and with a light, steady pressure
bore the hole. 'Do not try to remove the shavihgs with your hands. They are extremely
hot and sharp. Use a shop brush. When ypu feel the bit beginning to go through the
bottom, relieve the pressure slightly on the operating handle. When the. bit is completely
through the metal, raise the bit, turn off the drill press and unclarnp the vise from the
table. Remove the work from the vise. Be careful as the work mai be hot from
drilling. ,

0

Maintenance of Drill Pressep

The drill press should be cleaned after use. Metal' shavings can lodge between the
niovable table and the polished steel post (column) which scratches the finish,of the
post. The finish prdtects the posi from rust or corrosion. A light coat of Vaseline on
-the post will inhibit rust, and,also act as a lubricant. The drive motor should be,

6
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lubricated as required by manufacturer's specification. The V-belts shou4I be replaced'
II worn or frayed. Vaseline dr a light grease should be applied to the spikidle which
will allow the spindle to pass smoothly throtIgh the quill.

SUMMARY

All electric powered equipment should be equipped with a suitable case wound.
'Electric drills are used fqr the purpose of drilling holes. Drills-that use a self-
centering chuck, arOusuaily,tightetied with a key. One prime consideration for using
a portable electric drill is to be sure that the work is within the capacity of the drill.
Exert light presstire when using a portable drill. A bench grinder is used to dress or
sharpen tools and metal stock. .A visual inspection should be performed prior to use of
the bench grinder for safety. Use all safety precautions when operating the grinder.
The drill press is basically a fixed machine used for drilling. Use all safety precau-
tions when operating the drill pressi

QUESTIONS

I./ What type of dr.(11 shank is normally used with a portable hand drill?

2. WhatprOblem may develop from continuous stalling of a hand drill?

3. How is the bit secured tothe hand drill?

4. How are the bearings on a portable drill lubricated?

"' :5. What will determine the adjustment of the work rest on the bench grinder?

6. , What shbuld the visual inspection of the grinding wheels include?

7. What precautiorig-concerning clothing and-e-ye-protection-should be observed
during the use of the bench grinder?

8. How shoUld the work be, secured when using a drill press?

9. What is used to control the depth of the tivitt bit in a drill press?
°

10. How should metal cutting be removed from.the,drill press? V

°REFERENCE§
,

4

1. 4-1,E'R 127-101, pround SafetyAccident PreVention Hindbook.

2. TO Mlinteenance and Caie of Handtools.
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OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABI154230-1-III-3

(
CONDUIT TOOLS, TERMS,,, AND MATERIAL

.

This study guide is to provide a basic introduction Of the tools. materials. termi-
noloev. and bends of conduit wiring.

INTRODUCTION

A conduit wiring system is an electrical system in which the circuit (wires,
switches, outlets, etc) is enclosed within a rigid outer covering. This outer covering
is used to protect and preserve the electrical circuit from mechinical injury. As you
will see as you go through this block, this mechanical protection'canbe made of several
materials and take many shapes or forms. In order.to,help you progress through this
block, there are specialized tools, materials and terminology that belong specifically to
conduit wiring. Being able to recognize and understand this information will greatly
aid you in performing your job as an Air Force electrician.

INFORMATION

In addition to the
that are '-rialto c
connect, and s

Cutting Tools

CONDUIT TOOLS

tools you have used in the other blocks, you will be using tools
duit systems. These will be tools required to cut, ream, form,

e this external protection for the electrical circuit.

The two basic toots used for cutting conduit to length are the hacksaw or the
pipe cutter.

1;The hacksa is a tool made up of a frame and a replaceable, metal' cutting blade.
These blades differ in length, hardness and number of teetk per inch. Figure 3 shOws
a typical hacksaw and an assortment of hacksaw blades and their uses. Since these
blades are hard and flexible, care must be exercised in their' use to prevelat the breaking ,

of the blade. Some pointers to remember are; Keep the saw in line with the cut. Avoid
excessive Assure that you have the proper blade for:the material being cut.

While the hacksaw maq.sed to cut any type of conduit, the pipe cutter is
restricted to rigid type conduit. Figure 4 shows a pipe cutter.

1 7)
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KEEP AT LEAST TWO TEETH CUTTING

TO AVOID

Is

IA TEETH PER INCH

FOR LOGE SECTIONS
, OF MILD MATERIAL

24 TEETH PER INCH

IS TEETH PERJNCH

FOR LARGE SECTIONS
OF TOUGH STEEL

32 TEETH PER INCH

FOR ANGLE IRON, HEAVY
PIPE, GRASS, COPPER

Figure 3. Hacksaw B ades and the Application.

Pipe cutters come in several frame
sizes to handle different diameters of
rigid conduit. The cutter works by forc-
ing a cutter wheel through the metal as
the pipe cutter is rotated about the conduit.
When using the pipe cutter remember:
Keep the wheels and shaft threads oiled.
Be sure that-the cutter wheel is sharp.
Avoid excessive tension on the cutter
wheel when cutting.

CUTTING WHEEL

Mir

HANDLE.

Figure 4. Rigid Conduit Cutter

Reaming Tools,

After conduicis cut to length, the cut
end must have the sharp edges removed to
prevent damage to the wire insulation.

\ This procedure is called "reaming."
Rigid conduit normally reamed with a

,tool similar to the drawing in figure 5.

Other tools used for reaming are rattail files,
man's pliers. The reaming is completed when the
been removed.

Forming Tools

FOR THIN [USINGl

/So

Figure 5. Pipe Reamer

diagonal cutting pliers and line -
sharp edges and metal burrs have

Conduit is purchased in straight pieces. Most geheally it,Js necessary to form
the pieces by bending to conform td the job requirements This is dime with special
tools that will help bend the pipe without collapsing the wails of the pipe or reducing
its inside diameter. The type tool used will depend on the type of Qonduit being formed.
Figure. 6 shows a conduit bender head that is used to forth thiriwall'conduit(also called
Electrical Metallic Tubing, or EMT). A-pipe andle aboutfour-feet long screws into
the "shank of the head:,

...
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Figure 6. Conduit Bender

The tool used to manually bend rigid .

or thick-wall conduit is called a "Hickey. "
Only small diameter rigid4conduit can be
worked vAth this tool because of the force
required to bend the thick-wall pipe.
Figure 7 shows a Hickey head. A pipe
handle is screwed to the shank.

Figure 7. Hickey

4fr

If larger rigid conduit must be bent to conform to a j.oh, a hydraulic. bender as
shown in figure 8 will be required.

I'ECIPAULIC PUN,.

PUMP HANDLE

TEE BARS

BENDING MS TIE PENS

.2.411Mk
fisnmessistiffearaiWitjejjk..

PEPS

The mechanical force required to.
bend the pipe is supplied by a hydraulic
arm much the same as a car jack.

Connecting Tools

/c/

,Thick-wall or rigid conduit will be",
>joined together in the same way as gastri-Ie
water pipe. That is, the ends will be
threaded and the two pieces joined by a
threaded coupling. To thread the ends of
the pipe or conduit, a stock and threading
die of the correct size is required. See
figure 9.

Figure 8. ,Hydraulic Bender Figure 9:.`-NonadjuStable Ratchet'
.

Stock and Dies

.

.. . ,

. .
.

The stock is the part that holds the die and provides a handle fOr working leverage.
The stock has a ratchet head. The dies are generally nonadjustable with replaceable
cutting sections. To use the stock and die, assure that the 'conduit is held firmly ina
vise. See figure 10.

11
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Conventional Pipe

Machinists Vises

Figure 10. Vises
.

Inspect the die to see that it is sharp and free of metal cuttings. Place the rough
guide end ofthe die on the conduit and push the threading cutters against the pipe firmTy
with the heel of the hand. Take three. or four'short clockwise stro143'to start.the
threads. .

.. , .
, . . .

When the threads are started, cut the threads midi a steady, even 6reseure on the
stock handle until two threads show past the head 'of the die. The die should' be oiled
each two to three downwar4 strokes. Use lard or sulpkur 'pipe thread ctitting oil.,to '

ji, prevent overheating of the die. -to remove the die from the threaded pipe, reverse the
"Iiir ratchet and,turn the die stock counterclockwise.

lcit ) 1

, . For connecting thin-wall or EMT conduit, a dimpling tool Is someti es used. A
connector of the proper size is inserted over the two ends of the tOnduit to be joined
and the dimpling tool is used to make two small indentations or4:1iinples on each end.of
the connector. .

.

, . , ai...

e Anottiii,method.of connecting EMT is with k split ring cctimector which we will
coved latercin the study guide. . .. 1 le .

I
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The pipe wrench., shown in figure 11,
is used by the electrician to fit rigid
conduit together. The conduit should
not be allowed to "bctttom" in the jaw
opening; because the wrench will "kick
..ff" and could cau.se injury-to the user.
Keep the wrench wiped clean and be sure
the jaws are sharp and clean of dirt and
grease so that they will not slip. Figure 11., Pipe Wrench

Securing Tools

When conduit has been cut, formlft, and coupled together, it must then be '

secured to the structure that it will supply. This is normally done with conduit
straps of the correct size and type. The type of structure will determine what tools
are required to secure the conduit to the structure by straps. If the structure is

wood frame, probably nothing other than a claw hammer will be required. If the
structure is under. block or brick, yoti will probably need a star drill or a masonry
bit such as those shOWn in figure 12,. 1

1

11Star Drill '4"' Mascxiry But

Figuie 12.-Masonry Tools

These tools are used td pinch or bore a hole to provide for tie installation of toggle
bolts or lead anchors. In Arne cases, a stud gun may be uded. This tool drives stud
bolts or nails by the use of gun powder as the propdlling force. Only highly qualifind
pirsonnel after extensive safety training should use' a stud gun as it is extremely din-

, _.
gerous in unqualified hands.

9
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Pulling Too Ls.

After conduit wiring system is installed and
supported, the Fish Tape is pushed through the
einvinit to allow this conductors to be pulled
into thy conduit Itoni box to box. A Fish Tape
is shown in figure 13.

MATERIALS

Figure 13. Fisl;Tape.

411Wid Conduit

Rigid metal conduit is constructed of thick wall pipe greatly resembling water or

gas pipe. It differs mostly from standard plumbing by a smoother inside finish and
being annealed to a softer metal. There are two-types of rigid metal conduit:

Galvanized and Black Enamel. For Air Force purposes, we will consider only the

galvanized conduit due to the may restrictions and high cost of black enamel conduit.

Galvanized rigid conduit can be used for all atmospheric conditions, exposed or con-

ceal work. It'relluires fewer supports tthan other conduits. The size of the conduit is,

dete inined by its inside diameter and is supplied in 10-foot lengths.

Electrical Metallic Tubing

Electrical metallic tubing (EMT) is commonly called thinwall conduit. Due to its

thin wallgt0EMT should NO'r be threaded; The thinner walls of EMT offer less protec-

tion from physical damage and require more support than rigid. EMT should} be cut

With a hack .46w and fine tooth blade only. EMT conduit must be reanied after it is cut

the same as rigid conduit.

Flexible Metal Conduit

Flexible metal conduit is a specialized conduit that is used. where minor atustrnelits-
of equipment are required or where vi!)ration is present. ft may be used in places where
forming of bends in thinwall or rigid onduit would,be too difficult. Thebends in the
flexible conduit should be secured to prevent the conduit froin changing shape and bend- .

,ing the conductor. . i,
,3
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('oup! ings
.

while Ime have dtseussed the use of couplings previously in this study guade, I

(Ir 14 will show you what they look like. Remember, these couplings are used to join
two pieces of conduit.

Rigid Conduit Connected with Coupling

It l'41. Coupling Indention Type EMT Coupling Compression Type

Figure 14. Couplings

The compression or split ling coupling is made up of five parts). one body threaded
on both ends, two, split rings and two end nuts. The nuts are slipped over the ends of
the conduit, then the split rings are slipped over the conduit. The conduit is then in-
serted into the body until the end of the conduit butts up to an internal shoUlder.. The
split ring is pushed to the end of the body and the end nut is threaded onto the body. As
the nut is tightened, the split ring is compressed against the conduit causing a secure
grip'on the conduit. See figu-re 15.

Figure 15. Compression Coupling
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CoOnecfors

All parts of the electrical circuit must be protected mei:Itimically tro the sourc
kpanelboard) where the circuit brandies (junction box) where the circuit is controlled
(switchbox) to where the itbwer is used (duplex, light fixture, etc). In order to faSten
this material into the circuit, connectors are used. The type of connector will depend
on the type of conduit involved. Changing from one type of conduit t another type of
conduit Will require a special connector.

Rigid conduit is normally, connected to a box by the use of two locknuts, one inside
the box and one outside the box as shown in figure 16. A bushing is also used and
serves to hold the inside locknut and protects the -65nductor insulation.

An EMTconnector has a compression fitting on one,end and a locknut fitting on
the other. The compression fittiRg is attached to the conduit and the locknut is used,
to' attach the connector to the box. Shown in figure 17.

,

Fastening Rigid Conduit to a Box
Figure 16,

HANDY
BOX

SQUARE
BOX

CONDUIT
SPLIT RING LOCKNUT

BODY

TO-14

'EMT Compression Box Connector .
Figure 17

OCTAGON
BOX

Figure 18

16
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SECTIONAL
BOX

SQUARE EXTENSION
RING
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. Boxes may be of several shapes,- as shown in figure 18, and depths'. They are °

used to protect-th*deivice installed in them such as a switch or duplex and.to provide
space for splices while offering a firm mounting for devices and fixtures. AI-cording. ":1

to Article 370, entitled "Outlet, Switch and Junction Boxes, and Fittings," certain
, rules have been established concerning the aboye items. Some of these rules wiltbe ' .
' discussed in the following.paragraphs; however, reference shbuld be made to Article

370 of the NEC. .. ''. ° 4 .. . - ''. ..
. .

One of the provisioneof Article 370 is that when installing conduit, roundhxes ___t f
" shall not be used if locknut,s or bushings are installed to the side of the box. Another, .

....

proyision is that boxes or fittings installed:in wet locations shall bh weatherproof. The -
sneat,iproduced when current flows will limit the number of conductors that can he platted

. .in tertaln size boxes. Table 370-6(a)(1) through Table 370,6(b) show the number's and
sizes of the conductors and aid the dimensions-and types ot boxes used Article X79
also indicates thata4tunusedbpenings, such as knockouts, are to be effectively cloieq:
Boxes shall also be securely and rigidly fastened to the surface to which they are

'. mounted. Ili completed installations.each outlet box shall have a cover installed. Ref
erence is Ario given to pull and junction boxes. A junction.box- is used 'Whey a .cdn-

,,' ductor must be spliced and continued to other sections of a "cirtuit. Mpull box is used
In long or hard tuns. of conduit so the conductors can be pulled to that point 'and'then
pulled to the'.next opening.

StripS

-*= Conduit i§ secured with conduit straps to the structure. Different sizes .and,typeei
are used depending.on the size of the conduit, type of conduit, and type of structu'reiFigurefg shows some examples of conduit straps.

A

Figure 19. Cbnduit Straps
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Condulets vs

-
'. ,

.' . f

1 The arc, two types of conduit bends. They are factory bends and ficski bends.

(..11 timea,, because of construction features, it is essaryotu have a bend in a con-
...,

0 - et i f stem that is closer than a bend that can bkrn with a bender. It may be nec-
. ,

. - ..-
I essary to have a 14411 box ducf to, the amount of bends in a riff of conduit. In these taw

xcondulet would be tinstalle to suit the situation. Conduletsare factory-made .in vaPir

0. 4 ir' N .T. * ions shapes to cover different uations. One side will provide all open area to help
i . .when pulling in wires. A few f the types are shtz ii figure 20.

0

re
.

.
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.. TERMINOLOGY

.

SI.
4.

The electric trade, )robably more than,any other, is subjected to many terms

that ace never k n except to electricians.,
.,

TYPE T

44-

TYPE La
Jra...:

Figure 20. Condulets

.'

:Ch4ter I. Akticle 100 of the National Electrical Code contains a large list of these

definitionv Several of the more common terms and definitions are inluded here:

' Fitting: accessory such as a locknut4 bushing,or pther put of a wiring'system

. which is intended primarily to perform a mechanical rather than electrical

, function.

I

Servite Raceway: The rigid metal conduit, electrical metallic tubing or other

raceway that encloses the service enttance conductors.

Device: A unit Of an electrical system which is intended to carry but not' utilize

eliectrical energy. Example - switch:
.

Rafewax: Any channel for holding wires,' cables or busbarA which;is designated

. expressly for, and used solely \for, this purpose... \
.

Weathercproof: Weatherproof means so constructed or protected, that exposure to the_.

weather will not interfere with successful operation.

18



Appliance: Utilization equipment, generally other than iadustrial, normally built in
standardized sizes or types, which is installecror connected as a unit to
perform one or more functions, such as clothes washing, air,conditioning,
food mixingetc.

Isolated: Means that an object is not readily accessible to persons unless special
means for access are used.

Switchboard: A. large single panel, frame, or assembly pf panels on which are
mounted, on the face, back or both, switches, overcurrent and other
protective devices, buses and usually instruments.
Switchboards are generally accessible from the rear as well,as from the
front, and are not intended to be installed in cabinets. . , .

I

Ventilated: 'Provided with a means to permit circulation of air sufficient to remove
an excess of heat, fumes, orivapors.

.
Stub: The rise of conduit above a given point. Normally assOciated with a 90°

bend. ,, .

Takeup: The amount, in inches, of conduit consumed in the bend.

Paiallel: Two lines that if extended fo I-ever would not touch or cross. Two lines in
the same plane of reference. ..

Outside-to-Outside: In reference to conduit bends, from' the extreme outside edge of
the bend o the extreme outside edge, of the conduit on the other side of
the bend.

Inside Diameter: The distance, in inches or fractions thereof, across the opening of
the conduit.

.

SUMMARY

It is in your best interests to knoW your tools and how to use them.' They-will
make your jab easier and faster and allow you to work more safely.

. \
Being able to identify and use the factory-made materials available. will improve

your efforts.. YOu cannot decide at any stage'of your Air Force electrician career
that youoknow all the materials available as new,aproducts are constantly coming on the
market. .

Correct terminology permits yoii to define and co rhunicate more exactly iathe
language of your trade. Study The National Electrical ode chapter on terms and'def-
initions. This should be a continuing study as ne rms are constantly being. included
in the language.

. -ski.
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QUESTIONS

1. EMT is cut with "a pipe cutter.

2. A Device uses electrical energy.

3. Rigid conduit over 3/4 inch cannot be threaded.

4. EMT and Rigid conduit require different benders

. 5. Burrs on rigid conduit may be removed with a rattail file.

6. When installin(rigid conduit to a box, 4. locImut should
be used on both sides of the box. T F

7. A hacksaw blade with 32 teeth per inch is satisfactory
for EMT conduit.

S. A Bushing is used to reduce the size of a hole in an
octagon box.

T

T F

T F

T F

9. Rigid conduit is fastened together with a threaded
coupling.

10. -Condulets can be used instead of bends in rigid conduit.

4.1

REFERENCES

1. TO 32-1-101, Maintenancof\ind Care Handtools

2. AFR 127-101, Ground Safety Accident Prevention Handbook
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CONDUIT WIRING

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR54230-1-111-14-

Tins study guide will help you identify the different uses of conduit and how tIH
arc formed and installed.

INTRODUCTION
.

Since conduit wiring systems offer, the greatest mechanical protection to the
circuit, it is considered to be the safest method of wiring. This method of wiring
allows more possibility for change and updating of the wiring requirements than most
other methods. As with other methods of wiring, conduit wiring systenls require02ents
are covered under the National Electrical Code.

INFORMATION
i.

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDUIT
a

ri As q ou have already discovered from the previous block of instruction, the
NatiotlarErectrical Code establishes ninimum safety requirements for electrical work.'
This hblds true for conduit wiring systems. Chapter 3, 'Wiring Methods'And
Materials," discusses installation procedures and requirements for wiring. This ,'
chapter is broken down into articles and paragraphs concerning specific types of
material installation.

A

Rigid Conduit

Chapter 3, Article 346, covers the installation lithitations and requirementi for
rigid metal conduit. You will note that rigid galvanized conduit_has the fewest restric-
tions of any conduit system. Notice that the size of conduit is from 1/2 inch. up to 6

'inches in diameter.

Electrical Metallic Tubing

Chapter 3, Article 348-1 through 348-14(e), covers the use'and installation of
EMT. Note that because of the thinner walls of this conduit, special attention must
be provided to prevent physical damage during or after installation.

FleXible Conduit

Chapter 3, Article 350-1 through 350-5, covers the use and installations of flexible
conduit,. Note the, restrictions and size limitations. ,

2
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TYPES OF CONDUIT TIEL15BENDS

Conduit installations are normally referred to as "runs" of conduit. A conduit run

is the bends and installation of piping from one Opening to the next opening. For ex-
ample. from the panelboard to the first' outlet or from the first outlet to the second

. outlet. '
. .

A run of conduit is normally made up of a combination of bends. These combina-
tion bends are called offset, back to back, gooseneck, and saddle bends.

Offset

An offset bend is two equal bends in opposite,directions. It is used to avoid a
part of the structure or to bring the conduit out from the structure to match .a knockout
in a box or panel. -Note in figure 21 after the bends are,made the conduit sections on
each end of the offset are parallel to each other.

-

90°`h9.30

Figure 21. Offset Bend.

To make accurate offsets of 2" or more depth a predetermined distance can be
markedon the conduit before making the be s. Table ,1 shows how to judge the

tance. Because of the.radius of the bender, offsets less than 2" in depth, such asthe
box offset shown in table 1, cannot be calculate d as described. The amount of bend

for box offsets is merely estimated. t

Angle
of

Bends

.

-

,

Constant
Multiplier

22:1° x 221° ° - 2.5 ,

30° x 30°
. 2.0

...

.
1

450 x 45° . 1.5 :

60° x 60° ' .4%2

Formula .

. CONSCONSTANT T

' MULTIPLIER

; ,

DISTANCE
BE
BETWEENtsIDS .

OFFSET
DEPTH`

23
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Example: Offset 3" deep with 30° bends.

I. Multiply depth of offset by constant multiplier shown for 30° bends (see.table)
3" x 2. 0 - 6".

2. Place marks on conduit 6" apart shown in figure 22.

3. Mar a 300 bend at each mark.

END OF CONDUIT

o.

4. '
1, tit4t t

I ' r

Figure 22

NOTE: Bend with mark on conduit opposite arrow on bender.

30 3"

I

'NFiglare 23

The result is an offset that wilt clear a 3" obstruction as shown in figure 23.

Back-to-Back

PLACE
ARROW OPPOSITE

YOUR MARX

I

'The back-to-back is two opposed 90° bends that reverse the direction in a run of
conduit. In making the back-to-back bend the first 90° bend is made with a certain
amount of "stub." The length of stub is obtained by marking the desired distance from
one end of the conduit anesubtracting the takeup. Then place arrow of bender at that
point and make a 90° bend. The amount of takeup is determined by the size of conduit
shown in table 2.

23
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Table 2

BENDER TAKEUP, :
90°

Stubs

1,'2" EMT 5,,

3/4" EMT or 1/2" Rigid 6".
1" EMT or 3/4" Rigid '8"

1 1/4" EMT or 1" Rigid 11"

Figure24 shows how to make a 90° bend with a 10" stub on 1/2" EMT.

Figure 24

To determine where to place the second bend an outside-to-outside measurement
. must be taken and marked on the conduit. The bender is then placed on the conduit

with the star point symbol on the bender opposite the finish line desired. (The star
foretells where the back of the 90° bend will lay.) The 900 bead is then made opposing
the'first 90° bend as shown in figure 25.

ti 24 .
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Pipe Saddle

OUTSIDETO-OUTSIDE

Figure 25

The pipe saddle is used when going
from a flat surface over a round obstruc-
tion, such as a pipe, and back to the same
flat surface. This bend is made using
three opposed bends. Figure 26 shows

;a pipe saddle.,

The first bend of the pipe saddle is
a 45° bend made,at point "A" in figure 26.
The star of the bender is placed opposite the point where the conduit will pass over the
obstruction. Bends "B" and "C" are 22 1./20 bends opposing the 45° bend. These are
made with the arrow of the bender at points 2.5 X diameter of the obstruction on either
side of point "A." The distances should be marked on the conduit prior to bendirt as
illustrated in figure 27.

Example: Pipe Saddle over a 2" diameter pipe.

-Figure 26. Pipe Saddle

25
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WY

I
POINT A CONDUIT RUN

t I

O4 PIPE 2" DIA. ,

a A

2.51 MIA. OF PIPE) 2 e DISTANCE ON
EACH SIDE OF
POINT "A" 5"

C

I 1

I4 5 .40141-- 5 " --101

. Figure 2'1

Gooseneck

/.

a
The.gooseneck bend consists of one 90° bend and an offset. The gooseneck is gen-

erally used when installing an overhead fixture through the ceiling as shown in figure28.

e

/
,26 .
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Figare 28. Gooseneck Bend

The 90° bend for the gooseneck, when run on ordinary ceiling joists, should be :
bent with the shortest possible stub without reducing the inside diameter of the conduit.
This reduces the amount of offset that needs to be made and also leaves less conduit
above the ceiling joists. The depth of the offset can,then be determined by measuring
from the top of the ceiling joists, as illustrated in fire 29.

DEPTH OF OFFSET

Figure 29:

CONDUIT BENDING

The actual bending of conduit is an art, Likeall forms of art, the more often it is
practiced correctly; the more proficient'the artist becomes. Each type of conduit has
its own peculiarities when bends are being foimed.

Rigid Conduit .

The bends in,small rigid conduit are formed with a short throw hook called a
"hickey. The hickey does not have reference marks cast in. This requires the °per:
ater to perform much more by feel of the 'work than other benders. When bending
rigid conchait the hickey is moved short distances up the conduit in what are called
"bites." The length of the bites should be kept uniform to assure a smooth bend
the same radius. See figure` 30. -v

27
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Figure 30. Bending with a Hickey

Because rigid conduit has a thick wall an is difficult to bend, the diameter of
rigid conduit that can be bent with a hickey is limited to about one inch. Larger sizes
of rigid conduit are formed with hydraulic benders Or factory made binds are used.

To assure that the bends are correct a level should be'used, if available. If a
level is not available, a corner can be used to check a 900 bend. With practice you
will develop a feel for the amount of pressure required to bend conduit.

ELECTRICAL METALLIC TUBING (EMT}I

EsMT is forced with aspecial bender aspreviously. stated. Each diameter EMT
will require a bender of that diameter. All the normal field bends can be made with
the bender. The shape of the bender will provide automatically for the proper bend
radius. This bend radius is not less than 6 times the internal diameter of the conduit.
If used correctly, the bender will help prevent kinking, flatting, or reducing the inside
diameter of the conduit.

When possible. the bend will be made on the tloOr allowing the operator to use the
'loot step" as well as the handle in making the bend. See figure 31.

This help.g keep the conduit flat and also requires less pressUre to complete the
bend. .

There will be times when it will not tie possible to make the bend on the floor.
This situation can arise because of a bend already made in the conduit so that the con-
duit cannot lay flat oh the floor. If this.happens, the bends can be made "in the air."
As you see-from figure 32, the bender, handle rests on. the floor with the bender head
up. Extra care is required to keep the bends straight and the handle from slipping on
the floor.

EMT conduit will probably be the type conduit you will work with most in your Air
Force career. It combines gbod protection with reasonable cost to_provide an excellent
system;

2.8
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Figure 31. Floor Bend With EMT°

Flexible Conduit, (Greenfield')

Figure 32

Flexible conduit will not require a tool for bending as it can be readily shaped with
your hands. Flexible conduit may, however, require tying to some support to maintain
the desired bends when it is installed.

Flexible conduit must not be used in wet locations.. Flexible conduit must be se-
cured by cable clips or pipe straps within 12 inches of the box.and-thei at intervals not
to exceed 4 1/2 feet.. Flexible conduit is cut to length with a fine-toothed hircksaw.
The cut should be made at right angles to the steel ribbon that makesup flexible con-
duit as shown in figure 33.

S.
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Figure 33. Cutting Flexible.
Conduit

' THREE-PHASE POWER

After the ribbon is cut, g; asp the
conduit on each side of the cut and twist
the conduit. The rough edges should be
dressed with a file and a split buslung
inserted to protect the conductor insula-
tion as shown in figure34.

111Mtrolost-

Figure 34. Bushing Installed
In Flexible Conduit

You may require three-phase power
to operate three-phase motors or other
equipment in the building. The power requirements will dictate to a large degree what
three-phase power configuration is run to the building. The two basic conditions that
would exist would bepower only or power and lights.

Figure 35'shows two transformer connections that may be used.

DELTA SECONDARY 240.V

NAP' 'j
ing, ireX2

3-PHASE

120/209-Y V

Figure 35; Transformer Connections

30.
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Figure 35 A, would be used where only power is needed to operate motors. Only
three wires are available and the voltage between them is higher than can be used for
a normal lighting circuit; 35 B connection provides a neutral wire so that you will
have a lighting circuit or single-phase voltage available if required.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

To understand the purposes and installation of a service entrance, you must be-
come familiar with the terms and definitions of the service, service drop, service
entrance, and service equipment.

Service

Service is provided by the conductors apd equipment. for delivery of energy from
the electrical supply system td the wiring system of the premises served.

r
Service Drop

Service drop is made in the overhead service conductors from the last pole or
other aerial support to the first point of attachment to the service entrance conductors
al the building or other structures.

Service Entrance

Service entrance is the service conductors between the terminals of the service
equipment and a point usually outside the building, clear of building walls, where
joined by tap or splice to the service drop. A typical, single -phase service entrance
using conduit is shown in figure 36. 1.

.31
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Service Equ'ipme.nt

Service equipment consists of a circuit breaker or switch and fuses, and their ac-
cessories. They are lodatednear the point of entrance to a building and are intended 1,
to constitute the main control and means of cutoff for the supply to that building.

WI AI tit PHI AD RIGID CONDUIT.

SERVICE DROP
.4

\

Figure 36. Servide Entrance Installation
-

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

The .seriice entrance is attached to the service drop and consists of a..weatherhead
(service cap acid conductiars) which are connected to the service equipment. -

The service equipment can be in a panel by itself or it can be...included in a panel:
board t ontaining the branch circuit protective devices. The service equipment is pro-
vided to connect or disconnect the power supplied to the fuses or breakers and the
branch circuits. The fuses..or breakers are included in the system to protect the
equipment and circuit from damage in case of an overload or short, in accordance
with NEC Article 240.

32'
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Branch circuits extend from the protective,devices and prov_We power in the dif:
ferent rooms or areas of the building. It is best to hold current flow to an on
the identified or neutral conductor. To-do this, the unidentified or -hot conouctvs
should carry the same amount-of current flow. This is referred to as balancing circ..11..s,

INSTALLATION OF THE SERVICE ENTRANCE

['he service entrance will be of the overhead or underground type. In most mod-
urn construction the service entrance will be made in-conduit:,

In some cases the design engineer prtivides all the necessary information for in
stallation of the service eotrance: however, if this information is not provided, you
may locate it in Article 230 of the NEC. The service to the building should be cen-
trally located. This will help prevent low voltage at theends of the building caused
by long conductor runs. The serviceentrance that you install will be in conduit..
Figure,..37 identifies the parts of your service entrance:

Service Cap (Weatherhead) 4
The,weatherhead is made up of a ceramic or atakelite siparatowasher and a

screw type metal cover. It is attached by threads to the conduit mast and norniallj,
will be at least 10 feet above the ground. The weatherhead is used to prevent water
from entering the conduit and damaging the conductor insulation. .

Conduit
ss

" The conduit will generally be of a rigid type, cut to correct length to provide
proper clearance, tHieaded on both ends and of sufficient size to carry the required
sing conductor.

Entrance Ell

The entrance ell is also called a condulet. -It is-used as a pull box and to make a
sharp 90° angle from the conduit to the panelboard by the use of a nipple.

--Nippre

The nipple is a piece of conduit of the correct length to go through the outer wall
and connect the condulerto the panelboard by locknuts.

Coluctors
is

The conductors should be of sufficient 'size to provide the correct amperage to the .

building. They must be long enough to extend from the panelboard through the
weatherheads abdut 3 feet'to form a driploop. All conductors should be installed
at one time.
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DRIP LOOP
WEATHERHEAD

CONDUIT

CONDUCTORS

ENTRANCE ELL

BOOTH' WALL

PANEL BOARD

IOCXNUTS

BUSHING

(GROUNDED TYPE)
.

NIPPLE

Figure 37. Service Entrance Components

Assembly of Components

Attach the conduit to the weatherhead and condulet, Then attach the nipple to the
condulet. Insert the nipple into the previously drilled hole through the outer wall.
Attach the conduit to the building with a strap within,3 feet of emery box or, fitting and
10 feet thereaftef. Then put a locknut on the nipple outside and inside the panelboard.
When-this second locknut is tightened, the panelboard- is-secured to the nipple. Then
attach the panelboard to the wall with screws. The conductori are installed and a
grounding bushing is screwed onto the end of the nipple inside th6 panelboard. This
bushing is to preVent damage to the conductor insulation and to ground the conduit
system. The conductors are now connected to the panelboard as shown in figure 38.

.34 ,
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ONNECT TO POWER SOURCE

MAIN DISCONNECT SWITCH

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

10.

Grounding

in pa gi

......,.............,.,

BRANCH CIRCUIT 240 VOLTS , V

BRANCH CIRCUIT

Figure 38. Panelboard

NEUTRAL BUSS

CONNECT TO COLD WATER LINE
OR DRIVEN GROUND ELECTRODE

120 VOLTS

The. ground clamp should be made of the same material as that to which it is
attached. If an iron water pipe is used for ground, then use an iron clamp; if copper
is used, use a copper clamp. This is done to hold down electrolytic action which can
deriorate the ground or ground wire. The loss of a ground would result in the sys-
teTn becoming very dangerous.
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SUMMARY
,.. .

Requirements for conduit wiring can be found in the National Electrical Code.

Rigid conduit up to one inch can be formed with a hiCkey, is connected by threads,

rut wit h n hneksav) or pipe cutter, and reamed before installing. EMT is cut with a

fine-tooth hacksaw, then reamed and formed with a special EMT bender.

Flexible conduit is a.specialized conduit, highly restricted to use, that should be

cut with a hacksaw at right angles with the steel ribbon that makes up the conduit. The

cut must be dressed and) split bushing should be used.

NOTE: See articles 346, 348, 30, 300, and 215 of the NEC for additional

infprmation. ' . .
Three-Phase Services will be either three-wire or four-wire, depending on.the

use to be made of the power in the building.

QUESTIONS

- I,. Name three types of conduit.

2. What is the maximum size of rigid condbit?

3. How does rigid conduit differ from water pipe?

4. How is the diameter of conduit determined?

5)1 If possible, how should EMT be formed?

6. What is the minimum bend radius for EMT?

.

0

Wo

7. Name two uses of flexible conduit.
1 ..

8. What should be used at the ends of flexible conduit to protect the conductori?
F

9. Whatis'a service drop? What is a service entrance?

10. What two things should be considered when establishing\th'ree-phase service

requirements?
REFERENCES0

1. A F3,4 91-1,7,.Electrical - Interior Facilities

2. AFP 85-1, Electricil Facilities Safe Practices Handbook
, I

3. National ElectnicalCode

4. Electrical Trades Blueprint Reading

5. NFFA Handbook of the NEC
1

6. Practical Wiring .

7. ElectricalCode Diagrams, Volumes I and II .
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CIRCUIT EXTENSIONS

OBJECTIVE

This study guide is to help you Understand the types, purpose, and installation
requirements for circuit extensions in accordance with the Natiorlal Electrical Code.

INTRODUCTION

Building plans and builders try to anticipate the needs and requirements of the
occupant for electrical power. Changes in use of the-building, new or additional, equip-
ment, or reorganization of personnel may r quire additional or relocated outlets. Be-
cause of building construction or the tempor e of the new requirements, it' may
not be feasible to run "new branch circuit within the finished walls of the building. A
system for providing neat, safe electrical utlets has been provided under the rules of
the NEC. This system is called circuit extensions. In this study, guide we will discuss
two types of circuit gxtensions.

INFORMATION

SURFACE METAL RACEWAY

Where appearance is a primary factor, surface metal raceway is used. ,This
raceway is finished with a baked-on enamel finish fhat blends with or complements
the wall finish and is meant to be used only as an exosed circuit extension. Circuit
extensions in surface metal raceway must be continuous from outlet to-outlet. It may
not be used for/concealed work or where subjected to corrosive fumes. Surface metal

.. raceway comes in various sizes and with factory-made fittings such as pull boxes,
junction boxes, switchboxes, receptacle outlets socket outlets, elbows, couplings,
bushings, straps, hangers, adapters, and the like. Figure 39 shows atypical surface
metal raceway installation.

37
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Figure 39, Typical Surface Metal Raceway Installation

INSTALLATION OF SURFACE METAL RACEWAY

Starting at the -existing outlet, fasten
a blank extension adapter over the existing
outlet box with machine screws. Figure 40
shows anextension adapter.

Align the run of metal raceway and
install the other required bases for tees,
corners; switches, or outlet boxes. These
bases should be installed with flathead
screws or toggle bolts, to prevent insulation
damage to the conductors when they are
installed. Figure 41 shdws the installation
of the basic supporting units for a surface
metal raceway circuit.

err
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Figure 40, Extension Adapter

Figure 41, Supporting Clip



The surface metal raceway must be supported at least each 4 1/2 feet; Couplings
are used to fasten the raceway to surface on which it is being installed. Couple,the
base of the fittings to the raceway by slipping the tongue of the fitting under the base of
the raceway. Using a pair Of pliers, remove twistouts from the covers, then snap on
screw covers to bases of the metal raceway. Snap on elbow and connection covers and,
install conductors. In the case of inside elbows, it may be necessary to use pulleys
and a fish tape to install the conductors before the elbow covers "nstalled. See

figure 42. Other installation requirements are found in Article 52 o EC.

500 OR 700 WIREMOLD

616 FISH TAPE LEADER

Figure 42. Fishing Conductors Through Surface Metal Raceway

. Conductors Allowed in Raceway

The number and-size of conductors in surface metal raceway will be determined
by the size and design of the raceway. Table 1 will show the number of conductors
that mai_be installed in various sizes and types of surface metal raceway.

39
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TRADE NAME
MANUFACTURER'S

DES. NO.
NUMBER OF WIRES
14 12 10 8

Wiremold

National Metal Molding

200 3 3

500 5 4 3 2

700 8 6 5 3

1000 10 .10 8 8

1500 4 4

2100. 6 6

022 2 2

222

044 4 4 3 3.

333

111

Tat le 1. Number of Conductors Used in Raceways

Installing Switches and Receptacles

The installation of switches and receptacles in surface metal raceway will be gov-

erned by-the same rules-of the National Electrical Code that apply to conduit installation.

CONDUIT CIRCUIT EXTENSIONS

Conduit circuit extensions differ from surface metal raceway circuits in that a
conduit' circuit extension may be either exposed or concealed. The conduit circuit
extension may be in rigici, EMT or flexible conduit, %stalled in the same manner as

a regular branch circuit and is subject to the same NEC rules.

SUMMARY ,

Surface metal raceway, circuit extensions are restricted to resident and office

_space installation. They are designed to provide either additional or relocation of
outlets. They are usually constructed of a material that will blend into the overall

decor of the room. Surface metal raceway will provide mechanical protection.
Factory-made fittings and connections for surface metal raceway providefor almost
any installation situation. Surface metal raceway may be painted to blend with any

surroundings. Conduit circuit extensions may be either exposed or concealed and

are made of regular rigid, EMT, or flexible conduit.

40(
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QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of circuit extensions?

/v
2. Where may surface metal raceway circuit extensions be installed?

. -

3.' What is the maximum voltage.for a surface metal raceway extension?

4. What governs the number of conductors that may be installed in surface metal
raceway?

5. Why are circuit extensions sometimes necessary?

6. What holds metal raceway to a wall?

7. How are conductors installed in metal raceway?

8. . HoW may a opnduit circuit extension differ from nonmetallic or suface metal
raceway circuits?

RE FERENCES

1. National Electrical Code

2. Bluepiint Reading

3. NFPA Handbook of NEC

4. Practical Wiring

5. Electrical Code Diagrams, Volumes I and II
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LOW-VOLTAGE CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR54230,1-III-6

This study guide is designed to familiarize you with special circuit utilization,
operation, and installation.

INTRODUCTION

The voyages which you have endountered so far in dealing with residential and
office wiring haire been the standard voltages of 120br 240 volts, These voltages are
usually the same as those supplied by the distribution system from the distribution
transformer. Unless the duplex outlet in a building is especially marked, you woug
expect to find 120 volts. However, certain types of equipment do not operate on this
much voltage. 'The reason is that lower voltages are safer to handle. Circuits which
operate op Voltages lower than 120 volts are usually referred to as low-voltage-circuits.
Some of the more important low-voltage circuits are needed for doorbell systems and
fire alarm systems. This study guide will deai,.with the low-voltage doorbell circuit.

INFORMATION

LOW-VOLTAGE DOORBELL SYSTEM

Probably the simplest low-voltage
circuit that you will encounter is the cir-
cuit ift an ordinary doorbell system.
The doorbell circuit has a stepdown
transformer for reducing the voltage;
belli, ctiimes, or buzzers for signaling;
a pushbutton switch, for completing the
circuit; and wires to connect the com-
ponents together. Figure 43 is a wiring
diagram of a typical doorbell circuit.

TRANSFORMER

In operation the circuit is simple.
120 volt's is applied to the primary side
of the transformer continuously. The
transformer reduces the voltage to 12
'volts for the operation of the bell. When ELECTRO-, you press the pushbutton switch, the MAGNET

, low-voltage current travels to the ter-
minal; through the .elecfromagnet,
through the contact points and back to
the other terminal and returns to the

, transformer.

The electromagnet pulls the arma-
ture down, breaking the circuit. The
armature. is then moved by a spring to
its former position, closing the contact

43
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Figure 43.
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points and energizing the circuit. Rapid repel
to vibrate and ring the`bell. The'lotdness of the be
spring tension.

the arm
'tieing the

A buzzer works on the principle 'of the bell., Howe
circuit as do buzzersuand bells. The-electromagnet p
plate, and the plate produces the chiming sciund. The-c
is released, and the plunger is returned by spring action and
station chimes have two solenoids. One solenoid acts like the

snot interruptile
i,ch strikes a
n. when the 'button

plate. Two-
6 escribed pith the

,single plunger,. and the secdnd plunger hits only one striker plate and produces a single

tone.,

Circuits for bell, buzzers, and chimes can be controlled from more than one loca-

tion by aralleling the pushbutton switch More than one bell Or buzzer can be con-

trolled rOm one location by paralleling The bells or buzzers. The conduCtors used in

low vo tage of the rcuit are usually two-#18 AWG insulated copper conductors twisted

togeth r. Be care I not to overload the transformer.
_

SUMMARY

Some circuits require special voltages. Special Collage circuits should be marked.

A doorbell circuit is normally a low voltage circuit. A stepdown transformer is used

to reduce normal 120 volts to 12 volts to operate the doorbell system. , 'the major parts

of the lloorbell system, are: A transformer, a pushbutton switch, a signaling deVice and

associated wiring. More than one pushbutton may be used by p,aralleling the switches.

Normally, number 18 AWG indtilated copper wire, is used to install-a doorbell'c--ircuit.

QUESTIONS

1. Why do some circuits require a low voltage?

2. . What should be done to any duplex outlet that is furnishing voltage different from

the normal 120 volts?

3. What is the purpose of the stepdown transformer in a doorbell sfstem2

4. What is the purpose of the electromagnet in the doorbell?

5. How is the loudness of the bell controlled? -

REFERENCES

1. NEC

2. 'Electric Trades Blueprint Reading, R. C. Mullin 1969 Edition

3. NFPA Handbook of NEC, Frank Stetka.

4, Practical Wiring, H. P. Richter

5. Electrical Code Diagrams, B. Z. Segall
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TROUBLESHOOTING COI4DUIT CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE

This study guide is to help you become familiar with the types of troubles you will
find in conduit wiring systems and wthe procedures for locating and correcting them.

INTRODUCTION ..

Troubles in an electrical system are generally caused by careless construction,
lack of maintenance, misuse, of tile sytem, thoughtless and careless acts of the occu-
pants, and age of the system. One of your responsibilities as an electridian will be
to troubleshoot electrical circuit systems.

Since troubleshooting of an electrical circuit, can vary. with the type of system,
voltage applied, use of the system and many, many other variables, this study guide
cannot cover all possibilities.'

INFORMATION

-TROUBLESHOOTING CONDUIT CIRCUITS

As you learned in Block ll there were three basic circuit problems: (1) opens,
(2). shorts, and (3) grounds. These'problems remain basically the same no matter
What the titte of wiring installation. In conduit systems many of these troubles are
caused by improper installation of conductors in the conduit. As an example, insu-
lation stripped or conductors broken. Because of the physical protection conduit
allows, the system is relatively free of trouble after it is installed. The other con-'
ditions that cause breakdown, other than improper installation. are heat, 'age, and
moisture. Procedures for troubleshooting a conduit wiring system are the same as
for an NM cable system except that a conduit run is a grounded system. When called
on to trouble hoot any wiring system, information from the person that reported the
trouble will often save you valuable time and trouble.

SUM MARY

Troubles are claSsified as opens, shorts, and grounds. An open is a circuit that
is not complete. or has no continuity. A-short is where two conductors of different
potential are touching, and a gerund is when a conductor is making contact with ,a mo-
tor frame. appliance, conduit. etc. A logical sequence and common' sense will be a
key to how long it will take to troubleshoot a circuit.

45
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OBJECTIVE

APPLIANCE MAINTENANCE

V

SG 3ABR54230-1

A thorough study of this text will help you become familiar with wiring diagrams
and specifications for electrical kitchen equipnient, methods of testing and isolating
,electrical malfunctions and determining the extent of necessary repair.

INTRODUCTION '

This text covers the electric heating and cooki% equipment ordinarily used in do-
mestic qiiarters,.hospitals, and dining halls on Air Force installations. Although the

types of equipment used may vary ttie basic operating parts of these appliances such as
'the heating elements; switches, motors, and thermostats are the same. There are
three basic types dP. kitchen equipment; element heated, mator driven, and a combina-
tion_of both motor driven and element heated.

INFORMATION

APPLIANCES

Ranged]

Surface elements of ranges cook food by, conductionoof heat from the surface unit to .

the utensil. Each surface unit is controlled by a switch having three or more heat
positions.

Ovens ,

Electric ovens cook food by radiated and convected heat and are thermostatically
Controlled to maintain even temperatures. In addition to the thermostatic controls,
most ovens have a lower and an upper switch-controlled heating element to obtain

various heat combinations1/4

rs
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`NAME PLATE

WALL RIGID CONDUIT

INSULATION BLOCK

UPPER THERMOSTAT

BAKELITESEALED-IN
CALROD UNIT (UPPER)

1 2 43 MI

TEMPERATURE RELIEF VALVE
TO DRAIN

.....--00bItEALED OUTLET BOX

COPPER HOT WATE5TRAP

SWIFIAT TYPE FITTINGS
(RED BRASS)

HOT WATER OUTLET FASTENED
RIGIDLY TO CASING % INCHES

THIN WALL RIGID CONDUIT

STEEL HOUSING

LOWER 'THERMOSTAT'4

TRIM PLATE

ROCK WOOL INSULATION

300.
GALVANIZED TANK

TEST PRESSURE

...--emao ENAMEL FINISH

BAKELITE SEALEDIN
CALROD UNIT (LOWER)

PROVISION FOR
SEALING COVER

TOE SPACE-3 INCHES DEEP
DRAIN COCK 7.0

C

COLD WATER SI4PPLY
34INCH PIPING

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

CTO DRAIN

ALL WELDED 'BASE
CONSTRUCTION

4 -INCH BASE

Figure 44. Twin Unit Water Heater and Wiring Diagram
48
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Water 'Heaters '.47
Electric water.heaters have &storage tank, one or two heating elements, insulation;

shell, and one or two temperatdre controls. The, heating elements deliver .ifeat directly
to the water and each element,has a thermostat usually located just above it. Is illus-
trated in figure 4i. The average temperature setting ci the control is 150°F. the most
desirable water temperature for all purposes.

Toasters

Both domestic and commercial toasters have a toasting chamber with heating. ele-
ments'which heat the bread by radiation. DomeStic toasters are usually operated manu-
ally by a switch or time mechanism: commercial toasters are usually operated by a
'motor- driven chain conveyor.

Coffee Urn

Coffee urns have two compartments, an inner coffee brewer andan outer hot water
jacket. The immersion type heating elemen't heats the water in the jacket which in turn
heats-the brewer. Heat is regulated by a thermostat or a three -heat switch providing

anm, d. high temper atures

CONNECTIONS

Kitchen equipment is cormAteci to a source of power by one of two methods:
permanent and tempo3ary. Temporary connections are made by means of a flexible
cord attached to a male plug and connected or plugged into awall outlet. A temporary
connection is usually made on low voltage, ortable egiiipment. Permanent connec ions
are made by wiring the appliance directly a junction box of the power circuit.
permanent connection is usually made on 1 ge, high' voltage. Stationary equipment.

Appliances usually have'manuals or information sheets showing wiring connections
and diagrams.

.0 ELEMENTS

Heating elements are of theopen and enclosed types. element usually con-
sists of a high resistance nichrome wire.

Types of Open Eleinents
int

The rod-and-coil type heating element,
"as shdwn in figure 45,. is used in bake
ovens, roasters, ';..nd space heaters.

Or

49
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Figure 45. Rod-and-Co0 il Heating Elements
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Suspended coil heating elements are
supported by porcelain insulators and
used in Small ovens and space heaters.

Ribbon type heating elements, usually
wrapped around a mica insulator, are
ordinarily used in small appliances such
as irons, toasters, small heaters, etc.

"Types of Enclosed' elements

Enclosed tubular units of the surface
cooking type, as shown in figure 46, are
used on domestic ranges and some
conimercial ranges. The resistance wire
is surrounded by an iniulating powder and
covered by a copper tube.
Types of Enclosed Elements

The immersion type unit, as shown,
in figure 47, is ordinarily used in water
heaters, commercial fry kettles, and
sterilizers. Immersion type elements
must be constantly submerged in liquid
to prevent damage.

The cast-in units have the-tubular
coils deicribed.above east in iron.' They"'
are designed to withstand he abuse of
heavy cooking utensils. eavy duty ranges
are equipped with cast -in

C>)

LONGER
COIL TERMINAL

CHROMIUM
NICKEL SHEATH

.r

STAINLESS STEEL

WELDED TO
COIL TERMINAL

LAVA BUSHING

GLASS SEAL

COIL TERMINAL

L MAGNESIUM OXIDE

Figure 46. Construction of Typical
Tutelar Heating Element

Figure 47. Immersion Type Unit

MOTORS

Appliances that require ordinary alternating current motors for their operation
such as meat slicers, potato peelers, dishwashers, grinders, etc. , are numerous on
Air Force'installations. Often an appliance is element hated and also requires a
motor for operation.

CONTROLS

V

Switches

The 'toggle switch with'an ON-OFF position is used to make and brealethe eleetr:z
circuit on many appliances. Rotary switches have fast make-and-break action. The
current-is interftipted ahead of the make-and-break of the switch contacts, eliminating
the usual pitting and burning of contacts. The rotary, witchrequires yery. little -
mai.ntenance.. -

On some large appliances such as 220-volt coftedurns and ranges,a kliagnetic
switchis used to control power to the heating element.

50



Temperature Controls

The basic function of all temperature controls. for heating and eooking equipment.
is turnin, the current on and off as required to maintain the desired temper:nu re

The bimetallic blade control is operated by the expanding and contracting effect
caused by heating two pieces of dissimilar metals welded together. A similar type is
used in such appliances as irons and portable coffee makers.

Two other types of temperature controls are the helix control and hydraulic control.
The helix control is operated by a coiled thermostatic metal that coils and uncoils when
heat is applied, operating a switch to make and break the electric current. The hydraulic
control is operated by expansion and contraction of a liquid in a bulb causing diaphragm
or bellows to activate the switch mechanism of the control.

Timers

The timer is used to automatically control a circuit to an appliance or give a warning
to the operator that a predetermined time has lapsed. Figure 48 shows a typical wiring
diagram of an electric range single-pole oven timer.

-
SINGLE MU -
OVEN TIMER

11$ VOLT MOTO*

OVEN
236 VOLTS THERMOSTAT

SINGLE FOCI

SWITCH

II WU VOLTS
THREE WIRE SINGLE PHASE

L N L

Figure 48. *Typical Oven Timer tiring Diagram

TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

J

A defective appliance-should first be inspected visually. Multimeters are indispens-
able devices in testing electrical circuits of appliances if the visual inspeCtion fails to
analyze the freebie.

51 .
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Motor-Driven Appliances

The three main sources of trouble in motor-driven appliances are the power con-
nertions,, switches and motor field windings. Check all power connections for a bad
wale piny., broken or shorted flexible cord and lbose or dirty connections. Check the
::witch for a broken 1ase, making and breaking of the contacts, and looseran dirty
connections.

.
Check the motor for opens, shorts, and grounds if it is inoperative. Tighten all

loose connections. Clean all dirty connections, If the motor cannot be readily repaired.
install a substitute or replacement motor.

Heating Elements

Check heating elements for continuity by using a multimeter. Check all connections
and switches for continuity, If an open heating element becomes oxidized or brittle.
replace the entire element. If the element is fairly new or a replacement isnot readily
available, repair it by one of the following methods. Repairs are only temporary and
replacements must be ordered, to replace the repaired element.

Braze with silver solder the broken
ends of the heating'element wire using a
suitable flux as shown in figure 49.

#

Figure 49. Brazing Broken Ends of
°,t Heating Element Wires

Insert broken ends in a split-washer as
shown in figure 50 and pound flat, making
sure that a solid connection is obtained,

Af.

a

..,

#
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Figure 50. 'Split-Washer Method
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Nichrome sleeves are available to
fasten, the ends together. The sleeve should
be flattened out to insure a solid connection
as shown in figure 51.

ar Inclosed units can sometimes be
repaired by stripping the sheath of the
heating unit and welding or brazing a
new terminal to the lead.,

O

4

Switches and Controls

1015"1'22,043%,;orsis

Figure 51. Showing Use of Nichrome
Sleeyes

Check switches and controls for making and breaking of contact with ohmmeter.
If the switch is ON, the ohmmeter should read "0."

Nevi switches are usually so'inexpensive that repairing an old one is not economical.
The contacts may be reformed as a temporary measure to insure a positive contact for :
completing the electric circuit. Lubricating the contacts and spring mechanism with__ __
nonoxide grease reactivates switch operation.

Repair of tlie bimetallic blade control islimited to an adjustment in the temperature
setting of the control to agree with the temperature recorded in the appliance or equip:
ment being tested. Temperature of equipment should be tested by a reliable temperature
tester or a good thermometer.

Repair of the helix control is limited to adjustment of temperature setting of the
-control to agree with the temperature recorded in the appliance or equipment being
tested. U the control cannot be adjusted, the bomplete control assembly must be
replked.

b

Timers

If a time fails to operate, use the following procedures to locate the trouble.

1. Test electric circuit for blown fuse.

2. Checle for friction between hands of timer and timer brystal.

3. Check all wire connections. To repair the inoperative electric timer,
perform the following:

a. Replace'blownfuses with fuse of -proper rating.

b. If rotor is inoperative replace complete rotor.

c. If field, coil is.burned out, replace complete Obil assembly.

d. Repair timer switch assembly by cleaning contacts or reforming the
contact arm ter insure positive contac If contacts show excbssive wear,
replace switch assembly.

ti
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e. If hands 9f timer are binding on crystal, re-form hands to eliminate
the condition!

1. Check all connections at back of timer for positive contact to insure
a.cOmpleted circuit.

SUMMARY

Electrical kitchen equipment is connected to a source of power by the permanent or
temporary methOd. Temporary connections are usually made on low voltage, portable
equipment. Permanent connections are made by wiring the appliance directly to a
junction box of the power circuit.

Heating elements are of the open and enclosed types. The-element usually consists
of a high resistance nichrome wire.

Most kitchen appliances have ordinary toggle switches to turn on the electrical current
to heat the element or start a motor; howeer, some appl -rances employ a rotary switch
that has a fast make-and-break contact action. Most heating and cooking equipment have
temperature controls to maintain the desired temperature. Timers are used to control.
appliances at a predetermined time.

.

The first inspection of an appliance should be made visually. Motor-driven
appliance troubles are usually located in the switch, connections, of the motor field
windings. If a motor cannot be readily repaired, replace it. .

Heating elements can be repaired by brazing, using a split washer or nichrome
_sleeve if it is not oxidized or brittle; otherwise, it should be replaced.

Switches are usually so inexpensive that repairing an old one is not economical.
On most tempdrahire controls they temperature setting can be adjusted to agree with
the actual temperature of the appliance.

Wiring on the interior of a heating applialce has a fireproof insulation such-as
asbestos. Ir"

QUESTIONS

1. - What is a heating element?

2. Name two types of elements.
04

, 3. What two kinds of power hookups are used on mess equipment?

- 4. Name three kinds of switches used on mess equipment.

4-- 5. What is meant by motor-driven, element-heated, and combination appliances?

54
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dive an example of a motor-driven, ,element-heated appliance.

7. What equipment is used in testing an appliance?

8. List three methods of repairing a heating element.

9. What is the first step in troubleshooting an appliance?

REFERENCE

AFM 85.17, Miintenance and Operation of Electric Plants and Systems
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OBJECTIVE

'rids unit of insiruction is to provide guidance in the use of technical orders, and
standard and commercial publications.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES Basis of Issue
. . -

SW 3ABR54230-1-III-1 1/student
Limited Technical Order File 8/students
Project Cards , 1/student

PROCEDURE

Project 1

1. Cozarkeie the following sentences or supply information' as requested.

a. AF publications are divided into 2 classes, and
)

fir , and each class contains several categories.
.., ,

b. List the 4 categories of publications and give examples if applicable;

illIP (1)

.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(2)

, ..,.
F (b)

)

(3) t
,, .

(4)
.

. ..
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c. The types of TOs are as follows:

(1)

-(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

d. Detailed information for the operation, usage, maintenance, inspection,
installation and overhaul of equipment can be found in

e.
Tech Orders provide

instructions for accomplishing or r cording one-time changes.

f. The. types of Time Compliance Tech rders are as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Methods and Procedures Type Tech Orders provide information and

Instructions for and personnel.

h. Why are Index Publications needed?

1. Thp types of Index Publications are:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

2. From the Card No
tee folloiring chart.

given to you from your instructor;, complete

2

.

AP,



A.

4

I /0
PROBLEM

NO \. ANSWER
.

1

1

2
.

.

3 .

4

5

6

7

8,

9 e

10
,

.

3. From the Card No
the chart below.

given to your from your instructor, complete

PROBLEM
NO

ANSWER

1 '

2

3
/

4

5

6

. .

.

7

8

9 ' .

1 0

It
. .

3

4
i.

(



4. Locate TO title in the indexes from another card assigned to you by your instructor.

Card Number

PROBLEM
NO

.

TO TITLE
,

4.

1

2
. .. .

3

._

4
-

5 . ..

, .

8

. . .

9
. .

10 .
,

4-

5. Have instructor check workbook and sign.

Checked by

REFERENCES

1. AFR 0-2

2. TO 00-5-1

3. National' Electrical Code

(Instructor)

4

a

p
I
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas .

POWER TOOLS

OBJECTIVE

WI3 3ABR54230-1-111-1-2
August 1975_

When you have completed this workbook you should be able to:

1. Index and drill holes in apiece of metal stock using a drill press.

. 2. press metal stock using-a bench grinder.

3.. Drill holes in metal stock using a portable drill.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
1

Basis of Issue,

WB3ABR54230-1-III-2 1/ student
. .Drill Press , 81 students

Drill Vise 8/students
Bench Grinder 8/ students
C-Clamp 8/students
Portable Electrical Drill 2.'students
Safety Goggles 1/student
Handtools . 1/student,
`Metal Stock 1/student
Assorted Twist Drills 1/student

PROCEDURES

Project 1

Yoi are to perform this project step by step. The equipment you will be using

demands respect. It can.be very dangerous unless used properly. The instructor
should be consulted as indicated.

Step one

Thekinstructoi will issue you a piece of flat stockrPut on your safety goggles,
button your collar and sleeves. Use a center purich and hammer to mark the center
of the stock. Have your instructor check your work.

(Instructor)

Step two

1. Position the stock in the drill vise and tighten the vise securely.,

2. Have the instructor check the drill press to assureproper speed.
S

5

I

,\
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4

I

z

V

Sip three

1. Select a twist bit of the size specified by. the instructor

2., Secure the bit in the chuck using the chuck key.

3. Set the proper drill depth by operating.the spindle handle down to where the bit tip
is barely past the stock and'adjust the stop nuts to that 9iiint.

4. Center the index mark under the bit by lowering the bit and moving the vise until
the two points coincide. Lock thevise to the table with a C clamp.

Step four

1. Plug ip the driapresi but'DO NOT turn it on.

2. Have the instructor dheck your setup'

Step five

Read all of the instructions 6n tiis step beffire beginning to,drill.

1. Start the drill press.

2.. Use light, steady pressure.

410
3. Raise the bit after the first light cut to assure you are drilling the index mark.

4.. Back off pressure when you feel the bit go.ihrough the stock. ik

5. Stop the drill.

Project 2

To provide you with information onliat safety checks to perform before and after
using the electric bench grinder,' and also to give the operating instructions. You are
to dress the edges of the metal stocleby grinding on'the bench grinder. Use these
steps.

Step one, Safdty Checks

1. Remove all jewelry while working on or arouncifilectrical operated machines.
a -"

6

2. Keep area floor clean and dry.

3. Observe all safety precautions.

4. Keep all loose Clothing away from wheel.

f

Jr



Step two, -Prepaiattbn pr Operation

1, Check for loose or frayed wiring in powers cord to grinding machine:

2. 4 Face shields are notedamiged.

'3. Safety gogglesire available. °

4. Cooly* water is available if grinding stock is overheated.

Q

5. -Check the wheel clamp nuts, which secure the grinding wheels on the rotor shaft,
for tightness.

6. Check position of the tool rests in referencetfo the grinding wheels to make sure
that they do not touch the wheels. The tool rests will not be used more than:one-
eighth inch from the grinding wheel. If necessary, loosen the hex-headcapscrews
securing the tool rests to the wheel guards' and reorient the tool rests. Tighten
the hex-head capscrews.

7. Loosen the hex-head capscrews securing the eyeshields to the wheel guards and
position the-shields as close as poss4ble to the grinding wheels, but not touching
the wheels. Tighten screws. .

8. Chgek to insure that the power source is correct andthat the groundconnection
is secure.

9. Put eye goggles on.
.

10. After the operation, make sure the wheels have stopped rotating before leaving
the grinder.

11. Have the instructor check getup
,e

Step.three

Operating Instructions

(Signature)

Place the toggle switch in the ON position. Hold the item t&be ground firmly on
the tool rest and against the grincling.abrasive wheel. Slbwly move item back and forth
on the wheel with steady, even,pressure. Donot hold the item in one spot,on the grind-
ing wheel or apply excessive pressure. Keeping the item stationary on the wheel will
cause the wheel to'be worn down unevenly. Applying the item to the wheel with exces-
sive pressure will result in the item being burnt and disiolored. Use the coarse grain
wheel for heavy work which requires the removal ct a considerable amount of metal.
Use the fine grainwheel for light work and Thena smooth finish ig required.

Step four ^s
I

Shutdown.proCedure . .
i -

1. Remove grinding stock from toot rest
. 1

. ktit..,

Turn off pOwer switch. 7.
-,44,0

i ,



Step .five

Postoperative check.

1. -Insure that power cord is unplugged and stored.

2. Area is cleaned of grinding waste material.

3. Grinding wheel is serviceable and not cracked.

4. Have instructor check the work and sign this worksheet--
(Signb.tur 6)

Project 3

Follow this project step by step. CAUTION: Portable drills can be dangerous
if abused or misused. -Use,care when operating.

Step tone

The instructor will issue you metal stock. Locate and index the point to be drilled:-
Have your instructor, check the work

Step two -
(Instructor)

.

1., Clamp the stock in a vise. Put on your goggles. Button your collar and assure
0 that no loose clothing can catch in the work.

2. Select the correct twist drill size as indicated by yohr instructor
(Size)

3. Place twist drill in the drill chuck and tighten with a chuck key.

4. Plug in portable drill. DO NOT OPERATE .UNTIL: TOLD TO DO SO. Call your
instructor .

Insttuctor)

Step three

Read all instructions ,beford you start this step of the project.

1. Align the twist drill tip with the index niaik.
,

2. Start the drill and engage lightly to the metal stock and make a light cut.

3.' Stop the drill and assure that fol are cutting on the indek,

4. Start the drill, drill the metal stock using moder e pressure'.

5. When you feel.the drill bit going through the metal reduce the pressure.'

6. When the drill has penetrated the metal, withdraw the drill bit and turn off the
Unplug the drill ,and remove the drill bit.

7. Have instructor check yOur work ,

(Instructor)

- 8

3
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. Department of Civil Engineering Trining WB 3ABR5423071-111-3
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

CONDUIT TOOLS, TERMINOLOGY, AND MATERIAL

OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this workbook you will be able to:

-1.: List the name and use of conduit tools. .

2. List the definition to conduit terms.

3. List the nanie and use of conduiteaterials.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230-1-III-3

PROCEDURES

as
Project 1

August 1975

Basis of Issue

1/student

1. Match the terms listed on the following page with the definition by putting the .

corresponding numbers in the blanks. Use the NEC.



TERMS

a. Connector

b. Fitting

c. Service raceway

Device

e. Raceway

f. Weatherproof

g. Appliance

h. Isolated

i. Switchboard

j. Ventilated

A

o os-r
DEFINITIONS

1. Rigid metal conduit. electrical metallic'
tubing, or other raceway, that encloses
the service entrance Conductors

2. 'An assembly of panels containing over-
cirrent devices

3. A unit of an electrical system which is
intended to carry, but not utilize electric
,energy

A-channel for holding wires or busbars

5. An accessory such as a locknut, bushing,
or 'other part Of a Wiring system which
is intended primarily to perforth a
mechanical rather than an electrical
function

r
. 4.

Thermal protection

A device which establishes contact
between two conductors without use of
solder

8: An object not readily, accessible to
persons unless special means for access
are used

. .

9. iprOvided with a means to permit
circulation of air sufficient to remove
an excess of heat. fumes, or vapors

10. Protected from exposure from the
weather

. II. Utilization equipment ("'

Have instructor checAiork and sign.

trp

Checked by

10

.

,

(Instructoii

to
a

a



,Project 2

INSTRUCTIONS: Fill in the name and use of each tool illustrated below.
.

1.

2.

3.

.: 4: .

5.

Name
Use

Name
Use

Name
Use

#.

Name
Use

I14

4
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10.

11.

12. Have instructor check work and sign.

Name
Use

Name
Use

'Checked by
(Instructor)

aor

V C.

17-

13 4.../
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Project 3

I. After EMT (electrical metallic tubing) is cut, it must be reamed to prevent
damage to the conductor insulation. The tool most commonly used for this
purpose is the .

2. When locknuts are used to fasten EMT to a box, the locknuts are tightened with

3. When connecting two pieces of EMT together, the proper handtools to use are

, . .
.

,__.
4 , ', 4. The handtool pic ailed -*4,...

- . When workingiwith condt[it they are used to
#

5. Froth the tools pictured below, select the proper tool for tcuttirig EMT.

For cutting rigid conduit. 05'

For cutting SMR (surfice metal raceway)

. . i
6. The byst tool for Torming,terminal loops/ on toriductors are

: -

, fil . .
. .

'7. From the illustrations below, selectthe measuring tool most commonly used in
.

conchlit installation. . . '..,

0

o

e

t



R

/

4 .

,....e---

Ill. Select the screwdriver that will be used the most in conduit Installation.

9. The handtool that wi be used when a small amount, of metal is to be removed .

is the .

.,

it

d

c

t

o

1

.,

'I.

i

ci / 0
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, Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

CONDUIT WIRING

b

WBEI3ABR54230-1-111-4
August 1975

OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this workbook you will be gale-to:
4

1. Complete statements pertaining to.conduit cut; ream, thread,and bend rigid
conduit; cut, ream and bend electrical metallic tubing.

2. Install a single-phase conduit service entrance.

3. 'Install a ceiling light, singlerpole switch, and duplex outlet.

4. Install a ceiling light controlled by two three-way switches.
7

5. Add a four-way switch to control a light from three positions.

6. Install a fused disconnect toes main panel.

. Install a 220 VAC receptacle.

.

EQUIPMENT AliDIVRPLIES

WB 3AB1154230-1-111-4
National EleCtrical bode
Pipe Vise ,

.

Handtool Set
Conduit Tools
Wiring Booth
Materials (Mist)
Hickey Bender
EMT Benders
Fish Tape

PROCEDURE

Pr dject 1

1. Using the NEC com tope following statement,

Z. Article 346 of thepEt iskLABELELY

Basis of Issue

1/student-
1/student

-7- 1/student
49/student
.1/student

3 .` j wsiug nt
1 /student/
1/stUdent,

1. 1/stiident
1/student

rr"`
3. The minimum size of rigid conduit ig

4. AU cut.endt of conduit shall be

5. The purpose pf a bushing is to

6. The maximum degrees o b'enCisin a run is

17

Ele

I

'44



4

7. Rigid conduit will be supported feet from each box and every
feet thereafter.

8. Article 348 of the NEC is LABELED

9. Article 350 of the NEC is LABELED

You have just completed some statements using the4NEC, it is your guide for
electrical wiring.

Project 2

This project will be accomplished step by step. Have y
'indicated.

instructor check where

Step one

Select.a piece of 112-inch rigid conduit and lark it for bending an eight-inch stub.

Hay 'your instruabr check your wet*

sNs>Step two . 4

Make a 900 bend in the conduit without kinking, flattening,or reducing the inside
diameter.

(Instructor)

Step three

Using the pipe vise and pipe cutter, .cut the conduit 12 inches behind the bend.

Step four

Use the conduit reamer and relk'the conduit.

Step five

1. Select the correct pipe die and stock,,

2. Assemble the stock and die.

3. Slip the die o'er the cpndliit as shown in figure 1.

18
212

,
3



O

Figure 1. Slipping StOck Over Conduit

4. Turn stock with one hand' and apply forward pressure against stock with other
hand until die begins to cut threads as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Turn Stock 'Applying Forward Pressure

CAUTION: During cutting, apply thread-cutting oil to threads, die, and conduit
every two or three turns, as shown in figure 3. This Will prevent damage to pipe
threader.

0

Figure 3. Apply Oil to threads

. . 19

243

.,23

.)



5. When the threads are cut to the correct lenth, reverse the stock ratchet latch

and turn the die off the conduit.

CAUTION: Remove the conduit from the vise.

Step six

Call your instructor to, check your work
Instructor,

Step seven

Clean the area and store the tools. Return the unused conduit to the stack.

Project 3

Follow this project step by step. Call the instructor as indicated.

Step one

1. Select 1/2-inch EMT conduit and correct EMT bender.,

2. Mark the conduit to rig:Wide a,10-inch stub when completed.

3. Have the instructor check your marks

Stop I wo

Instructor

1. Position the bender and make a 90° bend in the conduit without kinking, flattening,

or reducing the inside diameter.

2. Check yotir bend to assure a 900 bend.

Step three

1. Using the pipe vise and a fine toothed hacksaw, ut the conduit 14 inches behind
the bend.

2. Ream the conduit using either a reamer, pliers dr a rattail file.

Step four

Remove the conduit from,the vise, clean the area, store the unused conduit.
Cleamand store handtools. Havethe instructor check your work and sign this work

project,
(Instructor')

:20

i:5*"

2'1

O
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Project 4 0.

Procedures for bending a pipe saddle to conform to installation requirements.

Step one

Cut and ream- one piece of 1/2-inch EMT'fiv eet long.

Step two

Mark conduit 22 inches from one end..

Step three

From the22-inch mark make a mark 2 1/2 times height of object to be crossed
(2 1/2 x 3 = 7 1/2 inches) on each side (right and left). Make.these marks all around
conduit.

aStep four t ..

Using a 1/2-inch EMT bender, place the 22-inch mark exactly over the top.point
of the star.

'4*
Step fives

Using steady pressure, bend the conduit until the bottom lines up with the 45 de-
gree mark.

\

Step six "

Have the instructor check your work.'

4f Step seven , e.

With the bend inverted and placed is of bender, line the 7 1/2-inch mark on
'the of the arrow.

Step eight

Using steady pressure, bend the conduit until the bottom aligns with the 22 1/2-
degree mark on the bender.

Step nine

Remove conduit and turn it around so that all bends are placed in front of bender.
Place the second 7 1/2-inch ?nark on tip of arrow. ,

Step ten
.1

Align the conCltiit so that the-crown of the 45-degree bend is down and perfectly
vertical:

.

V 21s /)
,- fz.
..4p.

"...IP':
.. - 4, .

4
, .

24 5



Step eleven
, fr

C:0/
Using steady pressure, bend the conduit until the bottom lines up with the 22 1/2-

degree mark on the bender.
t

S; op t w(q1,4.,

Noffloye conduit from bender and check with the condnt placed over thy 3-inch'
object. It shoi4ld clear object, and both ends should be flat on floor. If object is
olearcd,ancl ends point up there is4More than 22 13 degrees. If ends do not lay flat
'bn the floor, there is not enough in the 22 1/2 degrees. If there'is not enough to
cleac..,the object, more 45-degree bend is necessary.

Step, thirteen

Cleanup the area and stoide -equipment.
-

".4

Checked by
(instructor)

Project 5

Procedures for bending a gooseneck bend to conform with'installation requirements.

Step one ;IF

Cut and ream 1 piece of 1/2" EMT 5 feet long..
1.

Step two:

From one end of the conduit, measure and mark the length of the stub (8" in this

case).

Step three

From the stub length measure'ba'ck toward end of conduit and mark the amount of

takeup required by the bender (5" for 1/2" EMT) You now have a mark 3" and 8" from

the end of the conduit. The second mark (5" from the first mark) should be made cont-.
pletely around the conduit,

Step' four

With the conduit on the floor, place the 1/2" EMT gentler over it so the handle is
in the air and the conduit is in the groove, of-the bender.

Step five

Align the tip of the arrow oh the bender with the second mark you make on the

conduit.

22

so,
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.....

T

. Step six

,09
Place one foot on the conduit approximately 18 inches from the bender and the other

toot on thektvel of tke bender and press firmly while drawing the bender handle toward
the tloor until the end of the conduit is bent vertical (90°) to the floor. ,

r

. . :Step sTn .
..

. ,

With the bender removed, measure from the floor to the tip of the vertical piece
of conduit.; See . figure 4. This should measure 8" plus or minus 1/4". Have instruc-

.
, e

for check this work
N

8

or

(Instructor)

1/2" CONDUIT

r .

STUD /7'-'

..

Figure 4 .

Step eight
, . .

Lay the conduit flat on the floor and measure approximately 8" from the end con-
taining the bend toward the long end of the conduit and -mark around the conduit. See
figure 5. .' N

. '''

4.,

8
. .

Figure 5

.

. .



Step nine

For a 5" offset measure (1.5 x 5 = 7.5) 7.5" from the 8" mark just made and mark
'49 around the conduit.

Step ten

With the handle of the bender on the floor, place the conduit in the groove with the
stub in front of the bender and pointed toliird the floor. Using the handle of the bender
as a guide, align the conduit for bending.

Step eleven

Move conduit until the first.mark aligns with the arrow tip.

Step twelve

With steady pressure, bend the conduit down until, you have a 45° bend.

Step thirteen

d,

Move the bends already made forward out of the bender until the arrow on the
bender is opposite the second mark.

Step fourteen

Turn the conduit until the stub is pointing up. Align this stub vertically by sighting
down the conduit.

Step fifteen

Apply steady pressure and bend the conduit to the 45° mark on the bender: The
straight portidns should now be parallel.

Step sixteen

After checking your Work have it examined by the instructor

Step seventeen

Clean up area and store.equipment.
.44

_

24
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(Instructor)
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Project 6.

You are to complete this project in steps. Read the instructions carefully. Be
sure to .tiave.your instructor check your work where Indicated before proceeding.

o

Step one

Observe the drawing in figure 6. You are to install a service entrance..Make a
bill of the materials you will require. Have,the instructor check your bill of materials

before proceeding
(Instructor)

Step two

Assemble the service entrance. Have the instruccor £heck your assembly

Instructor

Step three
r-

°

Install the service entrance components. Have the instructor check your work

Instructor

. Step four

Connect the service entrance. Have your instructor check your work

Instructor

NOTE: DO NOT .apply_poieruntil tbld to do so-by your instructor.

ti



+so

Figure 6. Installation of Service Entrance

NOTES:.

1. Service will be 120/246 volts 10.

2. Disconnect will be installed at predrilled .hole.

3. Disconnect will be bonded.

4. Ground will be connected to ground electrode.



.Project .7

Follow this project step by step. Observe all safety precautions. Call the in-
s, strin'tor when indicated.

Stop (nic

1. Study the blueprint drawing for thisprojert,

2. Make a list of the tools and materials that you will need to complete this job.

TOOLS

3. Have your instructor check your list

MATERIALS

27

anstructoil

.
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PANEL-
BOARD

DISCONNECT

If
CONDULET'

DETAIL OF
INSTALLATION

1
3/4"C-3$10TW

I I

Figure 7. Panelboard Installation

NOTES:

1. Service entrance and disconnect are existing.,

2.. Panelboard will be 10 120/246 volt.

3. Panelboard will be surface mounted on existing plywood finish.

4. Conduit run will be parallel to the floor.

.

Figure'§.

EXISTING
OUTLET

Existing Outlet to be Hooked "Up After Panel is Instiled

28
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Step two ...
. s. ,

.

. -
'1. Locate your circuit breaker panes. This Panel should be level and firmly secured

to the structure so that the 'conduit run will be parallel with the.floor.

2. Measure; the distance from the main to the circuit breaker panel and determine
the amount of EMT conduit required.

SIvii thcl I
a.

1. Select your conduit 3/4" EMT.
6

Measure and mark the conduit to provide for all 'requiqd bends in the run of
conduit.

Step four

1. Make your required bends for the conduit run.

2. Cut the conduit to length.

3. Ream the conduit.

Step five
9 ,

1, Select the correct fitting to secure the panefs together and to secure the contiit
to the° structure.

2. Assemble the fittings to the conduit and install the conduit run.

3. Secure the panels together and the conduit to the structure.

Step six

c

A. Select the correct conductors for the circuit.

2. Cut and install the conductors:

Connect the conductors in the panels.

4. Hook up ihe,-Axisting outlet.

a

5. Have your instructor inspect your installation and sign your workbook.

(Instructor')

,s

29
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Project 8

Complete this project step by step. Call the instructor where indicated. Observe
safety at all times.

Step Ale

Study the blueprint provided with this project, figure 8. Draw the equipment and
supplies you will require from supply. List the equipment or supplies that are not
available. Have your instructor check list

(Instructor)

Step two

Install the boxes as indicated on the blueprint. Check to see that they are 0) level.
(2) properly secured to the structure, (3) set to the correct depth, and (4) set at the

`correct height.

Step three

Using 1/2" EMT, bend and cut the conduit to fit the runs.
previous work projects if you need to.)

Step four

Use conduit fittings and assemble the conduit runs to the boxes.

p

(You may refer back to

Step five

Secure the conduit to the structure.

Step six

Refer to your blueprint arylmake a single line dral.vizii of the,circuits to be in-
stalled below. Color code your drawing. Have your Instructorcheck the drawing.

(Instructor)

Step seven

Select the correct size and color conductors and pull the conductors into the condelt.

Step eight

Use your single line drawing and connect the conductors. CAUTION: DO NOT

APPLY POWER. Cali the instructor

30'

(Instructor)



Step nine
Operate the circuit when instructed to do so. The instructor will indicate if the

circuit operates properly.

Step ten

Clean up the area and store tools and equipment.

NOTES:

1. Lighti circuit to be run in 1/2" EMT.
.2. Light sw tch to be 48" from floor.
3. Duplex o tlet 12" from floor.

Figure 8i

31 °
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Project 9 ----I

Complete this project step by step. Call the instructor where indicated. Observe
safety at all times.

Step one

Study the blueprint provided with this project, figure 9. Draw the equipment and
supplies you will require from supply. Draw any equipment or supplies that are not

available. Have instructor check drawings

Step two

(Instructor)

Irtstall the !loxes as indicated on the blueprint. Check to see that they are level,
properly secured to the structure, set to correct depth, and set to correct height.

Step three
. ,

Using 1/2" EMT, bend and cut the conduit to Qt the runs.

Step four

Use conduit fittings and assemble the conduit runs to the boxes.

Step five

Secure the conduit to the structure.

Step six

Refer to your blueprint and make a single line drawing of the circuit to be
installed. Use space below. Have your instructor check the drawing:

32
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Step seven

Select the correct size And color'conductors and pull the conductors into the conduit.

Step eight

Use your single line drawing and connect the conductors. CAUTION: DO NOT

APPLY POWER. Call the instructor
(Instructor]

Step nine

Operate the circuit when instructed to do so. The instructor will indicate if the

circuit operates properly
(Instructor)

Step ten

Police the area and properly store the tools and equipment.

0

33
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so NOTES:
..- , ..

1. Lighting circuit to be run in 1/2" EMT.
..

.

2. Light switches tole 48" from floop.

4

AA,

,F4gure 9
01
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. . Project 10
t>--

Complete thiiproject step by step. Call the instructor where indicated. Observe .

safety at all times.

Step one
. / . .. .

Study the blueprint
,

provided with this project, figure 10. Draw the equipment and
supplies y9u will require from supply_List any equipment or supplies that are not

!available. Have instructor check list

Onstructor)

Step two

Install the box as indicated on the bluepriiit. Check to see that it is level; properly
secured to structure, set to correct depth, and set at correct height.,

Step three

Using 1/2" FtifT cut the conduit to fit the run.

Step four
. .

'Use conduit fittings and assembile the conduit runs to the boxes'
t.

Step fiye

Secure the conduit to the structure.

Step six 'st

Refer to your blueprint and make a single-line drawing of the circuit to be installed.

Use space below. Have your instructor check the drawing
(Ins uctor)

4
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Step seven

Seledt the correct size and color cOnduCtors and pull the conductors into the

conduit.

Step eight.

0

Use your single-line drawing and connect the conductors. CAUTION: o NOT

,APPLY POWER. Call instructor,

Step nine
(Instructor)

,

Operate the circuit when instructed to do so. The instructor will indicate if the

circuit"gperates properly

Step. ten
(Instructor)

Police the area and properly store the tools and equipment.

'41
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/2°C - 30141'W

3/4"C= 3* 101V

1/?"C-2*14T1/1
I/2"C- 3#14TW

,../.
9

I 1

iidrE S :

1. Lighting circuit to be run in 112" EMT.

2. Light switches to be 48" from floor.
,

. Figure 10
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Project 11

Complete this project step by step. ' Observe safety at all times-. Call the in-
structor as indicated- in the pfoject.

Step one

Study the blueprints provided with this project, figurill. Make a list and draw
all the required equipment and supplies from supply. Notify your instructor of any
materials that are not available. instructor will check list

(Instructor)

Step two

Install the disconnect as indicated on your blueprint. Check to see that it is level,
1 at the correct height, and properly secured to the structure.

Step three

. Use 3/4" EMT, bend and cut the conduit to fit the run.
work protects.)

Step four

,
You may refer to previous

4 -

Use conduit fitting and assemble conduit runs to the boxes.

Step five

Secure the conduit run,to the structure.

Step six

Refer to the bltieprint and make a (single-line drawing of the circuit. Color code

your drawing. Have instructor check your drawing
I (Instructor)'

Step seven '

Select the correct size and color conductor. pull the conducror into t) (conduit.

Step eight
% ,

,
- Use the single-line drawing you have prepared and connect the conductbrs.

, . .

;CAU"I'le DO NOT APPLY POWER., Call the instructor
.

Step tilnet,

;Operatethe-circuit when instructed.

.

(Inftruqtor)

. 8

(Instructor)

Instructor wilt indicate correct operation

38
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Step ten

Clean up the area., Store tools and equipment.

fP I/2"C-3#14TW

NO ES:

1.

2.

- '

Disconnect is to besilrface mounted on existing pl5fwood.

Disconnbct circuitis to be run in 3/4" EMT.

Figure 11

39 t
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Project 12

Complete this project step by step. Observe safety at all times. Call the in.-
structor as indicated in the project.

Step one

Study the blueprints provided with this project, figure 12. !Make a list anddraw all
the required equiPment and supplies from supply. Notify your instructor of any
materials that are not available. Instructor will check list

(Instructor)
St ep' two

Install the box as indicated on your blueprint. Check to see that it is, level. at the
correct height, and properly secured to the structure.

.Step three
6ar

Use 3/4" EMT, bend and cut the conduit to fit the run. (You may refer to previous
work projects.)

Stip four .
Use conduit fitting and assemble conduit runs to the boxes.

Step five

Secure the conduit run to the structure.,

Step six

I

. Refer to the blueprint make.a single-line drawing of the circuit. Color code
$cfur drawing. Have lnstructqr Check your drawing

Step seven
f

(Instructor)

'Select the correcesize and color conductor, pull the conductor into the conduit.

.Step
ei .

Use the single-line-drawing you have prepared and connect the conductors.

CAUTION: DO NOT APPLY POWER. Call the instructor

Step nine

/".
4

(Instructor)

.
Operate the circuit when instructed, Instructor will indicate correct Operation

46
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Step ten

Clean up the area. Store tools :Ind equipment.

/ C ift I1 1 0.

S

I/2 "C- 3#14TW

NOTES:

1. Range outlet is to be surface mounted on existing plywood in a 4" square box.

1

1/2"C-2 #14Tw

2. Range circuit is to be run in 3/4" EMT.

Figure 12

41
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Department of Civil Engineering Training WB 3ABR54230 -1 -III -5

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas August 1975

OBJECTIVES

CgCUIT EXTENSIONS

1. Answer problems related to circuit extensions.

2. Install a circuit in surface metal raceway.

3. Balance branch circuits.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES Basis of Issue

WB 3ABR542-30-1 -III -5 1/student
Wiring Booth 1/student
Handtools 1/student
Materials

\
1/student

PROCEDURES

Project 1

1. Use your NEC to answer the following problems.

2. Article 352 of the NEC is labeled as

3. Could surface metal raceway be used in wet areas ? i
,...

4. Who determines the number and size conductors in SMR?

5. Is it permissible to run SMR through a wall?
.,

6. Scfews ipside of SMR require what type heads ?

''7.r Should SMR be installed in:

a. Dry locations?

b. Hoistways ?

c. Hazardous locations?

d. Office areas?

$

,.

."
,..

...
43
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Project 2

Follow this project step by step. Have your instructor check where indicated.

Step one

You are to install a circuit extension in surface metal raceway. This circuit
extension will carry 15 amps of current. The,blueprint will indicate which circuit
will be extended and what it will contain. Figure 13.

1. Make & single-line drawing of the circuit extension with the proper color code.
Have your -instructor check the drawing

(Instructor)

2. Make a list of the materials that you will need to install this circuit. Have your
instructor check your list

(Instructor)
_Step two

1. .Install the blank extensionfadapter over the existing outlet.

2. Mark and align the bases' required for the circuit.

3. Fasten the -bases in place with flat head wood screws of the correct size.

Step three

Measure and cut the surface metal racewa to length. Install the raceway.

Step four

Select the correct size and color conductor, then cut and pull in the conductor.

Step five

0 I

Refer to your single-line drawing and make your electrical connecillins.

CAUTION: DO NOT APPLY POWER., Have your instructor check your installation

(Instructor)

Step six

Operate the circuit on instructions. Have instructor check

Step seven

Cleanup the area and store tools.

44
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. I/2"C- 3itt 4TW

1/2"C:2 014 TW

SURFACE METAL RACEWAY

I/ 2"C- 2414TW,_

tte
SURFACE

046......../:>RACEWAY
METAL

EXISTING
OUTLET,

3/4"C. 34110TW

NOTES:

1. Circuit' will be run from exiciling flush-mounted outlet.-

2.>
2. Circuit will be run in surfke metal raceway.

; 1/ii:C-2.1t14TW
I/2"C -3,414TW

t,{

4..

1 -

a

4

.

Figure 13
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Project 3

. This project will help you balance your branch circuits.

Turn power on to your booth.

3. -turn On main disconnect.

4. limn on all branch ctifcuits.
a

541, Check out a clamp-on ammeter. ,f

6. Check currett Cw on each incoming conductor and record below..

NOTE: This check may be.accomisthshed at the service drip loop.

ti

t °

A

a. Liiko#1 amps .

b. Line #2 amps I

c. Neutral
.

7. Is your branch circuits balanced?

8. .0 anower to step 7 is ISO'' What is your solution?

9. Have ypiir instructor chock your work.

C.^

,

1

' (Instructor)

.

1

411

;

0
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

.LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUITS"
OBJECTIVE

Install a low-voltage circuit.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.

WB3ABR54230-1-III-6
Wiring Booth
Cdnduit Tools *

Handtools
Materials

. )
PROCEDURE

Project 1

WB 3AER54230-i'-III-6
August 1975

Basis of Issue

1/student
'student

l'audent
1 /Student
1/student

.
,Complete this project step by step. Call the instructor where indicated. Observe

safety at all times. ' s

Step one,

Study the blueprint provided with this-project, figure' 14. Draw the equipnient
andsupplies you will requine. List any equipment or supplies that <are not availitble.

' Have instructor check yoiir equipment

. (Instructor)
4 '' .. .

Step two
... ...

Refer to the blueprint and make vsingle=line drawing of the circuit: .Have ,
instructor' check yourjirlwing

"1,

Step three
ti

(Instructor)

- . , ft, <, -)Install an octaggn box above the distribution panel in the attic Tot a transtormOr. 5.5. s ... .

~Step four

Use 1/2" EM'F,",tiend'and cut the conduit to run from th'epahei to .octagpn box.

Step five

Usesonduit fittings and assenible concliiiCrun to the box and -secure.
.

*
'7

a

47
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Step six

c.c./1.
4,

ti

Mount the buzzer above xhe dobr and plishbuttolt next to,doorway.
t' '

/ Step seven , 1. .
l v. o

trTh
ld

connect 120-volts to primary side of the transformer and mount the transformer
to the octagon bousing, a round cover with a 1/2" knockout.

Step eight

Using #18 AWE" bell wire, complete the connections for the low voltage circuit.
4 4

CAUTION: DO NOT APPLY TOWER: :Call the instructor,

Step,nine ' 4, a

Operate thecircuit when instructed. Instruct& 1.vill.chgck for proper operation
.- .

,

0 J,

1p

b -

%. .
o P 41

°

ti

q

(---(Instructor)
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Step ten

Clean area and store tools and equipment.

1anC:3#14TW

a

NOTES:

1. Special Purpose
Octagoii Box Cover.

SURFACE
METAL

RACEWAY

EXISTING
OUTLET

- 120/12V-Stepdown Transformer Mounted on an

Figure 14
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Department of Civil"Engineering Training . WB 3ABR54230-1-III 4

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas
August 1975

.....,
. II

CONDUIT CIRCUITS .

". v OBJECtVES
,

1. Locate electrical troubles on an energized circuit.

2. Locate electrical troubles on a deenergized circuit.

3. Discontiect, sort materials, and stone materials.,

EQUIPMBNT AND SUPPLIES
Basis of Issue

WB 3ABR54230-1-411-7
1 /student.

'Handtools 1/student

Wiring Booth, 1/student

Multimeter r/student

Materials , ,

Project 1

Follow,thii project step by step. You are ,to use the booth you have jugt wired.

Your instructor will insert troubles in your booth.

Step one

You are to operate each circuit in 'your booth and for each one list the trouble you

thinIF exists in the circuit.

- Circuit 1

'Circuit 2

a

to

Circuit 3

Circuit 4,

Circuit 5

Steplwo
Select equipment needed to locate the troubles°.

Step three

Use the folloiving steps on eacfCcircuit you troubleshot.

Step four

Use the schematic drawing that you,prepared when installing this circuit. Study

this drawing.

SteR five

Mai& a visual inspection.

51
V
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.Sep six
- .

Using proper equipment locate and inditate the exact locatiOn of troubles.
Ye

iiCiA1 1

Circuit 2

Circuit 3

Circuit 4

Circuit 5-

Have your instructor check

step seven

9(7

,

OnStructor)

Repair troubles, have instructor check and operate
(Instructor)

-Step eight

Remove all installed circuits, sort all materials and store in designated areas;
have instructor check your area ,

.01

.

11. --

.444044.

o r

I.

a

. a

.f

`4:52
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1

(InstructorI
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Department of Civil Engineering Tiiining
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

BJECTIVE

APPLIANCE MAINTENANCE

I

WB 3ABR54230-1-m-8 ft
August 175 7

mist the correct solution to problems on appliance maintenance.

FQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230-1411-8

PROCEDURES

1. If an appliance is portable and will be moved from one area to another, what type
of electrical connection is required?

2. List the three methods of repairing a broken heating element?

a.

b:

c.

3. What meter is used to check a heating element for a break?

4. World a damaged bimetal strip berepaired or replac4d?

5.- The first inspection to be done to a damaged appliance is\a

.53
I
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Dwartnient of Civil, Engineering ,Training
,Sheppard Air Force Base,.. Texas

THREE-PHASE MOTOR SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

SG 3A13R54230-1 -IV-1
July- 1975

To enable you to understand the fundamentals, connections, and selectidn oifirthree-

phase motor systems.
'

4
DI TRODUC.TION

An electric motor converts electrical energy to mechanical energy. Motors fall

into three basic types: AC. DC, and Universal. As an electric'gr you will need to

understand the operating principles and know how e ct and connect el tric motors.

You also need to know the various means of contro ing an electric motor. This study

guide was developed to aid you in understanding tit -phase motors and their control

systems. .

INFORMATION

SECTION 1
FUNDAMENTALS

O

Three-phase motors are simple in construction and relatively low in initial cost. .

The most common types of 30 motors are the squirrel-cage induction motors and the

wound rotor induction motor. These two types of motors vary only in the construction

of the rotor. Three,phase motors are also referred to, as polyphase motors. Three --is

phase rhOtors can be broken down into three basic parts: (1) stator. tip) rotor, and

(.3) endbells.

,. Stator

steThe framels made of cast iron or cast
el into whichi.is pressed a lainin d

silicon steel core. The steel core lami-
nated to reduce "Eddy Currents," which
is a loss due to stray currents. This steel
core is constructed with semiclosed slots
which hold the field.windings. The field
windings are made up of a number of,var-
iiished insulated coils. which . are 120°,

(electrical) aprt. These coils are insu-
lated from the core with treated paper.

, called fish paper. The coils are,connected
to formjihree separate windings. These
windings arc Connected eithei a wye or
delta arrangement which will be explained
later in this study guide. The field wind-,
ings and the steel core together make up

the stator or stationary part'of the.mbtor.
Figure I shows the partsoi a stator.

. : .. .4 4 4041_

t -"Q

gu e I. pree-Pha'se Stator.
,
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The kind of rotorided inside of the .Three-phasle stator determines the type of motor.
There are two types of rotors, the squirrel-cage rotor and the wound rotor. .

Squirrel-Cage Rotor
I

The squirrel -cage rotor consists of a laminated silicon steel core, rotor bars, and
end rings, mounted on a shaft. In the most recent types, the rotor bars are cast into
place on an angle called skew. The skew effect increases the torque of the motor. The
end rings short circuit or connect the rotor bars together. When one rotor bar is ener-
gized all of them are energized. The rotor ears and end rings together make up a
squirrel-cage winding. Fan blades are added on the end of the rotor to assist in providing
adequate Ventilation for cooling. See figure 2f-

As.

Figure 2. Squirrel-Cage Rotor

Wound Rotors

. The,wound rotor has a lamina:ted sili- ^

eon steel core mounted on 4 shaft. A rotor ,

winding is wound around the core. The
rotor windings are made of coils similar
to those used in a stator. , 'Fach coil is

ade up of,..1 number of turns of insulated
r prier wire. The windings are connected'

like those of the stator-, wye, or delta.
When the rotor is connected for wye opera-
tion one erici of the windings are co ctedrin
together in the center and the other e d -

connected to sliprings mounteclain the shaft.
Brushes ride on the sliprings and are con-
nected externally to resistors for.y0.riable

4

2

t

ft
.1

Figure 3. Three-Phase Wound, F\otbr ,
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speed control. When connected for delta operation, the windings are internally con-
nected into a delta configuration and three leads are connected to the sliprings. Wound
rotor types of three-phase motors are used where a low starting current is desired
with an external starting device. See figure 3.

Endbells .I V

E

_

The encjbells serve three functions. (1) house the bearings, (2) support and align
the rotor and shaft, and (3) complete the frame of the motor,

Pri %Tiles of Operation

The effects of a rotating magnetic field around the stator are required to cause a
three-phase motor to operate. This magnetic field is caused by three factors:

(1) the difference in amount of current flow in the 30 power caused by the charac-

teristics of 30 voltag'e generation, (2) reversal in direction of current flow caused

by the characteristics of ac voltage, and (3) the arrangement of the field windings

in the stator core to accomplish an even spread of magnetic field around the stator.

The rotating magnetic field is set up by the rising and falling, current in the stator

windings. , When the current reaches its maximum value in one winding, a strong

magnetic field is produced by the winding., As the current in the first winding

decreases, 4e current in the next winding increases; causing the magnetic 'fielc44o

move to that .:.ding. As the current decreases,in the second winding, it increases

in the third whing, causing the magnetic field to move again. The windings are
distributed so that this rotation of the magnetic field is uniform and continuous. See.

Figure' 4:
, .

.
C

A
CV 0

A A

Figure 4, 'Rotating Magnetic Field
. .

As thecurrent flh builds-Up and collapses in the field'witAings, the magnetic lines'

of force "cut across the I-Or-bars inducing a current flow. The current flow in the

rotor sets up its own magnetic field, opposite to the stator field. The opposite ling-
-. netic fields attract and follows the rotating magnetic field.- This will cause

the rotor to turn at the sane speed as the. magneticlield, mirus.the slip. .

...
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Slip
.

The time labetween the speed of the rotating magnetic field (synchronousspeed)
and the rotor, speed is called slip. Normal slip is 2 to 5% of synchronous speed. If
slip increases, the torque (twisting effect of the shaft) increases. However 25 percent
'slip is called stall point and the rotor stalls or locks. This is normally caused if the
motor is overloaded. To figure the percent tpf slip, synchronOus speed must be figured.
The fotmula for synchronous speed is:

Dcample: RPM _ X 120
number 61 poles

RPM - 60 X 120

RPM - 7200
4

RPM,= 1800

9..

The synchronous speed for a four-pole motor is 1800 RPMs. A data plate located
on the, stator will give the motor speed (shaft speed) as 1725 RPMs. With these two
Tigures slip can be determined as follows. '

\ r

synchronous speed - rotor speedz" % of stip - synchronous speed 100

t

% of slip = ss 71.5 X .100

% of slip - 1800 - 1725 X 1001800

% of slipr. X 100

Blip t 4.1 percent

NorMally you can obtain the RPM of a motor from the data plate. However, in
some cases, the-data plate will be missing from the motor. If the motor is operational
a tachometer can be used to determine thespeed of the shaft.

Mo,tor'Connections

A three-phase motor has bothinternal and external connections. The internal con-,
nections determine whether the three sets of stator windings are connected delta or wye.
The external connections are.made with.).eids which are brought out to the tIrrninal box
of the'rnotor. These leads provide 1 means of connecting the motor to a source of power.

4
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Internal Connections

1

The two main types abinternal connectiodp used in three-phase motors are theye
' and the delta. . . . : ...

, . . ,
The symbol for a wye connected motor is the symbol Y . Figure 5 is a schernatic

diagram of a wye connected raptor for high voltage. 440 V 220 V

GRO

ey ill ., .

. Figure 5. 440 -Volt Circuit Diagram

NOTE: The schematic diagrams shown do not illustrate the true position of the
coils in the stator.

220 V

110

0

Figure 6. 2201Volt Circuit Diagram
\ 5

v.
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Figure 6 shows a scheinatic diagram of a wye' connected motor for low voltage.
. b : -

I

The symbol for a delta connected motor is the Greek letter delta ,I '-'47. '
\ Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of delta connected motor for high voltage..-

L I..

$

40

(`

4

e.

0

ti ti

4

44 0 V 220 v

GE).

Figure 7. 440-Volt Circuit Diagram

4 1.1

Figure 8 shows a.schematic diagram of a delta connected motor for low voltag

\
figure 8. NO-Volt Circuit Diagram

To determ ine the direction of rotationfof a three-phase motor, it is normally
started before the loid is connected. If therOtation is incorrect, you c'kui change axiy
two power leads to reverse the rotation of the motor. Figure 9 shows tt schematic
representation.

2S3

6
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Iiiure 9, 440 -Vplt Circuit Diagram for Reversing Direction of Rotation

SUMMARY

The stator of a three -phase motor is constructed with se miclosed slots for windings

;w4ch are connected either in a viye or in'a delta fashion.

. The kind of rotor used in a thkee-phase stator actually determines ttie kind of the
three-phase motor; There are two distinct types of rotors: (1) the'squirrel-cage and
(2) the wound rotor. The squ'irrel-cage is the simplest in construction and requires

7
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,

the
.. .

less maintenance than h other types; therefpre, it is the most popular. The three-
phase motor operates on the theory of a 'rotating magnetic field established in the stator.
Slip is the time difference between the rotating magnetic field and the rotor. , Stall point
is 25 percent slip And locks the rotor stationary. To figure amowit of slip synchronous
speed must be known. RPM

frequency X 120 .
The formula for synchronous speed is RPivi -

. .7\
number of poles

With synchronous speed known, 'To of slip is figured with the following formula:
s rss -Slip = X 100 percent. The windings of three-phase motors are brought out from

' the stator to an external power soutce. The windings are connected for either wye or
delta operation, 220-volt or 440 -'volt power supply. To-reverse the direction of rotation
of a three-phase motor,: two power leads mustlbe interchanged,

QUESTIONS .. .

' 1, How can 'you reverse tile direction of rotation of a three-phase motor?

2

, . r .

What tvio things will change the speed of rotation _of_a_polyphasen.ator ?
1 o

0

4
3. What are the, three main tarts of a three-phase motor?.

. 0
,

4. What is the principle of operation of a'three-phase motor?

5. What are the two types of internal connections for a three-phase'mota?
.

I

6. What are the four main parts of a squirrel-cage rotor?

'7. Why'are Wound rotors used in three-phase motors?
. . e

, .

, 8. How are the' windiftgs donnected foriligti volstage (series o'r parallel)?
o,

= I

5
. ..

9. How many leads connect to the sliprings on a Woun rotor ?,, '

.4)
0. Why are laminated cores used in motors?''

REFERENCES a 1
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TO 34Y1971 71, Use, Care, and Maintehance.of*Electrical
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THREE-PHASE MOTOR AN'DSYS,geE'IvELtCTION

Motors chosen for aAcific.task must be properly rated, cOn;tructed, and pro-
. ..

tected for their work. Such factors as size, type of voltage, enclosure, speed, mount-
ing requirements, direction of rdtation, torque, types of bearings, shaft size,c1
temperature must be considered.

ash

When selecting a motor for a specific function, one of the first things V) consider
is the available power. The power supply must have the required phases and voltage to
run the size motor needed to drive the load.

Motors are classified according to site, as either-being fractional horsepower .or
integral horsepower. A fractional horsepower motor is any motor rated less than one
horsepower, ,while an integral horsepqwer motor is rated at one horsepower orlarger.
This classification is made by the Naticifial Electric Manulacturer's Association ENEMA).

Motors are also classed by construction or enclosure accoling to mechanical pro-
tection afforded or the method used for cooling.

Common types of enclosure are as follows:,

'Open Motor -....An open motor has ventilating openings in the frame
which permit the passage of cooling outside air over and around
the windingg.

e
4 * Splashproof - A splashproof motor is an open motor in which the

vent slots are 'made to prevent liquids or solids from entering
; them except at indirect angles.

c. a I . ,/
_. * , Totally Enclosed - This motor built to prevent free passage 4.

I

. of outside air. It is not airtight; therefore; it cannot be used
s

a

in an explosive area.

Drip Proof - A drip-proof motor is an open motor in which the
ventilating openings are so constructed that,drops of liquid br
solid particles falling on-the machine, eittiei directly or b
striking and running along a horizontal surface, will not e
the motor. . '

aterproof Motor - A waterproof motor is a totally enclosed-
otor so constructed that it will exclude water applied in the

form of a stream from a hose.

Explosionproof - Explosionproof motors are designed to withstand
an int*rnal explosiOn of the vapors or dust from the area inn which
they are used and toprevent an explcision due to motor

-9
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Location of install tion will determine the type of enclosure of the Motor.' For ,.
example, an open mo r would be used where the motor is protected from the elements
by its surroundings. Totally enclosed motors would be used where there is a need to
restrict, the passage of outside air. Explosionproof motors,are used where a hazardous
condition exists orrmight exist. According to Article 500 of the N. E: C. , hazardous
locations are classed into three categories:

Class I - Locations containing flamniable gasses or vapors.

Class II - Locations containing combustible "dust

Class III Locations containing easily ignitable fibers or filings.

Article 500 of the kN.'E. C. also breaks down hazardous conditions into two divisions:

Division I - The hazardous condition is normally present.

,Division The:hazardous condition is not normally present but may occur.
u A

Along with enclosures the location of, the motor will also determine the temperature
of the motor. Normal" temperatur,e rise of a motor is 40°C. This rise Is added to the
ambient (surrounding) temperature of the motor. ' , '

+41 Duty of a motor, is defined as the frequency in which it is started. This is an im-
portant factor in motor selection since motor windings heat rapidly during starting.
For our purposes, we will divide motors into, continuous duty and intermittent duty,
categories.? Along with duty comes the term s rvide factor. Since some 'motors are
classed as' generalrpurpose motors, tljef may ave a service factor staniped on the data
plate. The normal horsepowerrating.is multiplied by the,service:factor to give the
safe overload' capacity of the motor. For exampls,, a fide horsepoWer motor with a
service factor of 1.15 can be used to carry a continuous load of 5.75 4),(5 X 1.15).,
Normal service factor is 1:15. ,

1.,
The types of bearings used in a motor usually depend on its application to.a load

or on its mounting plane, whether horizontal or vertical. As a general rule, sleeve
bearing mcitors are horizontal mounted and ball or roller bearing motor's are deigned

no
f dr vertical or horizontal mounting. The speed of the motor and size of the7shaft are
determined by the equipment to be driven or thejoad to be aiiplied, to the motor shaft.
The connection tothe shaft is made in different wayS depending on the load. Keyway
anci. key, pulley, couplings, andgears areotommon 'methods forednnecting the shaft

0 >o the load. , , , :z,
.

. .

According to the Article 430 in the.N.S.C. , Motors shall be marked with cern:
taro intormatio; such as the foliovring ,

- O

\ _Z: , . a

1 t .

1 . Mallittfacturer!s name.. ,

,
"., 2. Rated volts and f9.11-loid amps. l

a '

3. Rated frequency and number of phaata.

4.

fi

so

le

4
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0

4. Rated full-load speed

5. Rated temperature rise

6: Time rating

.72 Rated horsepower if 1/8 or more

Along with required informatibn, manufacturers volunteer useful information,, such as
frame number, type, design, serial number, and motor connection. See figurl 10.

HP 3 PH 3 CYCLES

VOLTS 208 - 220/440

FRAME
'213

TYPE

RPM
Trrolt

0
Amps

DESIGN. B CODE .1 RATING

208 V AMPS 9 SERIAL
3228962

Maintenance Instructions

It

Los Angeles. Calif.

50 60

1500 ' 1800

4.7 4.3

9.4 8.6

50° C 4O C

US ELECTRICAL MOTOR INC

Made in USA Milfor,d, Conn.

Figure 10. ,\Aotor Data Plate...*

00-09?

NoW that the motor has,..been seleCte0 for a specific job, the motor controller and
related equipment must comply with the same requirements, If the motor enclosure
must be explosionproof, then the controller when installed under the sarrie conditions,
must be explosionproof. The enclos must" be adequate for the location in_which it is
installed. The National Electric Manetacturer's Association (NEMA) has assigned ..
enclosure numbers to identay the jlypes of enclosures for controllers as follows:

Type 1 - open or general purpose

Type a - weather protected

Type 4 - mbisture protected

Type - hazardous vaporproof

Type 9 - hazardous dustfiroof

type 7 & 9 - hazardous vapor, and clustprabf

Type 11 - Oil ei"nevged .1

Type 12 - oiltight, dust tight
11.

A
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Any.additrional infOrmatibn needed might be founq in Article 430 of the N. E. C. ,
entitled "Motors, Motor Circuits, and Controllers." To illustrate how this information

uld be used in selecting the correct motor and.controller, let's look at a problem.
A iotor is needed to run an exhaust fan located in an aircraft hangar where hazardous
gases and/or vapors are constanfly present. The fan is rated as a 3 lip load. There
is three-phase power available, 220 volts or 440 volts. The fan must be mounted in the
ceiling thus the motor will be mounted vertically. The motor should be connected to
cly.iw the least amount of current possible. The motor will be it squirrel cag' irdliction
tv1 e. Using the N. E. C. Article 430, the following informatiori can he found:

1. Table 430-150 of the N. E. C. shows the full load current of a 440-i;olt, 3-hp
motor is 4.8 amps.

2. Conductor size - Art. =430-22(a) (125'7 x 4.8 amps = 6 amps') and
table 310-16 1i,14 AWG TW copper).

3. Conduit size - Table 3A, Chapter 9 (1/2" EMT)

4. Fuse Size - Art 430-52 and Table 430-152 (4.8 amps X 300e; = 14.4 amps).
Art. 240-6, 15 amp fuie.

5. Enclosure type - Arts 500-4 ,hazardous locations.

6. Bearing type -roller or ball

SUMMARY

To select the proper motor to cro a job, many factors have to be considered. Among
these are the type of power supply, amount of horsepower required, speed, and direc-

.
tion of rotation.

The environment the motor must operate in will determine the type of housing used
to protect the motor, also the position a motor is mounted in will determine what type
of bearings are needed.

The motor data plate furnishes much valuable information, such as hp, volt; amp,
and service factor.

Controllers are selected td conform with the type of motor used for a certain job.

Motor installationsmay be broken down into three general typeA: (1) general pur-
pose, (2) weatherproof, and (3) hazardous locations.

QUESTIONS

1. What ways are milibrs classified according to horsepower?
. .

\
2. How does a totally enclosed motor differ from an explosionproof motor?

3. What is meant by the term service factor~?

12



4. What does the abbreviatiOa NEMA represent?

5. Name the two classes of hazardous locations.

. 6. A Class II, Divisio.i I condition would-be what typi hazay,lous conditioa?

7. What article in N. E. C. pertains to motors?,

8. Wire size and fuse size are dependent on what factor:?

9. Will the motor data plate state the voltage rating of a motor?

10. What are the three most common bearings founrl in motors?
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SECTION 3
MOTOR CONTROLLERS AND CONTROLS,

A motor controller is anything from a simple toggle switch to a complex system,
wh ch controls some opera6en of an electric motor.

ti

At this point, you are, to read Article 430 of the N. E. C. in its entirety. Article
430 allows certain motors under certain conditions to be controlMd by a simple device,
such as a toggle switch or safety switch, shown in figure, 11.

r

.
Figure U., Toggle Switch and Safety Switch

9

41

Due to the-size of a motor.,the duty it is to perform, the location in which it is installed,
or the construction of the motor, it may require additional protection and/or controlling
devices.

'Types pf Manual Controllers I P.

Toggle Switch - When a joggle switch is used to control a motor, it normally con-
trols a motor of low horsepower rating: An example of this would be a )?athroom eX-
haust fan.

Where tne supply voltage to the motor is 240 volts, you would have to use-a double
pole toggle switch. This would allow you to break both hot,conductors simultaneously:

Safety Switch - Safety switches of all designs will also be used as-controllers in_
some cases. A nonfusible safety switch would provide only a manual control means,
where a, fusible safety switch can in some cases proVide overciirrtnt protection and
control means. See figure 11.

14 ,
.4")4.91
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A three-pole double-throw safety
witch can be used to reverse the direc-

tion of rotation of a three-phase motor.
See figure 12.

Drum ContAl - The drum control
consists of a leve'r operated three-position
switch, encased as illustrated, in figure 13.
The center position is usually the OFF
position with the right and left positions
being forward and reverse respectively.

Figure 12. Manual ;Forward - Reverse'
Three-Phase Control

Figure 13. .Drum Switch Control.

An illustration of contact positions showing phase reversal at the forward and

reverse pOsitions is strow in figure`14. .

The oil- immersed drum type is used extensively wherever the air.may become'

charged with corrosive gases or highly flammable dust or lint. The'drum type is

frequently, made for reversing service and for srhaller multispeed squirrel-cage motors.

15
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Fiure III. Reverse and Forward Drum Control Positions .

Types of Automatic Controllers

Float Switches - The level of fluid is often controlled by the use of a float switch.
This switch is a set of contacts which are opened or closed mechanically by a lever and
float assembly. By using motor ;driven pumps controlled by a float witch, the level of
liquid can be increased or decreased automatically. An example of a common use of
float switches is to control the water level in water towers.

Pressure-Switth - Pressure switches are used to control the pressure of gases,
air, and liquids within a desired range. For example a motor on an air compressor,
is controlle,p1 by a pressure switch.

Thermostat - The thermostAt is a device sensitive to temperature and is widely
used in heating and cooling systems to control the system.

Photoelectric Cells - The photoelectric cell is sensitive to light aid is used widely
to turn "on and off"t exterior lights, such as street lights,.

MAGNETIC LINE VOLTAGE. STAFtTER

", Electromagnetic energy can be used to close switches. Line voltage starters pro-
vide a safe, convenient, and economic means for controlling electric motors. ey
are used to start and stop electiic motors. Magnetic, line starters are widely us
because they are economical and safe and they can alsb be controlled remotely. jfhey
are normally used where full voltage starting"' torque is needed and where cur t surge
is not a major factor. Magnetic starters may be as simple as the type shown in figure
15, having only'one set of contacts. The contacts called "main contacts" would be con-
nected in series with the conductor carrying power to the motor. 'When the electro-
magnetid coil is energized, it sets up a magnetic field attracting the, armature. -When
the ,armature Moves' toward the,electromagnet, the movable ,contact (located on the
armature) connects with the stationary contact. This completes' the circuit to the motbr
and the motor starts, -Wheii the witch in the circuit which supplies poyer-for the
electroniagnetic coil is opened, the coil is deenergized, causing a loss of the magnetic ,

16
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force. The spring will thenpull the-contacts apart. This is a simple magnetic line
starter. Other magnetic line starter's will have more contacts, motor overcurrent
protector relays (lwaters), and may depend on gravty to open the contacts. Heaters

will be explained later in this study guide. Figure 16 will help you identify the different

parts of a magnetic across the line starter. This figure shows a three-phase across
the line starter. containing three'sets of maincontacts, one set of holding contacts,
a coil, Vwo reset contacts, and two heaters. It is designed so'gravity will cause the
contacts to open when the coil is deenergized. Pressure springs have been added to the

contacts to allow them to seat evenly. This prevents bending of the contacts and arcing,

thus prolonging their life. Shaded rings are placed on the stationary core to provide a

time delay in the loss of flux, thus preventing contact chatter and wear in the moving

parts of ac magnetic starters.

4

'To 'MOTOR POWER

Figiire 15. Magnetic Starter

1
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Figui:e 16. Three -Phase Magnetic Line Voltage Starter

Figure 17 shops nawthis starter will appear on an electrigal diagram, .Electrical
symbols are used to represent the parts of the starter. Magnetic starters are often
cal led contactors.

O
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0
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CONTAC11

RESET

HEATER

MAIN CONTAC TS

HEATER

T3

Figure 17, Electrical Diagram of a Magnetic Starter

Overload, Protection

Electric motors require overload protection to prevent burnout. If permitted,'
electric motors will operate at a higher current than their rated capacity. This. may be
caused by low line voltage, by an open line in a three-phase stem, and by an overload
of the driven machinery. The overload on an electric motor auses it to draw exces-
sive current that causes overheating. The overheating will e entually result in aburn-
out. To prevent this, overload relays are employed or starter, to limit the amount of
current a motor can draw. This is overload protection, or running protection. An

. overload relay consists of a Current sensitive element and a set of...normally closed '

reset contacts.The-overload relays of a starter function to protect a motor from
> excessive current that is destructive to motors. -Current sensitive (thermal or mag-

netic) elements of overload relays are connected either directly or indirectly in the t
motor lines through current transformers: The overload relays act to deenergite the
starter and stop the motor when excessive current is drawn:` \'

Thermal utouts

Thirmal cutouts are utually of the bimetallic or melting alloy types. The bimetal-
lic type is constructed of two dissimilar metals which; when heated, bend due to the
different rate of expansion of the two metals. A heating element in the motor hne ci--
cuit generates the heat necessary to activate tae strip. Current in excess of the de-
sired amount causes deflection of the bimetallic strip to the extent that he contacts
spring apart, thus opening the holding coil tircuitas shown in figure 18. A reset
button is depressed to reactiviate the mechanism when the strip has cooled to operating
tolerance.-

a
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1. CONTACTS

B P1 ET AL IC STRIP

V

TO .OLO,NG COIL

;NSLIL AT ON

.c f I

A,000000QQ0.2_ P.")?

SPRING

F=igure 18. Bimetallic Overload Relay

The melting alloy overload relay employs a heating coil conVected in the motor line
,circuit. See.figure 19.

MOTOR

Figure 19, Melting Alloy Thermal Overload Relay

The heat caused by excessive current in the motor circuit melts the metal alloy
(similar to solder) releasing the spring-loaded shaft. The shaft is then capable of turn-
ing which permits the reset contacts to open,.thereby disrupting service to the motor..
When the alloy has cooled and solidified sufficiently the motor may be restarted by
depressing the reset button. A laboratoryexample of the melting alloy principle is
shown in figure 19..

The main advantage of the melting alloy over the bimetallic type is its i"Liperage
rating doesn't vary after repealed beatings.

fig
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Magnetic Overloads

The magnetic overload relay consists.of a coil, a plunger, a dashpot, and a set of
contacts. See figure 20. The coil is connected in series with the motor. When a
determined amount of current passes through the coil, the magifetic field will pull the
plunger.up causing the contacts to open. By adjusting. the length of the plunger, the
amount of.current required to pull the plunger Up can be varied., An oil-filled dashpot
is added to provide a time delay.' A plate,on the bottom of the plunger is submerged in
the oil and acts as a piston. The plate has holes in it that can be adjusted in size to.
change the time delay. When the coil pulls the plunger up, the oil must flow through
the hole in the-plate as the plu.nger rises.. By changing ttie size of the hole, the time
delay can be increased or decreased. Quick tripping is obtained through the use of d
light giade dashpot oil.

Selecting Heaters

-Orr e

. Figure 20. Magnetic Overload Relay

The overload relay size is determined by. the full load current of the motor it pro-
tects. When selecting the heaters to protect a motor, you should check the motor datt
plate to find the full load current. Each manufacturer normally puts a heater selection
'table in the controller cover. Heaters are not identified Iv amperage, but by the manu-

-facturer's catalog number. By using the full load current of the motor to be protected
and referring to the manufacturer's table, the proper heater can be selected. Figure 21
is a Ctitier-Hammer heater .table. If the-full load current of a 2 hp motor at 230v is
6.8 amps, the heater required would be an H1033.

.
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HEATER COIL SELECTION TABLES

ta.

For Size I Starter' For Size 2 Starter Fo'r Size 3 Starter For Size,4 Starter

Ampere
Range

Catalog
No.

Ampere
Range

Catalog Ampere Catalog
No. I Range j No.

- Ampere
Range

Catalog Ampere Catalog
Nb. Range No.

.
.157-.177 H1101 2. 20-2.45 H1024 I 3.89:4.35, HlOat 8.72-9.67. H}O'35 19.5-21.9 H1042
.178-.198 H1102 2.46-2.74 H11325 ' 4.36-4.81 H1029 9 68-10.8 H1036 22.0-24.7 H1043
.199-.223 H1103 2.75-3.07 H1026 4.82-5.35 H1030 10.9-12 0 H1027 24:118-29.0 C HI044
.224, 249 H1104 3.08-3.42 H1066 I 5.36-5.96 H1(131 12.1-13 5 111038 29.1 -31.9' H1045

01250= 280 H1105 3.43-3.81' H1027 t 5.97-6.63 HI032. 13.05.0 H1039 32.0-36.1 H1046

e.281-. 313 H1106 3.82-4.27 H1028 6>64-7.41 H1033 15.1-16.8 1[1040 36.2.40 t H1047 .

.314-.353 H1107 4.28-4.71 H1029 7.42-8.23 H1034 16.9-19.10 Tr1041 40.8-46 2 h104'

.354', 395
396-.445

H1108
H1109

4 72-5.24 H1030 8.24-9.19, H1035
5.25-5.87 H1021 9.20-10 2 H103&

19-2-2106, 411042
21.7-24.5 H1043

46.3-52 4 , H1049
H1050

.446-.499 H1110 5.88-6 48 H1032 10:3-11.4 H103/ 24.6-27 8 I 11044 59.3-66 3 H105Y

.500-. 562 H1111 6.49-7.27 H1033 11.5-12.8 I H1038 27.9-31 3 H1045 66.4-15 1 H1052,
563-. e31 H1112 7.28-8.14 H1034 12.9-14.1 1 H1039 31.6-35.5

1
H1046, 75.2-87 1 1 111054

.632-.:711 H1113 8.1579.03 ,H1035 14.2-15,9 111040 35 6-40'3 111047 -87,-99 9 H1055

.712-. 799 HI114 9.04 -10.0 H1036 16.0-18.1 H1041 40.4-45.6'1 H1048 100. -110 H1056

.800, 903 H1115 10.1.11.2 H1037 18 2-20..f 1 H1042 45.7-51 8 H1049 114 -129. H1057

.904-1.01 H1116 111,3-12.5 H1038 x20,,5-23.323.3 H1043 51.9-58 6. H1050 130. -135 I

1.02-1.13 H1177 1 12.6 -13.8 H1039 23.4-26.5 ti1044 , 58.7-65 2
,H1058

H1051
1.14-1.27

I

H1018 1 13.9 -15.6 H1040 26.6-30.3 H1045 65.3-74.3 H1052
1.28-1.43. H1019 15.7-17.7 H1041 30.4-34.7 H1046 74.4-86 3 H1054 ,

1,44-1.60 H1020 17.8-19.9 H1042 34.8-39,6 H1047 86.4-90.0 H1055

1.61-1.79 1 H1021 200-22.5 H1043 39.7-45.0 H1048
k80 -1.98 H1022 22.6.25.3 H1044
1.99-2.19 H1023 25,4-27.0 H1045

Figuxe 21. Cutler-Hammer Heater Table

SUMMARY

By the use of the proper controller, it is possible to control and protect motors
under any given situation." Magnetic live voltage starters are widelyused because they
,:aireasily be controlled remotely.

I. What1is a drum switch used for?
. ...

How many sets of main contactsdOes a three-phase magnetic starter-have?
.

,3. What is the purpose of the reset'contacts in a magnetic starter? -,
. ., .

,

4. Are the reset contacts in a magnetic starter normally open or nor-malty closed?

- .
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5. What is the purpose of the.magnetic coil in a magnetic starter?

6. What is the purpose of the shaded'ruig, located on the iron core of a magnetic.
starter?

7. How can .1he time.,dMay.be varied pa the dashpot relay?

8. What are two types of thermal overload relays?

9. Iigater size is determined by what characteristic of the, motor?

1 List four automeic controls used to control motors?
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SECTION
CONNECTING THREE-PHA§E CONTROLLERS

Connecting three-phase controllers vary Oly in the location of the terminals and
when the controllers are to serve different duties. Figure 22 shows a square D maoetic
starter and a start -stop station controlIinga thrree-phase motor.

0

a

Figure 22. Wiring Diagram of a Square-D Magnetic Starter
Connected to a Start-4top Station

Power is supplied to the controller at termi
motcr is connected to threeterminaIs marked T
these terminals will normally be the samsoregar

_n order for the motor to operate, three se
tacts) must close. Thesecontacts are located be
L2\& T2, and i.,3

A
& T3). To close theSe conta ts

do through a circuit known as the control cu
termial L2 through the two reset contacts (n rM
and to terminal three (3)'on a set of holding conta
energize the coil, the,control circuit must make
the different types of controlling takes place, As
magnetic starter is connected to term three
start button is pushed,. a circuit is c mplete

als marked Li, L2, and L3. The
, T2, and T3. The identification of
Mess of the manufacturer..

of normally open contacts (main con-
een the line and the load (Li &

the coil must be energized. This is
t. The control circuit runs fro?ri
Ily closed contacts) through the coil
ts. To have a complete circuit to
onnection to Li. This point is where
in figure 22, terminal three (3) of the

of the start-stop station. When the
terminal three (3) through-the start
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'contacts to terminal two of the start-stop station, through the stop button to terminal
one (1) and to terminal Ll of the magnetic starter. A circuit Is now complete between
Ll and L2, and the coil becomes energized. When the coil energizes, the artnattire is
lifted causing 'all normally open contacts to close., The circuit is nowcomplete to the
motor. The circuit from terminal three (3) of the magnetic starter to Ll is known as the
start circuit. The start button on a-start-stop station is a constant pressure switch,
meaning it muse be held in to keep the contacts closed. If pressure is rqmoved, the
circuit would be broken and the coil would become deenergized. To preAnt this from
happening, another circuit called a holding circuit is added. The holding circuit is
connected from terminal two (2) of the magnetic starter to terminal two (2) of the start-
stop station.' When the)coil becomes energizgcrit closes all normally open contacts.
including a set of holding contacts located between terminals two (2) and three (3) of the
magnetic starter. When these contacts close, a circuit is completed from terminal-
three (3) through the holding contacts to terminal two (2),to terminal two (2) of the
start-stop station, -through the stop button contacts to terminal one (1) to Ll. When tpe

_start button is released, this circuit is used to keep the coil energized. To deenergize
the coil, pressure is applied to the stop button which causes its normally closed con-
tacts to open, breaking the circuit, deenergizing the coil. Should the motor draw more
current than is specified on the data plate, the overcurrent relays will heat and open
the normally closed contacts (reset contacts) in the control circuit, which will deener-
gize the coil. This provides motor protection. _

Figure 23 shows a wiring diagram of Arrow-Hart magnetic starter' As you can
see, the terminals are marked the same as the Square D, but they are in different
locations: even though the.wiring remains the same. On some starters. terminals 2 &
a may be marked C2 and C3.

When a Motor system requires controllinrom more than one location, additional
start-stop stations can be added. Some conveyor belts require this type of control
system to allow starting and stopping from either end of the conveyor.
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Figure 23. .WitingZiagram of a Arrow-Hart Magnetic Starter
- Connected to a Stairt=Stdp-Atation *
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Figure 24 shows a diagram of how two start -stop stations are used to control a
moor system. The two stop lxittons acre connected in,-series and the start buttons
;tre tf):Arveled in parallel.

r-

L2

STOP

j

r

2 I

START

n
13

-

L2 L3

COIL

T3

(PHASE
220 -VOLTS T3

MOTOR

J

0 0 -101

Figure 24. Wiring Diagram of a Magnetic Starter
Connected to Two Start-Stop Stations

When a thermostat, pressure switch, photocell, or any automatic control is
used to control the magnetic starter, the holding circuit is not required. As shown
in figure 25, the thermostat is connected to terthinals L 1 and 3. The contacts in
the thermostat provide a circuit to keep the coil energized; therefore, the holdmg
contacts are not required. ,
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THREE, PHHSE PCWER

Figure 25, Thermostat Contiolled Motor System

As you learned earlier, reversal in diiection of rotation of a three-phase motor
can be, accomplished by changing two power leads. This can be accomplished with a
drum twitch. Amore mocLeri method used a "reversing starter." Reversing'starters
require two contactors, one for forward, the other for reverse. The contactors reverse
line Ll and L3. Should both contactors close at the same time it would cause a short
circuit. To prevent both contactors from closing at the same time, a mechanical inter-
lock ip used. To further prevent this the controls are so wired to provide an electrical
interlotk. Figure 26 shows a reverse controller. The forward and reverse station
has a normally clo§ed and a normally opentset of contacts. If pressure is applied ,to
the forward button'it opens the normally closed contacts (which are in series with the
reverse) and closes the normally open contacts, energizing the foiward coil. The

. reverse button performs the ianie function in the reverse circuit., By opening the nor-
mally closed contacts an electrical interlock is provided. .

Two sets of holding contacts are required in this controller, one in the forward
circuit, the other in the reverse circuit, Label 2, 3 and 4, 5. Six sets of main con;,..
tact, are req Aabeled LI, .L2, and L3.

SUMMARY

The-Ierminals on- most magnetic starters-are-identified in the salielnanne-r-.7.ThitsP--
terminals might vary in location from manufacturer to nianufacturcr. If you can t.onnect

. 2P, .
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Figure 26. Reversing Controller System
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one type of 'starter, you can connect another type because the wiring connec-
tionstions are the same.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of the holding contacts?

2. The heaters are connected in what circuit of die ma:r.netic starter'

3. The start contacts in a start-stop station are normally contacts.
(Open or closed. ) e

4. The Coil is connected in what circuit?

5. How is the electrical interlock provided in a forward-reverse control system'

REFERENCES

TO 34Y19-1-1, Use, Care, and Maintenance of Electrical Motors

TO 34Y19-1-102, Maintenance of Electric Mot rs and Generators

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg

Electric Motor Controls, Delmar Publishers

National Electrical Code
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SECTION.5
REDIJCED,VOLTAGE STARTERS

1

Whenever the power system has insufficient capacity to allow full voltage starting
of a motor. or'whenever full voltage starting would cause line disturbances. reduced
voltage starters are used. Reduced voltage starters are normally. used on larger Motors:
however. they are sometimes recommended for motors as small as five horsepower.

Placing a resistance in series with the power leads reduces the voltage applied to
the motor windings, which in turn reduces the current f row causing the Motor to start
slowly. As the motor picks up speed, a counter EMF is generated which keeps the,Iiir
current at normal value. The starting torque is greatly reduced due to the reduced
current flow. Two common types are the resistance starters and-the autotransformers.

Resistor Type Motor Starters

The resistance starter employs resistors to reduce the input voltage. wtrile the
motor'is starting. The-resistance type starter consists of a heavy-duty resistance
placed in series with the line conductors, as.,shown in figure 27.

2 WIRE CCNTROt. IF USED

2 I
:3

r

C

Figure 27. Diagram of a rimary Resistor Type Automatic Stirter
for Squirrel-Cage Induction Motors

TIry voltage drop through the line is, due to resistors. The starting current of the
motor is reduced in direct proportion of the voltage. The disadvantageof the resistor
starter lies in-wasted energy caused by the resistor heat loss.

31,
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iand low voltage release.

4;To the reduction or fail-
ruit and maintaining The

Low voltage controls are devised for low vol .:I-
L,

f 1.,

,
A low-voltage protection device is one which op ra

ure of voltage:,cauting an interruption of powerto' the
interruption of power to the main circuit,

A low voltage release device is one which operates due to the reduction or failure
of voltage,. causingan interruption of power to the main circuit. 'butreestablishing the
main circuit on the return of voltage.

'

To obtain low-voltage protection it is necessary to have a start button.that closes
the control circuit only when it is being held down. A holding circuit keeps the control
circuit closed after the start button is released. In the event of voltage failure the
control circuit is opened and remains open. This gives protection against unsupervised,
starts when power returns.

NOTE: Overload device, in the control,circuit, is in series with the coil;

.A lowLvoltage protection device requiring personal intervention .n order to restart
the motor is'considered a.manual device.

V

A low-Voltage release control operates automatically to restart the motor after the
return of voltage. A different type of pushbutton station must be used with the low-
voltage release control. The pushbUtton must be a maintained contact type. This sta-
tion does not use start contacts which are in the normally OPEN position. If the con-
tactors should be ppened.difil-) a power interruption, the motor is still connected
an-oss a source of power, except for the opened overload switch in series with the coil.
When voltage returns the motor will automatically restart. Automatic reset overload
relays in magnetic 'starters connected by a two-wire switch willoot,porotect the motor
against sustained low voltage.

Autotransformers

Large motors require more intricate starters than those used for small Motors.
This is due to the heavy current draw of large motors while starting. The autotrans-
f6rmer starter is used to reduce the voltage and current to the motor.

The 'autotransformer, sometimes L L3
referred to as a compensator, is a coil4or
wire wound on a laminated iron core. Sev-
eral taps are brought out to provide different
voltages. On the common type compensator,
three autotransfotrers, one for each phase
of the line, are 'collected, as shown in
figure 28..If eacli coil is tapped at the appro-
r,;4 ate roP.011 anti connected as shc,vn i.
figure 28 to a three-phase motor, the volt-
age applied to the motor on starting will be
one-half the line voltage. .Due to the input'
voltage being reduced to one-half, the line
current will also be reduced.

Figure 28. The.Nnnectiort of a
32 Start PoSition of a qompensetor
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The ordinary compensator usually has two or three taps brought out so that differ-
ent voltages are avhilable, offering a choice of voltage to be applied to the motor on
starting. The starter connection should be connected to the tpp which offers the most
satisfactory starting torque at the lowest start current.

The autotransformer starter is made in two types, the manual and automatic. The
automatic and manually controlled compensators are essentially the same. The auto-
matic compensator however, shown in figure;29, uses a start coil in the.starting
'cult and_a run coil in the running circuit. The automatic starter is.put in operation by
.pushing a remote control button which' closes the start contacts 'magnetically. A timing
deviciliconnects the motor across the,line through the run contacts after it hasbeen
operating a few seconds on redUced voltage.

L2

L3

START
STOP

TR

TR

Figure 29. Automatic Autotransformer Controller COmpensator

The manually operated type autofransforMer starter has a handle which is used, to
manually place the motor In start and then run. Only onevcoil is required the manu-

allyoperated compensator. The Manually operated compensator mly or Kiy not be
connected through the overload relays while the motor is starting. If the overload
relays are not in the starting circuit, no trouble will be encountered in the relay trip-
ping because of an excessive starting current.
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If The voltage fails, or is reduced, the holding coil is unable to hold the contill in
the run position. If.a prolonged overload occurs, the overload relay contacts open and
deenergize the holding coil. The holding, or undervoltage coil, is connected across
two leads of the motor with a stop button and overload relay contacts in series with it.
The overload relay must be reset before the motor can be started.

.

SUMMARY.

AbnorMally high starting currents in large three -phase motors are overcome by
decreasing The voltage to the motor. By using resistors and autotransformers in series
with the line reduces the voltage to the motor windings and lowers the starting current
to a point where it will not be dangerous to the,lines and equipment. - -

QUESTIONS .,
1. What is the purpose of a reduced voltage controller?

.2. How are the resistors connected in the circuit in a resistor type starter?

3. What is the disadvantage of resistor type controller?

4., What is the purpose of the timing device used in an autotransformer controller?

5. Why does the autotransformer have more than one tap?

REFERENCES

TO 34Y19-1-1, Use Care, and Maintetince of Electrical Motors

TO 34Y19-1-102, Maintenance of Electric Mt tors and Generators

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg

Electric Motor Controls, Delmar Publishers

National Electrical Code
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Department of Civil Engineering Training 3ABR54230-1-IVr2
Sheppard Air Force 8ase, Texas 76311 July w975st

TROUBLESHOOTING THREE-PHASE MOTOR SYSTEMS -

OBJECTIVE ..

The objective of this study guide is to help yotibecome familiar with the procedures
for troubleshooting, testing, maintaining, and repairing motors' and motor control
systems. .

INTRODUCTION

Motor failure maybe due to a number of causes. Some of the things that ma se
motor failures are an overload, low or high voltage, frozen or worn motor bearings,
failure of motor windings, and failure of motor controls.

CONDITIONS THAT CAUSE MOTOR TROUBLE

"Many things that cause motor failure are not the fault of the motor. Several condi-
tions which may cause motor failure are listed below. These conditions should be
checked before disconnecting electrical powerline's or troubleshooting the electrical
system.

* Overload

Loss oi Power

Driven Machine Blocked

Frozen or Worn Bearings

Bad or Improper Connections

Overload

If a three-phase motor has been operating satisfactorily and suddenly stops, a
temporary overload condition may exist. Sufficient time should be allowed for,the over-'
load device to cool before actuating the reset device. If sufficient cooling has occurred
tie reset will hold in the locked position and the normal starting oper,ation'can be fol-
Towed. If the motor fails to start, a systematic procedure should be employed for
-locating ,the trouble. Check current draw with an axametertodeterfnine if the motor
is overloaded.

Loss of Power

Use a voltmeter to determiiiiif 'power is being-supplied to the magnetic starter.
Likewise determine if power is being supplied to the motor.

312



Bad or Improper Connections

Before a'motor is removed from the line all electrical connections should bechecked. Determine if the control connections'are in accordance with the control'. wiring diagraiii. When the control connections have been checked, the terminal leadconnections in both the control apparatus and to the motor should be checked.
. .,Motors with wound rotors are more ,susceptible to malfunctions due to their con-struction. Other than insulation checks which are similar to the stator winding, .rotors often have opens caused by overheat. Conductors must be resoldered to thesliprings sand rebanded if necessary.

4 , e.,.--4.4>. .
,- I . , -,.

,

Brushes that have been worn to half their original length must be replaced. Check
brushes for broken leads, chipped or brokenface, correct tension, and freedom of !movement in holder. - -

Driven Machine Block ed

Determine if the driven machine is'2fault. 'Disconnect the motor from its load
and rotate the rotor shaft of the motor by hand to determine if rotation is free. By
accqmplishing this, it can be determined if the driven machine is at fault.

Frozen or Worn Bearings,
-

Try operating the motor without the load of the driven machine. Luqrication may
be needed andfin some cases will free the rotor. .If the bearings are frozen or stuck,
it may be necessary td take the motor apart to free the bearings. If the rotor shaft will
turn, look for wobbling, which indicates a bent shaft. Before handling the shaft how-
ever, put on gloves, or use a piece of cloth, to insure against injury to hands from
burrs or sharp edges that may be in the keyway. Check the rotor shaft for any up and
down play (movement).." Any noticeable movement indicates worn bearings, which, map
be causing the rotor to be dragging in the stator. This is probable when belt tension is
applied. The bearings should be replaced if up and down movement inoted. Also
check for rotor end play. This is noted by moving rotor shaft in and out. $ome end
play.is not detrimental; however, it should nQt exceed 1/64 of.an inch. Excessive end
play may be removed by adding fiber spacer washers.

Other things to check are: misalignment "of endbells, a loose pole piece or foreign
objects in the motor..1 the trouble is not mechanical, the motor circuits are then

', -.analyzed;

PROCEDURES FOR TROUBLESHOOTING MOTOR SYSTEMS

et'
All electrical circuits are subject to three common malfunctions. These _circuit

faults are: open, grounded, and shor_tel v
Open Circuits

Starting with the source of power, an oiled circuit may exist at'any point between
there and the pLqr of the motor. It is necessary to isolate the trouble: This, musebeaccomplished on a step-to-step basis. Make the following checks on' the equipinent
shown in figure 30.

1E!
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"Check with adohmmeter from the source of power to the line terminals, of the

starter; making sure continuity exists at the starter line terminals, Li, L2, and L3,
Make sure of a continuous circuit between the start-stop station and the starter. This

calls for checking the starting circuit from the starter to the switch, 'if the motor will
not start; and the holding circuit from the starter to the switch, if the motor does not
operate after releasing the start button. NOTE: THE CONDUCTOR CONNECTED TO

Li IS COMMON TO BOTH THE-STARTING AND HOLDING CIRCUIT. Make sure there
is a continuous path for current floi from the switch side of the starter through the
holding coil and through the resets, back to L2. This circuit normally isfrom switch
terminal 3, to starter terminal L2. Be sure you have contiguity through the heaters.
Raise the armature until the contacts are closed and check for-continuity between Li and
Ti; L2 and T2; L3 and T3. If there are no opens to this point, power should exist to the
motor terminals, Tl, T2, and T3 of the starter, when the start-button is pushed.

D
I

30 AMP DISCONNECT

MAIN DISCONNECT
SO AMPS

iSTART

2 Ejlo--13

1

I STOP

L

p"...,4140:10
STARTING

.01111( 2

lI
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COIL

L3

0

H
HEATER

RESET

Figure 10. Three- ase Square D Starter Connected to a Three-Phase Motor, .
(
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Check for continuity between the starter terminals, Tl, T2, and T3 and the motor.
terminals, Tl, T2, and V, If we have-power to t.he motor terminals it will be neces-
sary to check the stator of the motor for an open circuit. This is done in a wye con-
nected motor,. as shown in figure 31.

4- -4 - -'* 1'

a

--I WYE POINT

00.4.1

Figure 31. Testing tile Stator of a Three-Ph e Wye Connected Motor
, for an Open Circuit; _-

.00Disconnect the motor _leads from the power,lead 1

Check for continuity between
leads 1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6. Continuity should `e ist when testing across the above
mentioned pairs. Since the opposite ends of leads'7, 8, and 9,are connected at a wye
point in thelkNye connected motor, continuity should e i4 between leads 7 and 8,,.7 and 9,
or a combination of 7, &, and 9. 4`"

Checliing the stator of a dela connected, 9 lead otor for an open circuit is accom-
plished,as shown'in figure 32. Disconnect the motor leads from the-power leads. Check-
for continuity between leads 4 and 9, 6 and 8, 5 and 71. This will check all the windings
in the delta motor, inasmuch as lead 10 is connected "nternally to lead 2, lead 11 to
lead 3, and lead 12 to lead 1, as shdwn iniigure 32.

There is little likelihood that a squirrel-cage ro r will be open. If en open does
exist, the motor stows down under load. It also has ow starting torque. Signs of heat-
ing are usually evident. -Fractures in the rotor bars e usually found either at the
'connection to the end rings or at the point the bars leave the laminations. 'Ipthe motor'
has a wound rotor,, it may be necessary to check it fo an open circuit by using the
.external growler..

ags
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Figure 32. Testing a Delta-Connected Motor for an Open Circuit

Grounded Circuits

The same methddical process must be followed in finding a grounded circuit as was
employed in finding an'open circuit. It is necessary to start with the source of power
and work toward thp motor. With the main disconnect open, check with an ohmmeter
across each power phase to ground. Follow this step all .he way to the starter, to,
insure that no grounds exist from the source of power to the starter. Any grounds exist-
ing lnjhe power supply or any extremity connected to Li, L2, or L3 of the starter will
be indicated at any point tested, between the power source and, the starter by the needle
movement on the ohmmeter. This is assuming any disconnects between the source of
power and the starter are closed. Disconnection of conductors it certain points will be
necessary to isolate the grounded circuit. Check across each of the conductors, one at
a time, connected to the start-stop station to ground (conduit), to determine if a ground
exists to the start-stop station.

Check throughout the starter at
points of possible grounds, the control
circuit (through the coil) and the main
circuit. In checking Tl, T2, and T3 of the
starter to ground, it must be remembered
any grounds existing in the connected
motor will be indicated at these points.
Whether the ground exists in the motor or
on the conduit can be determined by dis-
connecting the motor from the starter. If
the ground does not exist in the conduit
from the starterto the motor, the motor
windings must be checked for grounds.

The motor windings are tested for
grounds, as shown ifs figure Position
one test prod to the motor housing, being certain
established. 39

Fi
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gore 33. Testing Motor Leads for
Grounded -Windings

metal-to-metal contact figs been
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With the other lead, touch each stator lead in-succession, If the needle moviis,
a ground is indicated. The motor must be disassembled and each phase clisec:Liec Lea.
as shown in figure 34, and checked to ground.

---
HOUSING

PHASE

\--N A

DISCONNECT

/PHASE C `PHASE A

Figure 34. Disconnection Pmts in Wye and Delta-Wounct. Motors

When the grounded phase is located, disconnect each winding group of .the phase,
as shOwn in figure 35, and check each group separately until the grounded wind:tic:-

groups is located. After locating,the grounded winding, check to see if the trouble can
be riatty-Cepaired. If not, the motor must be replaced with a serviceable one.

A A A Ao=7 /9 ci co Flo

r

bISCONIVECT FIRST

COti. GROUNDED_TO SLOT

4,1 0,4*

rf

Figure 35, Disconnecting Leads Between Groups of ings of Each Phase
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A ground in the rotor of a wound motor does not affect motor perforMance, until a
second ground occurs; in which case it will then assume the characteristics of a shorted
rotor.

Shorted Circuits
.;

Shorted circuits are found by checking across conductors withaike power off. If
continuity exists 'across two conductors when the circuit is purposay open, the circuit
is shorted. As in checking for opens and grounds, checking for shorted circuits should
start with the source of power and be carried through to the motor windings. Figure 36
may be used for applying tests for shorted circuits.. With the main disconnect open,
start by checking across the fuses (bottom end). Assuming any disconnects are closed
between the source of power and the starter, continuity across any two conductors will
indicate a short circuit exists between the _main disconnect and the starter. Discdnnee-
tion of conductors at certain points will be necessary to isolate the shorted circuit.
Press the stop button and check across the conductors number 2 of starter switch to Ll
or (C1). Pressing the stop button on the start-stop station opens the circuit to the
starter. A continuity reading would then indicate a shorted circuit in the holding part
of the, circuit.

NOTE: This circuit is normally closed due to the construction feature
of the start-stop station.

Continuity across Li or (C1) to number 3 in the starter'would indicate a shorted circuit
in the starting part of the circuit.

NOTE: This circuit is normally open due to the construction feature
of the start-stop station.

Figure 36 Testing a Wye Wound Stator for a Shorted Circuit

o
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When checking across the T numbers, (T1, T2, or T3) it will be necessary to dis-
connect the motor leads from the source of power, otherwise there w.11 be a continuity
reading, due to reading across the motor windings. After disconnecting the motor
leads continuity will exist when checking across T1, T2, and T3 and a short circuit
exists in the conduit between the motor and the starter.

a
Checking a wve wound Motor for a shorted stator winding is accomp115:Ick..

shown in figure 36.

The ohmmeter will be used to check across the stator leads of the mouir
continuity should not exist. Continuity should exist between leads 1 and 4. 2

3 and 6, and. the leads of which the other ends form the wye point. 11 e .a.
involved in the wye are: leads 7, 8, and 9.. Therefore, in testing for a s}ic,rtad st
if-continuity should exist between any combination of lead num rs other tt-a:i th se
which form a winding, a shorteckstator is indicated.

Procedures for checking a delta-wound, 12-lead motor for a shorted stator windin:.
is accomplished, as shown in :igure :37.
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. Figure- 37. Ling a 12-lead, Delta-Wound Stator for a Shorted Cirri is

Continuity shou exist across the following leads of a delta-wound stator haring
external leads: 1 and 4,.2 and 3rd 6, 7 and 10, 8 and 11, 9 and 12. Therefore,
testing for a shorted stator, if continuity 'should exist between an' combination of num-
beceother than those shown above; the stator is shore&

4
Procedures for checking a 9-lead, delta-wound motor are shown In figure 38 In

the 9-lead delta motor, which is most coMmoniy used, three winding ends are inter-
nally connected.. Number 1203 connected to..number 1, number 11 to number 3, and
number 10 to number 2. Continuity,shoula exist across leicis 4 and 9, 6 and 8, 5 and 7.
Therefore, in testing for a shorted stator, if continuity, should exist b.etweeq any com-
bination other than those shown above,-providing leads 1, 2, and 3 ar,-!not tts,:(1.
stator is shorted. Leads 1, 2. ,and 3 are not used because Linternal leads 12, 10. and
11 are connected to them.

. .
One of tps-characteristics of a squirrel- cage -rotor is that it is shorted. However,

if the motor has a wound rotor-it may pe necessary to check it for a shorted circuit.
, . .:.

It can be checkdd1by using the externallroWler.

4iai.,9 .
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Figure 38. Testing a 9-Lead Delta-Wound Stator for a Shorted Circuit

INSPECTION PRIOR TO REPLACEMENT OF MOTOR

Motor troubles can sometimes be determined by visual inspection. Before actual

disassembly of a motor, wipe all excessive dirt and grease from the surfaces with a

clean cloth, moistened with a safety type solvent such as technical trichloromethane

(methyl chloroform).

CAUCION: Provide adequate ventilation both during and after use.

Avoid prolonged inhalation of vapor; since this cleaner has a drying effect on the skin.

Inspect the leads for burned, cracked, or unserviceable insulation. particularly at,

the point of entry into the motor. Inspect the endbells for cracks and mismatch of

mating surfaces.

If the trouble cannot be detected by any of the methods listed, the motor insulation

should be checked for breakdown.

Insulation tests are made to determine condition, rather than quality of insulation:

the tests indicating presence of moisture, dirt, or Carbonized material without break-

ing down the insulation are the mostsatisfactory. The service test most generally

applied to electrical apparatus is determination of the insulation resistance.

Megohms Of resistance betimen winding and ground indicate insulation condition

if a comparison with several previous readings is made to determine improvement or .

deterioration.' 'All readingstshould 'be taken under the same conditions with the machine

at normal working temperature. If tests are not made under the same temperature and

humidity conditions, the insulation resistance will vary. The temperature and humidity

must be recorded at the time the insulation resistance tests are made. Standards of the

American Institute 'of Electrical Engitwers (AIEE) etablish the normal insulation-

resistance value (at approximately- 75 as follows:

p

, 220avolt motor--0.2 megohm
440-volt motor--0.4 megohm

43
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A megohmmeter is normally used to test the insulation of,a group fo coils or of the
whole motor.

A megoltmmeter is a selftcontatged instrument giving a direct reading of insulation
resistance. Before using a megohmmeter, connect the leads from the ground terminal
and the line terminal together and turn the handcrank until the clutch, slips the indicator
should read " Separate the leads and turn the handcrank again. The reading should'
be infinity (0.0). This test indicates that the meter is operating correctly.

To use this instrument connect the LINE binding post of the megohmmeter to a line
terminal of the motor, then connect the GROUND binding post'to the franie of the motor
and to ground, as shown in figure 39, , Turn the crank of the megohmmeter (megger) fast
enough to cause the centrifugal clutch to slip. (The slipping of the clutch assures the
operator that the proper voltages(500 volts) is being developed, and at the same-time
protects the instrument against overload due to excessive generator speed.) Note the
position of the Pointer over the indicator scale:et-the scale reads directly in megohms.
Be sure the eye is directly over the scale and pointer to avoid errors in reading the
scale. Test each line terminal of the motor and compare the readings. .

TEST SET 1-48-8 A

UNE TERMNALS
D6OZNNECTED

SA -201

Figure 39. Megohmmeter

PROCEDURES FOR CORRECTING MALFUNCTIONS

All malfunctions in motors and controls may be corrected by the Air Force elec-
trician except malfunctions in the.internal wiring of the motors. Common malfunctions
are:

Motor ddes not start

Motors'runs hot

* Motor stops running

4
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Motor operates with excessive nois

. Motor runs slowly

Motor Does Not Start .

The motor may not start due to a voltage failure. Check the line voltage. Check
blown fuses, broken or loose connections. Any bad conductors should be replaced.

Motor Runs o -

The motor may be operating under an overload. Check the full load amperage
*against the data plate rating. Check the rating of the overload relay against the full
load current. If the rating of the relay is too high, replace it with the proper rated
relay.

' Check the available voltage to be sure the motor is not operating on, under, or
over voltage. It may be necessary to lighten the load or install a larger motor.

Check for proper motor and power connections. Be sure the motor is properly
connected to the available voltage.

Check for proper ventilation., Clean any dirt from around vents

Check the motor to determine'if it has been properly lubricated.
611 it acc_brding to the manufacturer's instruction.

or windings.

If it has not been,

The motor may overheat due to starting too frequently. Determine if the motor is'
rated for intermittentaduty. If it is not rated for the service requited, replace it with
one of proper design.

Motor Stops Running

If 'the motor stops running, sufficient time should be allowed for the motor control
to cool. The reset should be pushed into lacked position and the start button pushed in.
If the motor starts, close observation shoUld be maintained until the operator is sure
the mbtor failure was not due to any severe circumstance, the recurrence of which
would result in serious damage to the motor. A brief overload or a power failure may
have bee6 the cause of the failure. Occasionally the relay must be replaced due to it
becoming faulty. If the motor cannot be restarted, it may be necessary to recheck all
the things previously discussed under the topic "Procedures for Correcting Malfunctions."

. ,

Motor Operates with Excessive Noise

Excessive noise may result from the motor not being securely moulted. This
condition may be remedied by tightening the mounting bolts and the motor support
`securely. ..

. .
. .,

Dry motor bearings may c ause excessive noise while the motor is in operation.
Proper lubrication may stop the excessive noise, providing permanent damage has not
been sustained by the bearings. Sufficient damage to the bearings may require the
bearings be,repiaced. A regular lubricating schedule should be followed. Be certain
the lubricant Is the type suggested by the motor manufacturer. .

, . 4
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Loose rotor bars may cause excessive noise. This condition requires the bars
be soldered or welded to the end rings.

Excessive noise may be the result of loose motor accessories. It may be elimi-
nated by tightening the oil well cover and the connection box cover.

The motor may not be mounted on a,solid surface. Re.placing the mounting surface
may quiet the operation of the motor.

Motor Runs Slowly

When a motor runs slower than it is rated to run, considering slip in induc,tion
motors, several factors should be considered. The motor may be overloaded. Satis-
factory service cannot be obtained unless a larger motor is installed. "

The voltage supply may be deficient, causing a motor to run. too slOw. Correc't the
supply voltage. The voltage must be wi in 10 percent of the7voltage rating for the
motor.

. .-' ..-
The bearings of a motor may be bindi g which will cause the motor to run at less

than rated speed. The bearings should be replaced if needed. Cleaning and relubrica-
tion may correct the trouble. it r -

The driven machine may cause a moto to run slowly. When it is suspected that
the driven machind is at fault, he motor s ould 6e disconnected from itt load and
tested independently of the mac'lline: .0 ..

Occasionally a rotor may be open. This will result in the motor slowing down undt`f
load. The rotor must be repaired or replaced:

SUMMARY

The' Air Force electrician is responsible for minor adjustments and maintenance of
motors and controls., He should be aware of the troubles that may occur in-motors and
controls, how certain troubles will affect the operation of the equipmen't and how to
correct the trouble When it arises. .

The most common operational troubles overloads,failures-of power..
frozen or,worn bearings, bad connections, and difficulties arising aS the result of hhe
driven machine.

aq3

.e

Circuit faults Will arise from time to: time. They must be dealt with in a method
ical manner. As always .in locating circuit faults the electrician should start with the
source of power and work through to the motor. By following good work.pra.CtiCes, the

- rt

Air force dlecerician will be able,,to put the equipment back in service,With the mini-
mum loss of time.



If a motor cannot be repaired and returned )to service without compllete disassembly

it must be replaced with a serviceable one or turned into a motor shop for epair.

Usually the source of trouble can be detected by visual inspection. In testing for
open, grounded, or shorted windings an ohmmeter may be used.

QUESTIONS

1. What instrument is used to check insulation resistance?

2. How does insufficient line voltage affect the operation of a motor?

3. How can it be determined whether the driven machine or the motor is >fesponsible

for an overload?

4. If a motor shaft does not turn easily by hand, what is the probable c se?

5. What are three things that may cause a motor to run hot?

f^

6. How is a grounded winding detected in a motor?

7. How can excessive end play of.a rotor shaft be corrected?

REFERENCES

TO 34Y19-1-1, Use, Care, and Maintenance of Electric Motors

Rosenberg's Electric Motor Repair

TO 34Y19-1-102, Maintenance of Electric Motors and Generators
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Department of Civil Engineering Training 3ABR54230-1-4V-3
Sheppard Air Force Base,- Texas 76311

SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR SYSTEMS

OBJECTTVE

July 197 5

To enable you to understand the fundamentals, connections, and uls of single-phase

motor systems.

INTRODUCTION

An electric motor is defined as a rotary machine which converts electrical energy
into mechanical energy. To be-able to properly connect, control, operate, and maintain
single-phase electric motors, it is necessary that you know the fundamentals by which

they operate. This study guide was developed to ald you in understanding single-phase
motors and single-phase motor control systems.

1N FORMATION

SECTION 1
FUNDAMENTALS OF SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS

Motors may be classed according to their construction features. The two general

classes to be covered in this' study guide are the commutator motors and induction"

motors. Both of these classes of motors have a stationary field which is energized with

alternating,current.

Induction Motors
1111

SPLIT-PHASE MOTORS,* Split-phase motors are usually just fractional orsepower
and are used to operate such devices as washing machines, small pumps', d ryers, and

s.

blowers.

Basically, a split-phase motor is constructed the same as a three-phase motor.

It has a stator, rotor, and two ehtibells. The windings are located and connected differ-

ently than they are in a three-phase motor. A centrifugal switch has been added to the

rotor and one endbell. See figu,rq 40. krotating part of the centrifugal switch igoi

located on the rotor and a stationary part (ooritaining a set of contacts) is located in the

endbell. The purpose of this switch will be explain54Iater in this studrauide.

CENTRIFUGAL MECHANtO (ROTATING ELEMENT)

CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH (STATIONARY ELEMENT)

A

Figure 40. CoFnpOnents of Centrifugal Switch
49A
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WINDINGS. The split-phase motor has two windings. One winding is of heavy
insulated copper.wire, which is generally located at the bottom of slots in the stator
and are called "Run Windings" or Main Windings." The other wifiding is called the
"Start Winding" and is generally located in the stator on top of the run winding. The
start winding apd the run winding are connected to power until the motor reaches 75
percent of its maximum RPM. The centrifugal switch disconnects the start winding
from the power. The run winding is made up of many turns of heavy copper wire a9.c,1
the start winding is made, up of fewer turns of small wire:* If the start winding was
not disconnected after a short period of time, it will burn up.

.CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH. The rotating part of a centrifugal switch is a mechanical
mechanism that relies on motion and flyweights to operate. As the rotor turns the
flyweights'are pulled out by centrifugal force. This applies pressure to the closed
contacts of the switch causing them to open. These contacts are in series with the
start winding. The opening of the contacts will deenergize the start-winding. See
figure 41. ,

OPERATION. When a split-phase motor is started, current flows through both the
running and the starting winding. This causes a magnetic field to-be formed inside the
motor. The magnetic field induces a current in the rotor windings, which, ,in turn,
causes a magnetic field in the rotor. The magnetic fields combine in such a manner
as to cause rotation of the rotor. The start Winding is necessary at the start in order
to produce the rotating field effect. After the motor is funning, the startwindingis
no loniei needed and is cut out of the circuit by means of the centrifugal switch. After
the start windings are cut out, the motor operates on a shifting magnetic field.

Capacitor Motors

Capacitor motors are made in sizes ranging from 1/20 to 10 horsepower. They
are widely used to operate refrigerators, washing machines, air compressors, air
conditioners, and fans.

A capacitor motor is constructed similarly to a..split-phase motor. A capacitor
has been added to give the, m44, otor bettestaiting torque.

CAPACITOR-START MOTOR. A capacitor-star t motor is an improved version of
the basic split-phase type motor. An intermittent type of capacitor is connectecilii
series with the start winding. When the motor reaches 75 percent of hill speed,the
centrifugal switch cuts out the start windings and the capacitor. The capacitor added
in the start windings gives the motor a greater starting torque than a basic spilt-phase
motor. .

To create-a starting torque in a capacitor motor, a better rotating magnetic field
has to be established inside the motor. This ig_accomplis4ed by placing the starting
winding out of phase with the running windings by more electrical degrees. A capaci-
to is used to cause the current in the start winding to reach its maximum value before
the current in the running winding becotnes maximum. Actually- the Capacitor cauges
the current in the start winding to lead the-current in the running winding,, This causes
a, revolving magnetic field in the stator which induces a current in the rotor ancF causes'
it to rotate.

q
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CONTACTS CLOSED

4.----;FLYWEIGHTS AT REST

CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH IN STARTING POSITION ,

4

HP

I CONTACTS OPEN

FLYWEIGHTS HAVE OVERCOME
SPRING TENSION

cENTRIF AL SWITCH IN RUNNING POSITION

Figure 41, .Centrifugal Switch
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PERMANENT-SPLIT CAPACITOR MOTOR. The permanent - split" capacitor consists

-of a Standard split-phase type stator, a squirrel-cage rotor,'`a capacitor and endbells,
ThiNis another version df the basic split-phase motor. A permanent type capacitor is
connected in series with the starting windings and left in the circuit at all times. The
starting-Windings in thit- motor are not a high resistance winding and have the same_num-
ber ofi inu'kand 'wire size as ,.the run windings. The capacitor is used instead of resis-tance to give the splitphase, effect. This eliminates the need for a,centrifuzalswitch
in this motor. The capacitor is continuously rated and is selected to give best opera-,
tion at full speed while sacrificing starting torque. The permanent:-split capacitor
motor has the operating characteristics of poor starting torque with a high current draw,'
but runs with a good torque under load, at a constant speed.

Commutator Motors

Single-phase commutator motors have a drum-wound armature. commutator, andbrushes. This study guide will cover the simple replusion, repulsion start-induction
run, repulsion induction, and universal,,.

o

SIMPLE REPULSION MOTOR; The simple repulsion motor consists of a single
concentric type stator, a wound rotor, a commutator, two carbon brushes. compensat-
ing windings, and endbells. The stator windings and the compensating winding areconnected in series. The compensating windings are used to improve the powIr factor
in this motor. Two carbon brushes are employed on the commutator. The two brushesare short-circuited to each other. This motor has the operating characteristics of

'higfi starting torque and low starting current draw. Although its starting torque is use-
ful, its large variation of speed with load is not desirable in many applications. This
motor is commonly made insizes from 1 to 10 horsepower and is used to power such-

,load V conveyors, small, compressors and woodworking equipment. The simple repul-
sion motor is ghown in figure 42.

REPULSION S TART- INDUCTION RUN MOTOR. The repulsion start- induction mirk,
motor consists of a single concentric type stator, a.wound rotor, .compensating windings,
a centrifugal device, and endbells. This type of repulsion motor uses four carbon
brushes; two are short circuited together, the other two brushes are connected in series
with the compensating4inding. The compensating windings in this motor, are used to
improve the power factor during the starting period. TM centrifugal device used in
this motor consists of a shorting rineand a bicush lifting mechanism. As the motor
reaches approximately 75 percent of its rated speed, the centrifugal device forCes the
short-circuiting ring into contact with the inner surface pf the commutator segments
and converts the motor Into an induction. motor. At the same time, the centrifugal
mechanism raises the'brushes, which reduces wear of the brudhes and commutator.
This motor has the operating ellaracteristics of high sttirting torque with a low current
drair and a constant-running speed .under load. The repulsion start-induction run-motor,
shown in figure 43; islinade in sizes from 1/4 to 10 horsepower and is used to power
such loads as compressors, fans, pumps, stokers, and farm .maohinery.
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Figure 42. Schematic Wiring Diagram Figure 43_ Repulsion-part -Induction-

of a Single-Phase Repulsion Motor Run Motor Rotor
1

° REPULSION-INDUCTION MOTOR. L'i FIELD MINDING

The repulsion-induction motor consists
of a single concentric type stator, a com-
bination rotor, a commutator, brushes,
compensating windings and endbells. This
type of motor has fourcarbon brushes, 1

ARMATURE

two being short - circuited together: the
other two brushes are in series with the

comPENSATING WINDING
compensating windings. The compensat-
ing windings in this motor are used to 00 -003

improve the power factor of the motor '0
and to reduce some of the sparking at.the Figure 44 Schematic Wiring Diagram

brushes. This motor does not have a of a Single-Phase Repulsion-Induction

centrifugal switch or device but instead Motor
has a squirrel-cage winding on its rotor
in addition to a Wound rotor. , Rotors of this type are called combination rotors. The

squirrel-cageWinding is placed underneath the wound rotor section and is so constructed

as to have high-inductive reactance. At low speeds, _very little current flows in the

squirrel -cage windings and the motor starts as a repulsion motor. When the motor

reaches operating speed, the frequency of the induced rotor currents is low, so that

current flows more in the squirrel -cage winding' and the motor operates as an induction

motor. This motor has the operating characteristics of high starting torque with a low .

current draw and a constant runningspeed under load. The major disadvantage of this

motor isthat the brushes remain on the commutator, causing arcing, thus increased

maintenance. The repulsion- induction motor shown in fiRine 44 is made in sizes up to

10 horsepower and is used to power such loads-as printing'presses. textile machines,

and laundry extractors. To feverserthe direction of rotation the b_rushes must be

shifted past the neutral plane. ,

CARBON
(ROSH

LINE TERMINAL

BRUSH
TERmiNAt

4.
Universal Motor

. universal motor is one that,can operate on either single-jtase alternating culrent

or direct current. These motors are normally Made in sizes ranging frbm 1/200 to

3/4 horsepower. They are obtainable in much larger-sizes for special conditions. The

,fractional horsePower sites aie used on vacuum cleaner& sewinemachines, food

mixers; and powe'r handtools, There are several types df universal motors: hoWever,

the salient pole type is more,popular than- the baler types.
,
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The salient pole type consists of a stator with two concentrated field windings, a
wound rotor, a commutator, and brushes. The stator and rotor windings in this motor
are connected in series with the power source. Two carbon brushes are employed in
this motor and remain on the commutator at all times. These two brushes are used to
connect the rotor windings in series with the field windings and the power source. See
figure 45.

FIELD WINDING
BRUSH
TERMINAL

LINE
TERMINAL ARMATURE CARBON

BRUSH

L 2 ...----18RUSHTERMINAL
A -SINGLE-PHASE

STRAIGHT SERIES WOUND UNIVERSAL MOTOR

Figure 45. Universal Motor

0

The universal motor does not operate at a constant speed. The motor runs as fast
as the load permitslow speed with a heavy load and high speed with a light load.
Universal motors have the highest horsepower to weight ratio of all of the types of
electric-motors._

SUMMARY

To develop skill and proficiency in the connecting, operating, and maintaining
single-phase motors, you should know,as much about nein as possible.

. The various types of single-phase motors are capacitor start, split=phase, universal
motors, and repulsion motors: All of these motors operate on the principle of litter-
action between magnetic fields. The major difference between single-phase motors is
usually in the- methodLused for starting. Capacitor start mutork, of course, employ

the use of a capacitor to throw the starting current out of phase With the running current.
This acts to shift tfie magnetic fields acting on the motor -rotor to provide starting torque.

AJniv.ersal motors have a wound rotor the same as a direct current motor but they are
'designed- to operate both onac and dc. Split - phase motors have a separate starting
winding w 'hich serves to affect the necessary phase shift for starting.

QUESTIONS

.1. What is the purpose of the capacitor on a capacitor motor?-
2. Split -phase and capacitor motors have what type of rotor?

54 330
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3. Row is a repulsion-induction motor reversed?

4. Universal motors are commonly used for what type of loads'?

5. Which induction motor discussed does not have-a centrifugal switch?

6. Which, motor uses a centrifugal device ?*-

.7. Two classes of single'-phase motors are and

8. What purpose does the centrifugal switch have?

9. Which motor jias power to both the rotor and stator? .
.

10. Compensating winding is used for what purpose?'

REFERENCE

TO 34Y19-1-1, Use, Care, and"Maintenance.Of Electrical Motors

TO 34Y19-1-102, Maintenance of Electric MOtors and Generators

Electric Motor Repair. Robert Rosenberg

Electric Motor Controls, Delmar Publishers.

National Electrical Code
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SECTION 2
SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR CONNECTIONS

of)

Split -phase and capacitdr start motors are made for either single or dual voltage
operation. The single voltage, nonreversible type will have only two leads--1 and 2.
The single voltage reversible motor will have four leads numbered 1, 2, 5, and 8. A
dual voltage nonreversible motor will have four leads numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4. The
dual voltage reversible motor leads'will be numbered 1, 2, '3, 4, '5, and 8. Leads
number,e6 and 7 are terminiairslil coils which are connected

In order to operate a dual voltage motor on the high voltage: the running winding
must be connected in series as shown in figure 46. Leads 2, 3, and 8 are connected and
taped; leads 1 and 5 connect together and goes to power. Lead 4 goes to power, see
figure 46.

To operate on the lower voltage, the running windings are connected in parallel.
Leads 1, 3, and 5 ,are connected together, .then to power. ,Leads 2, 4, 8 connect
together, then to ground, see figure 47.

RUNNING STARTING
WINDING 3 WINDING

Figure 46. Schematic of Single-Phase Motor Wind 13ngss
Connected for High Voltage--220 Volts

The starting winding is alwaYs connected in parallel with the rpnning'winding,
regardless of which voltage (high.or'low) is connected to the motor. The starting
winding. cannot at any time have more than 120 .volts across it.

V
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,

RUNNING
WINDING

STARTING
WINDING 220 V 110 V

00 -4 II 3.

Figure 47. Schematic' of Single-Phase Motor Windings
Connected for Low Voltage--110 Volts

To reverse,direction of rotation of a single-phase induction motor, the start wind-
ing leads must be interchanged. Leads5 and 8 are-the start winding leads. High volt:-
age would be leads 2, 3, and 5 connected together and taped. Leads 1 and 8 are con-
nected-together, then to power, and lead 4 connects to power. Figure 48 shows these

- connections. The same method is used for low voltage; Leads 1, 3, and 8 connect to
power and 4, and 5 to ground.

.

RUNNING 44ARTING
WINDING 3 'WINDING 220 V

11P

41I GRD

4E0 .10 AS
4111.

4110.

4110
=.'

410

IM

4110

Figure 48. Reveising Direction of Rotation of a.Single-Phase Motor
Cohnected for High Voltage
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SUMMARY

Single-phase motor connections can Change the operation of the motor from single-
'voltage, nonreversible to dual-voltage reversible. The number of motor leads will
vary in number from 2 to 6 depending on its use. For high voltage the run winding and
start winding are connected to forma series-parallel circuit. For low_ voltage the_two
windings arg connectedcto form a parallel circuit. To reverse direction of rotation,
the start winding leads must be interchanged.

QUE STIONS

1., Explain how the leads are connected on a split-phase motor connected for high'
voltage.

2. Explain how the leads are connected on -a split-phase motor connected for low
voltage.

3. Leads 5 and 8 are the ends of which winding in a split-phase motor?

4. How can a split-phase motor be reversed?

REFERENCES 1.
TO 34Y19-1-1, Use,. Care, and Maintenance of Electrical Motors

TO 34Y19-1-102, Maintenance of Electric Motbrs and Generators.

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg

Electric Motor Controls, Delinar Publishers
11/

National Electrical Code
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SECTION 3

SINGLE-,PHASE MOTOR CONTROLLERS

Single -phase motor controllers are constructed and operate similarly to three-phase
motor controllers. Where switching in three conductors is required in three-phase
motor systems, only one or-two'conductors require switching in single-phase motor
systems.

Magnetic Line Voltage Starters

-Single-phase magnetic starters have the same circuits as the three starters, (Power,
_ Contr.o1,__Load, Stirt,_ and Holding). They have only two main or load contacts and one

overload protectile relay. The coil in the starter is usually wound for dual voltage
(120/240) and is labeled or coldr coded. The red -lead is .the Common and is used with
either 120 or,240 volt power Connections. The *jute lead is used when low voltage
(120 volts) connections are required. The black lead is used when high voltage (240 voltsl
power is require&

Figure 49 shows a single-phase magnetic starter and motor with low voltage con-
nections. The circuits of a magnetic starter are broken down as the control circuit,
figure .50 the starting circuit, figure 51 the holding circuit, figure 52 and the load
circuit, figure 53.

N.FUTRAL CONNECTS
To STARTER L2 WHEN
NEEDED.

THREEPHASE POWER SUPPLY
L L2 L3

't'ART a

3

.2.

t

NEUTRAL BUS

POWER
LEADS

STOP

0

4

O

i
COIL'
110V
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220V

PHASE
MOTOR

110V

0 0 014

Figure 49. Connectinix Single-Phase Magnetic Starter
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The part of the magnetic starter circuit from contact 3 to coil to reset to L2 is
the control circuit,' as shown in figure 50.

. -

air
4

I

NEUTRAL CONNECTS
TO STARTER L2 WHEN
NEEDED.

ri
START

.1

3

THREE PHASE POWER SUPPLY

LI I L21 L3

Sob

Neurwat. sus

POWER
LEADS

1
72,0

STOP

4

4

T2

S

00-07
1

Figure 50. Connecting the Control Circnit in a Magnetic Starter
60
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The starting circuit, as shown in figure 51, is Li.or 1 in the magnetic starter to

terminal 1 on the stop button, to 2, which is the iumpared side of the stop-start stagon.
When start button is pushed continuity is made from the iumperecl side of the start
button to terminal 3 and from there to 3 in the magnetic starter.'

NEUTRAL CONNECTS
TO STARTER L2 WHEN
NEEDED.

START

3

STOP

FA

r
3

THREE -PHASE POWER SUPPLY

L1 L2 L3

- T L20- -0
T20

NEUTRAL SUS

POWER
LEADS

JiE AT ER COIL
nov

RESET 220V

220V

110V
4

tok,

4

r
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a

Figure 51. Connecting the Starting Ciicuit in a Magnetic Starter
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A holding circuit must be used when a start station is spring-loaddd to the
position. The holding circuit is from 1 to L2 in the magnetic' starter to
station, across to 2 oh the Stop station and- to 2 in the magnetic starter. FI.:1): :

shows this circuit.

4
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Figure 52. Connecting the Holding Circuit in a Magnetic Starter
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The load circuit connects the motor to the power stiply. From contact "T" in the

Magnetic starter through the heater to T1 on the motor. The second lead of the motor

(T2) is tied directly to T2 in the magnetic starter. The load circuit is shown in )

figure 53.

0

4.4

THREE -PHASE POWER SUPPLY
L2 L3

NEUTRAL EtUS'' ,

NEUTRAL CONNECTS
TO STARTER L2' WHEN
tifEOED.

A

r

ob -07 a

Figure 53. Connecting the Load,Circuit in a Starter
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Drum'Control

A drum controller, when used to control a single-phase motor, performs the samefunction as it do4s when controlling a three -phase motor. It starts, stops, or reversesthe motor. The wiring connections are different. Figure 54 shows the wiring connec-tions for both high voltage and low voltage.

4

10 MOTOR HIGH VOLTAGE

DD-107

Figure Single -Phase Drum in 'Control
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Hand-Off-Automatic Switch,

A "Hand-Off-Automatic Switch" (HOA) is a three-poSition selector switch. By

switching the selector lob from one position to the other, you can stop, manually

operate, or automatically operate a motor system. See figure 55.

POWER

AUTO

HAND

Fjgure 55, Itand-Of Automatic Switch
65
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HOA switches are used in many different control systems. Figure 56,Rxample of one of the control syStems where this switch is used.
V

1

HOA SWITCH *THERMOSTAT

4 t.

'Et

figure 56. HOA Switch Used in Motor Control System

. When the switch is turned to the automatic positiorkthe thermostat contacts mus- 7'.0.0
before the magnetic starter will energize. In the d position the therroosuL -
passed and the magnetic starter will energize.

SUMMARY

Single-phase controls are different from three-phase in their construction
because protection and switching are not required in as many conductors.
strollers are used to start, stop, and reverse motors.

HOA switches provide manual .or automatic control selection for aritrol

'QUESTIONS

1 What is the purpose of a drum controller? .

qe.

Whatis the reason for a dual voltage coil iira single-phase magnetie starer'

<I. How many sets of main contacts does Single-phase Magnetic starter have ?
i.6

t
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4. How many overload relays are there in a single-phase magnetic starter?

5. Holy many positions are there on a HOA switch?

REFERENCES

TO 34Y-1-1, Use, Cake, and Maintenance of Electrical Motors

TO 34X19 -1 -102, Maintenance of Electric Motors and Generators

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg

Electric Motor Controls,, Delmar Publishers

National Electrical Code

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-2

67
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'Department of Civil Engineering Training SG 3ABR54230-141.7-4

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas
July 1975

TROUt LESHOOTINo :SINGLZ-PHASE MO TOR SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study guide is to help you become familiar with the procedureS

for troubleshooting, testing, maintaining, and repairing motors and motor control

systems.

INTRODUCTION
. ,

Motdr failure may be due to a number of 'causes. Some of things that may

cause motor failures are an overload, low or high ioltage, frozen or,vecrn motor
bearings, failure of motor windings, and failure of motor controls.

'CONDITIONS THAT CAUSE MOTOR.TROUBLE

Many things that cause motor failure are not the fault of the motor. Several

conditions which may cause motor 'failure are listed below. These conditions should

be, checked before discoHnecting electrical powerlines or troubleshooting the

electrical system.

* Overload

* Loss of Power

* Driveh Machine Blocked

* Frozen or Worn Bearings

* Bad o r Improper Connections
%.

Overload

If a single-phase motor has been operating satisfactorily and suddenly stops, a

temporary overload condition may exist. Sufficient time should be alrowed for the

overload device to cool before actuating the reset device. If sufficient cooling has

occured the reset will hold in the locked position and the normal starting operation

can be followed. if the Motor fails to start, 'a systematic procedure should be employed

for locating the trouble. Check current draw with an ammeter to determine if the,

motor is overloaded.

Loss of Power

Use a voltmeter td determine if power is tieing 'supplied to the; magnetic starter.
Likewise determine if power is beink supplied to the)notor.

0
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Bad or Improper Connections

Before a motor is removed from the line all electrical connections should be ;shecked. Determine if the control connections are inaccordance with the controlwiring diagram. ''When the control connections have been checked, the terminal leadconnections in both the control apparatus and to the motor should be checked.

Motors with wound rotors are more susceptible to malfunctions due to their con-struction. Other than insulation checks which are similar to the statbr winding,rotors often have opens caused by overheating and melting of the soldered connec-tions to the commutators. Conductors must be resoldered to the segments andrebanded if necessary.

Brushes that have been worn to half their original length must be replaced.' Checkbrushes for'broken leads, chipped or broken face, correct tension, and freedom o:movement in holder.

Driven Machine Blocked

. Determine if the driven machine is at fault. DisconneCt the motor from its loadand rotate the rotor shaft of the motor by hand to determine if rotation is fr'ee. rByaccomplishing this,. it can be determined if the driven machine is at, fault.'

Frozen or Worn Bearings

Try operating the motor without the load of the driven' machine. Lubrication 'maybe needed and in. some cases will free the rotor. If the bearings are frozen or stuck,it may be necessary to take the motor apart to free the bearings. If the rotor shaftwill turn, look for wobbling, which indicates a bent shaft. Before handling the shafthowever, put oa gloves, or use a piece of cloth; to insure against injury to handsfrom burrs or sharp edges that may be in the keyway. Check the rotor shaft for anyup and down play (movement.) Any noticeable movement indicates worn bearings,which may be causing the rotor to be dragging in the stator. This is probable, whenbelt tension is applied. The bearings should be replaied if up and down movement isnoted. Also check for rotor endplay. This is noted by moving rotor shaft in and out.Some end play is ndt detrimental; however, it should not exceed 1/64 of an inch.Excessive end play May be removed by adding fiber spacer washers:

Other things to check are: misalignment of endbells, a loose pole piece or foreign 'objects in the motor. If the trouble is not mechanical, the motor circuits are thenanalyzed.

PROCEDURES FOR TRO6LESHOOTING moiroR SYSTEMS

All electrical-circuitsare subject to three common malfunctions. These circuitfaults are: npen, grounded, and shorted circuits.

315
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Open Circuits

Starting with the source of power, an open circuit'may exist at any point between
there and the rotor of the mbtor. It is necessary to isolate the trouble. This must
be accomplished on a step-by-step basis.. Make the following checks on the equipment
shown in figure 57.

Check with an oSmmeter from the source of power to the line terminals of the
starter, making sure continuity exists at the starter line terminals, Ll and. L2.

Make sure of a continuous circuit between the qtart-stop station and the starter. This
calls for checking the starting circuit from the starter to the switch, if the motor will
not stare: and the holding circuit from the starter to the switch, if the inotor does not
operate after releasing the start button. NOTE: THECONDUCTOR CONNECTED TO
Ll IS COMMON TO BOTH TftE STARTING AND HOLDING CIRCUIT. Make sure there
is a continuous path for current flow from the switch side of the starter through the
holding coil Zid through the resets, back to L2. This circuit normally is from switch
terminal 3, to starter terminal L2. Be sure you have continuity through the heaters.
Raise the armature until the contacts are closed and check for continuity between Ll
and T1:-L2, and T2. If there are no opens to this point, power should exist to the
motor terminals, T1 and T2 of the starter, when the start button is pushed.

)1/

NEUTRAL CONNECTS
TO STARTER L2 WHEN
NEEDED.

STOP ,

r

THREE -PHASE POWER SUPPLY

L1 L2 L3

3 2 14

.0 9 cr9'

HEATER

Tt

NEUTRAL BUS

POWER
LEADS

0 0 -0? 4

Figure 57. Single -Phase Motor control System
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Check for continuity between the starter terminals, T1 and T2,and the motor
terminals,\ T1 and T2. If we hive power to the motor terminals it will be necessar
to check the stator of the motor for an open circuit. This is done in a single-pha,?
motor, as shoWn in figure 58. RUNNING STARTING

'

Figure 58. Testing the Stator of a Single-Phase Motor
for an Open Circuit

Disconnect the motor leads frOm the power leads. Check for continuity between
leads 1 and 2, 3 and, 4, 5 and 8.

There is little likelihood that a squirrel-cage rotor will be open. If an open :Jo
exist, the motor slows.down under load. It also has low starting torque. Signs of

heating are usually evident. Fractures in the rotor bars are usually found either Ir.

the connection to the end rings or at the point the bars leave the laminations. If i`

motor has a wound rotor, it may be necessary to check it for an open circuit by
using the externargrowler.

INSPECTION PRIOR:TO REPLACEMENT OF MOTOR

Motor troubles can sometimes be determined by visual inspection. Before acts::
disassembly of a motor, wipe all excessive dirt and grease from the surface,- with
clean cloth moistened with a safety type solvent such as technical trichlorom.etha.1
(methyl chloroform).

CAUTION: Provide adequate ventilation both during and after use.

Avoid prolonged inhalation of vapor, since this cleaner has a drying effect on.the,

Inspect the leads for burned, cracked, or unserviceable insulation, particularl
the point of entry into the motor. Inspect the endbells for cracks and mismatch
mating surfaces.

If the trouble cannot be detected by any of the methods listed, the motor insulat.1.-,..:
should be checked for breakdOwn.

Insulation tests are made to determine condition, rather than quality of
the tests indicating presence of mositure, dirt, or carbonized material without
ing down the insulation are the most satisfactory. The service test most generally
applied to electrical apparatus is determination of the insulation resistance.

31?
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Megohms of resistance between winding and ground indicate insulation condition if

a comparison with several previous readings is made to determine improvement or
deterioration. All readings should be taken under the same conditions with the machine
at normal working temperature. If tests are not made under the same temperature aid
humidity conditions, the insulation resistance will vary. The temperature and humidity
must be recorded at the time the insulation resistance tests are made. Standards of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE) establish the normal insulation-
resistance value (at approximately 75°C) as follows:

220-volt motor--0. 2 megohm
440-volt motor--0. 4 megohm

A megohmmeter is normally usedlo test the insulation of a group of coils or of
the whole motor.

A megohmmeter is a self-contained instrument giving a direct reading of insulation
resistance. Before using a megohmmeter, connect the leads from the ground terminal.
and the line terminal together and turn the handcrank until the clutch slips: the indica-
tor should read "0." Separate the leads and turn the handcrank again. The reading
should be infinity (oo). This test indicates that the meter is operating correctly.

- To use this instrument connect the LINE binding post of the megohmmeter to a line
terminal of the motor, then connect the GROUND binding post to the frame of the motor
and to ground, as shown in figure 59. Turn-the crank of the megohmmeter (megger)
fast enough,to causitthe centrifugal clutch to slip. (The slipping of the clutch assures
the operator that the proper voltage (500 volts) is being develoeed, and at the same
time protects the insti-iiineht'against overload dueto ekcessive generator speed.)
Note the position of the pointer over the indicator scale. The scale reads directly in
megohms. Be sure the' eye is directly over the scale and pointer' to avoid errors ih
reading the scale. Test each line-terminal of the motor and comPare the.readings.

TEST SET 1.48.8

LINE TERMINALS

06CONNECTED

*SA -201

Figure 59. Megohmmeter
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PROCEDURES FOR CORRECTING MALFUNCTIONS

All malfunctions in motors and controls may be corrected by the Air Force e..
6 trician except malfunctions in the internal wiring of the motors. Common malf-o.are:

* Motor does not start

* Motor funs hot

Motor stops running

* Motor operates with excessive noise

4'. Motor runs slowly

Motor Does Not Start

The motor may not start due to a voltage failure. Check the line voltage.
for blown fuses and broken or loose connections. Any bad conductors shoul'dte

3

Motor Runs Hot

The motor may be operating under an overload. Check the full load am. erage
against the data elaterating. Check the rating of the overldid relay against the A

load currept. If the rating of the relay is too high, replace it with the proper rat'
relay. _

.Check the available voltage to be surd the motor is not operating'oa under.
over 'voltage. It may be necessary to lighten the load or install a larger motor.

. -

Check for proper motor and power connections. Be sure the motor is proder
connected to the available voltage.

Check fOr proper ventilation. ..Clean any dirt from around vents or windings.

Check the motor to determine if it has been properly lubricated.. If it has riot
been, oil it,according to The manufacturer's instruction.:

The motor mar overheat due to starting too frequently. Determine if the mot
rated for intermittent duty. If it is not rated for the service required, replace it
one of proper design.

Motor Stops Running

g the motor stops running, sufficient time should be allowed for the motor
to cool. .The reset should be pushed into lockediposition and the start button pus.r.z.
If the mptot starts, close observation shOuld be maintained nag the Operatbr. is sure
the motor failure was, not due 'to any severe circumstance, the recurrence of whi
wo'ild result in serious damage to the motor. A brief Overload or a p4wer.failu:e

e
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have been the cause of the failure. Occasionally the relay must be replaced due to it
becoming faulty. If the motor cannot be restarted, it may be necessary to recheck all
the things previously discussed under the topic "Procedures for Correcting
Malfunc tioat '

Motor Operates with Excessive Noise

Excessive noise may result from the motor not being securely mounted. This
- condition may be remedied by tightening the mounting bolts and the motor support

securely.,

Dry motor bearings may cause excessive noise while the motor is in operation.
-Proper lubrication may stop the excessive noise, providing permanent damage has
not been sustained by the bearings. Sufficient damage to the bearings may require
the bearings be replaced. A regular lubricating schedule should,be followed. Be

certain the luhricapt is the type suggested by° the motor manufacturer.

Loose rotor bars may cause excessive noise. This condition requires the bars
be soldered or welded to the end rings.,

Excessive noise may be the result of loose motor accessories.4 It may be elimi-
nated by tightening the oil well cover and the connection box cover.

The motor may not be mounted on a solid surface. Replacing the, mounting surfp.ce
may quiet the operation of the motor.

Motor Runs Slowly

When a motor runs slower than it is rated to run, considering slip in induction
motors and that there is to overloading of the motor, then other fact'brs must be
considered.

The volta.gesupply may be deficient, cousin.; a motor to run too slow. Correct
the supply voltage. The voltage must be within 10 percent of the voltage rating for
the motor.

The bearings of a motor may be binding.which will cause the motor to run at less
than rated speed. The bdarings should be replaced if needed. Cleaning and
relubrication may correct the troublev.,

The driven machine, may cause a motor to run blowly. When it is suspected that
the driven machine is at fault, the motor should be disconnected from its load and
tested independently of the machine.

Occasionally a rotor may be open. This will result in the motor slowing down

under load. The rotor must be repaired or replaced:

When troubleshooting single-phase motors you should check for such items as
-bad centrifugal smyitches, bad brushes, and bad capacitors.
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If a split-phase motor hums but will not start, the trouble will probably be.in t:_,' o ,-*

centrifugal switch or bad start windings. This .same problem With a capacitor star; 1

motor might mean the motor has a bad capacitor.. All other checks are the Same I'D
either single - or three-phase motors.

SUMMARY

The Air Force electrician is responsible for minor adjustments and maintena-,
motors and controls. He should be aware of the troubled that may occur in motor
and controls, how certain troubles will affect the operation of the equipment ant
to correct the trouble when it arises.

. The most common operational troubles will be: overloads, failures of power,
frozen or Worn bearings, bad connections, and difficulties arising as thse result of
the driven machine. A

Circuit faults will arfse from time,,to tithe. They must be dealt with in a rr,et
Ica]. manner. As always in locating circuit faults the electrician should start with
the source of power and work through to the motor. By following good work practi,:::_:
the-Air Force electrician will be able to put the equipment back in service with r!J
minimum loss of tine.'

If a motor cannot die repalred and returned to service without complete disas`se:.-
it must be replaced with a serviceable one or turned into a motor shoi for repair.

'Usually the source of trouble can be detected by visual inspection.. In testing :
open, grounded, or shorted windings an ohmmeter may be used.

QUESTIONS

1. Wnat instrument is used to check insulation resistance?

2. How does insufficient line voltage affect the operatiOn of a motor?

3; How can it be determined whether the driven machine or the Motor is respons
for an overload'? ,

4. If a motor shafizdoes not.turn easily by hand, what is the probable cause?

5. What-are three things tie may cause a moto( to run hot?

6., How is a grounded winding detected in a motor?

7, How can excessive end play of a rotor shaft be corrected?

8, How will a centrifugal switch that will not reclose affect the operation of a mr:-:

REFERENCES
A

TO 34Y19 -1 -1, Use, Care, and Maintenance of Electric Motors
Rosenberg's Electric Motor Repair
TO 34Y19-1-192, Maintenance of Electric Motors and Generators
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Department of Civil Engineering Training SG 3ABR54230-1-IV-5
Sheppard Air, Force Base, Texas July 1975

MOTOR GENERATORS, CONTROL PANELS, AND_CIRCUIT BREAKERS

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study guide is to help you identify the major components and
understand the operation and circuit arrangement of a motor generator set and
motor control centers.

INTRODUCTION

In large factories and complexes it is often desirable to provide a centralized
control point for many motors required for operation. The control center serves as
a. housing for switches, circuit breakers, meters, transformers, contactors, and
relays.

It is necessary for the electrician to be able to recognize the various components.
understand how to operatea motor control center, and be able tb interpret the wiring
diagrams so that troubles can be eliminated without undue loss of time.

SECTION 1

MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS

Motor control centers provide an ideal means of centralizing motor control and
related control equipment. They permit motor starters, feeder breakers, distritiution
transformers. lighting panels, interlocking relays, and metering devicesto be contained
in a single floor-mounted-enclosure and fed from a common enclosed bus. Motor con-
trol centers are made up of standardized vertical sections hoiisingvertical and hori-
zontal bus, wiring channels and compartmented control units. Sections are booted to-
gether to form a single panel assembly. Control units are mounted and wired. The
eptire center is powered by line connection at a singe point.

M2tor control centers offer grouped-control installation and operation advantages.
Design flexibilityperformancesafety for personnel, and equipment ease of mainte-
nance and installation, are all contained in a motor control center.

Steel-enclosed control centers can be joined together to centralize and protect the
most complex systems of auxiliary drives, or the simplest of fin or pump motor con-
trols. Motor control centers factory mount motor starters in isolated compartments
within a control center minimizing valuable floor space normally required to mount
individual starters on wills or racks, Savings result from; limination of the cost of °

field mounting of individual starters. The costly expenses of conduit runs, pull boxes,
junction boxes; and wire and cable pulling are reduced. These expenses can be con-
trolled, and economically performed in factory assembled and tested control centers.

k,
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COMPONENTS

The following is-a l' of components on the face of a motor control center and
their uses. -

1. Control Switches - for main circuit breakers.

2. 'Pushbuttons, - for motor control through control circuits of magnetic starters.

3. Indicating Lights - to monitor individual circuits..

4. Time Meters - record hours of operation.

5. Ammeters r to read amperage on individual phases.r
6. Voltmeters - to indicate incoming voltage on individual phases.

7. Metering Switches - for phase selection.

8. 'ime Clock - used to turn circuit on or off at a predetermined time.

HOA Switches.' HOA means Hand-Off-Auto and is used with a combination motor
starter and circuit breaker. TO start, move the handle to the HAND position, which
also closes the magnetic motor starter contacts. Then switch the handle to AUTO and
the motor will run until stopped by the opening of any pair of, colitacts in series with the
operating circuit. You may also stop the motor by manually switching `to the OFF posi-
tion. HOA switches are used in the motor control center for the operation of pumps.

The electrical components located within the motor control center include circuit
breakers, control transformers, contactors, and relays.

Circuit Breakers
1

Circuit breakers are the most common type of short-circuit protectivV-devic.es.
/Circuit breakers offer these featuret: all three circuit phases trip at one time elimi-

nating. the possibility of single phasteg. No replacement is normally required to re-
close a circuit after a fault. Isolation and circuit protection are prollided in one device:

To protect against damage from short circuits, a control center must have the
capacity to withstand and suobessfully interrupt the maximum short-circuit current
available at the incoming line terminal. To provide protection a circuit breaker can
be used as a main protective device. When a circuikbreaker is used as the,.main pro-
tectiye device, it is important that an instantaneous trip be prourided for protection of
the control center bus and power wiring. An instantaneous tri is ,required to remove
the control center frornithe line quickly should a his fault Occur,.

Two types of circuit breakers used in low-voltage controllers are molded case
circuit breakers and switchgear type powercirCuit breakers. These hreakers havte
adjustable trips and, visible' contacts, and are available in both stationary and drawoutn
construction. The molded case circuit breaker is thermal-magnetiC-type with adjust-
able instantanedus trip. Operating handle integral with breakex indicates breaker posi-
tion whether door is open or Closed., Handle ,can be padlocked in off position.'



,Control Transformer a
,

These are used to step down 480'volts to 120 volts for use in control circuits. Each
transformer is protected from short circuits and overloads by cartridge fuses

4
Contactors

Magnetic type contactor with built-in overloadtiotection. Controlled by HOA
switches, float switches, thermostats, etc. Usually 110V control voltage ancl 80/440
volts operation. . ,

Relays

-For control,. may be pull-in, drop=out, or time'dela}'7.

CIRCUITRY
-

Figures 60, 61, and62 are diagrams of typical control cenTers.. Studythese dia-
grams carefully. The instructiewill discuss each'of these diagrams.

Failure to close breAly r s and switches in proper sequence will prevent proper

I
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SUMMARY

Motol- control center provides an ideal means of centralizing motor control and
related equipinent. It offers grouped-control installation and operation, advantages.
Design flexibilityperformancesafety for persdnnel, and equipment ease of mainte-
nance and installation are all contained in a motor control center. The cost expense
of conduit runs, pull boxes, junction boxes, and wire and cable pulling are reduced.

The major components on the face of the motor control center are control switches,
pushbuttons, indicating lights, time meters, ammeters, voltmeters, metering switches,
time clock, and HOA switches. The components within the motor control center are the

circuit breakers, control transformers, contactors, and relays.

As an electrician, you will be responsible for the proper operation of the motor
control center. You will inspect'the equipment periodically and isolate Malfunctions
as they occur...

'QUESTIONS

1. What is the primary purpose of the MCC?

2. List the components found on the face of the MCC.

3. List the major components found within theMCC,

4. What are four advantages of an. MCC

-,5.- 'What is the purpose of the circuit breakers?

, .

6.,' What type of 'connection is shown between pressure switches in figure 92 of this

.. study guide? .

. - e
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SECTION II

MOTOR GENERATORS

(
3 3/

A,motor generator is a motor-driven generator converting mechanical energy into
electribal energy. It is designed to deliver a controlled voltage and/or frequency. A
motor generator consists of a prime mover, an exciter, ,a generator, and a voltage
regulator. The prime mover is a motor. It can be single- or three-phase and its pur-
pose is to turn the exciter field. The exciter is a dc generator supplied with direct
current through a voltage, regulator. The voltage regulator is usually the magnetic
amplifier or electromechanical type. The-voltage regulator senses the voltage output
of the generator windings. The generator winding can be connected for ac or dc opera-
tion. The windings are usually the stationary part of the generator.

Figure 63 shows an example of a motor generator set. Power is supplied to the
prime mover which rns the exciter. The exciter is supplied direct current from the
power winding. Wit current in the exciter, and the primer mover turning the arma-
ture, voltage is gene ated in the generator windings. The output voltage is sensed
through the control winding which varies the amount of magnetic lines of flux in the
iron core. The lines of flux will either aid pr resist the current to the exciter field.
The amount of current in the exciter will determine the putput voltage.. .

SUMMARY <

Motor generator sets consist of a prime mover (motor), an exciter (armature).
windings, and a voltage regulator. The motor generator set may be used to regulate
voltage and/or change the frequendy.
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QUESTIONS

Figure 63. Motor Generator Set
ar

1. What are the three factors necessary to generate a voltage?

2. The exciter is what type of generator ?

3. The stationary part of a generator is usually referred to as

nr1.14114

4. The rotating part of a generator is usually referred to as

5. What determines the amount of output voltige..?

REFERENCES

AFM 85-17, Maintenance and Operation of Electric "Plants and Systems.

AFR 85-19, Maintenance and Operation of Electric Power Generating Plants.
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THREE-PHASE MOTOR SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE s.

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to:

1. Identify parts of a 38' motor.

2. Read a Motor data plate.

3. Select a 30 motor for various specifications.

4. ConneRpra 3.8' motor to operate on 440 VAC or 220 VAC.'

5. Reverse the direction of rotatjon of a ?lif Motor.

6. -Co ect a 3.8motor to power.

7. 'Identify motor control components.

/0. Select proper overload elements.

'Install,a motor, controller, and a stall/stop station.

10.; Insta.y a438 motor, controller, and two staitZstop- station.

11. Install a at?' motor, controller, and thermosiat.

2.
.

Install a armotor; reversing magnetic controller, and reversing stationg
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PROCEDURE

PRQJECT 1

1. ',Figure 1 is a picture of`a three-phase motor. Identify these parts by writing
the name of ea&h part in the space provided.

- .

a.

b.

3 3 &

Figure 1._ ,Three-Xhase Moo
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2. Match 'the correct terms on the left with the statements on the right by writing 1

the number iithe space provided:

a.1, Roicir

Endbells

c. 'Stator
°

d. Bearing

6.- Shaft

. f. Field Winding

-g. Fan

a,

tat

3

Supports the rotor, houses the
,.bearings and completes the frame

4
Allow the rotor to turn smoothly

ry

Moving part of this particular motor

That, part of the rotor, that may be
a conneftion point for the load

Holds the field winding and core

That which develops a rotating
maketi ield

Reduces and eliminates heat from
around the inside of the motor

O



,PROJECT 2

READING A MOTOR DATA PLATE .

Using the data plateillustrath figure 2, enter the information in the following '
blank spaces to adequately identify motor installation and operation data. .

1. Manufacturer's Name

2. Horsepower Rating

3. Temperature Rise - 50 cycles 60 cycles

4. RPM at full load - 50 cycles 60 cycles

5. Frequency, N.

6. Number of phases

7. Voltages motor will operate on

8. ,Full load'current on high voltage - 50 cycles

60 cycles

9. Frame Number and design/code fio
.

General, Elect1ric - Induction Motor

HP 2 Ph 3 , Cy 50 60

Volts 2p8/220/440 RPM 950 1145

Frame 184
. .
H'i Volt Anips 3.6 - 3.1

Type K .. Low Volt Amps 7.2 - 6.2

Design B Code.L
,

Rating 50 °C -- 40°C

, . SF 1. SF 1.25

.

Figure_ 2. Motor Data Plate

3°9td 1/4.1
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PROJECT 3

SELECTING A THREE-PHASE MOTOR 10 MEELESTABLLSHED SPECIFICATIONS
, .

Using the National Electrica%Code Boak, determine the specification requirements
for a three-phase motor which must be capable of 24-hour daily, service with a 5-horse-
power load. The motor will be vertically mounted in an area where explosive gases are
present. 'The motor will be installed to draw the least amount of full-load current. The
power available is three-phase 230/460 volt service.

, .

Plate an X in the blank space opposite the material or-equipment which is required
to meet installation specifications.

1: DUTY 5. FUSE SIZE

Continuous

Intermittent

2. BEARINGS

Sleeve

Roller

Ball

3. TYPE ENCLOSUREOF MOTOR-

Open

Drip Proof

'Totally Enclosed _

'Dust Explosionproof

Vapdr EXplosionproof

a

4. CONDUIT SIZE

1/2 inch

3/4 inch

1 ,inc h

30 amp

15 amp

25 amp

10 amp

6. SIZE CLASSIFICATION

7. VOLTAGE'

Fraction41-
Horsepower

integral-
Horsepower

110 volts

220 volts

440 volts

8, FULL LOAD CURRENT

6 1 amp

6 amp
-

13.2 amp

15.2 aMp

3

0.

-



9. CONTROLLER ENCLOSURE TYPE 10. SIZE CONDUCTORS FROM MOTOR
Open - General. Purpose DISCONNECT ACC.k3RDING TO THIS

4' N. E. C.
Weather - protected

10 AWG
Moisture- protected

I2 AWG
HizRrdous vaporproof

14 AWG
Illizardous dustproof

18 AWG

PROJECT 4

1. Complbte the schematic diagram in figure 3 by numbering the motor windings and
driwing.in the necessary connections and conductors for applying 440-volt power to the
motor for high voltage operation.

a?fa\ itsc

4.

,11

I

r
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a

F4uTg 3. 440-VOlt Circuit Diagram
-
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2.. Complete the schematic diagram in figure 4, by numbering the motor windings and
drawing in the necessary connections and conductors for ipplying 220-volt power to. the
motor for low voltage.

1 P,-
1

.0

555 GAO

1

Figure 4:., 220-Volt Circuit Diagram

_ 3. Complete the schematic diagram in figure 5 by ;lumbering the motor windin d
drawing in the necessary connections and conductors for applying 440-volt power o the

e motor for high voltage. -,,

it

7 *
i

o

. -art515rn-.
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.., A
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.-116M5P--

Figure 5. 440-Volt Ciricuit Diagram
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4. Complete the schemati.c diagratii in figure .6 by numbering the motor indings and
drawing in the necessary connections and conductors for applying 220 -volt power to the
motor for low vetage. ..

-1M-6-611-n-
-r6-66-63cfn.-.

\

"ir /
s.

,

.

Figure 6. 20-VoltCircuit Diagram
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PROJECT 5

Show connections, for reversing the direction of rotation byunumbering the motor
, windings and drawing in the necessary connections for a wye connected high voltage
system on figure 7. '

r

0 0 - 0 8

'14\ istc'

-.

c.

A S cS I

OR

GAO

ti

Figure 7.. Reversing a Three-Phase Motor
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PRQJECT 6

Connect a three-phase wye motor to a 220-volt power source, using the following
steps

. . ..
,

1. Obtain-a length of t/4" flexible
, I
conduit to reach from the 30rampere dis-
connect to the motor terminal box, as
shown'in figure 8:

, . .

2. Run three black conductors through
the flexible conduit to the motor. Permit
the leads to extend an additional 6 inches
inside the motor terminal box.

B. COnnect the flexible conduit with
the proper squeeze type connectors to the
motor terminal and 30-amp discohnect box.

4. In the 30-ampere disconnect,
connect the 3 leads to'the bottom terminals

Iof the fuse holders. .'

5'. Reverse the direction of 'rotation df

a

. '

6

motor by.interchanging two power leads to
the motor. Figure 8. Connecting a Three-Phase

Motors to Power
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PROJECT' 7

IDENTIFICATION OF MOTOR CONTROL COMPONENTS

Figure.9 shows components of the motor starter in schematic form. Identify each
of tlie numbered components on the arrows provided.

41 r,

- Figure 9. Three -Phase Starter Schematic Diagram

Stake the purpose of the following magnetic starter components:

. 1. Coil; '

1,

2. Main or load Contacts:

3. Reset COntacts:

4. Overload heater element:

. . 5. Reset pushbutton: \ v. .,

. :
...

"

I
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PROJECT 8

LECTING THE PROPER OVERLOAD ELEMENT

INSTRUCTIONS: To answer the questions below use the tables on figures 12, 13, and 14,
and a Motor data plate to determine the number of the overload element (relay, .heater,
or fuse) to-be used with the types of motor starters listed below. Write the number of
the overload element,in the blank space provided.

1. Observe the motor data plate shown in figure 10; if the Motor is conn c d to high
voltage, what number overload would be used?

Square D No.

Allen Bradley No.

Arrow Hart No.

'40+

Century
Capacitor Single Phase 3.1otOr

Model GSA-203-CA6-5FA

HP 1 RPM 1750

Volts 115/230 AMPS 12 6 Cy 60
.

Time Rating -Cont open Temp Rise 40°C

SF1.25

Figure 10. Motor: Data Plate '
,

2. Observe th motor data plate shown in figure rt. If the motor is' connected to low -
voltage, 60wcycle power, what number overload would be used?

Allen Bradley No.

Arrow, Hart No.

Square D Noe.

CO 0

UnicloSed Motor'

HP 3 1 4 Ph 3 . Cy 50\ - 60,

, Volts 208/2204440 '+4 RPM 15Q0 - 1800
,

rirne\213 Hi Volt Amps 4.7 - 4.3

T H\ Lo Volt Amps 9.4 - 8.6

.Des gilt B. Coded 1 Rating 50,° - 40°C

208 It Amps 9.1

Figure .11. Motor Data Plate
,
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`3. Obsprve the dale plate shown in figure 10. If the motor is connected, to low voltage,
whatzumber overload would be used?

Allen Bradley No.

Square D No.

Arrow Hart No.

4. Observe the figure 11 data plate. If the motor is connected to low voltage, 50-cycle
powet, what.number overload would bt used?

Square D No.

Allen Bradley No.

Arrow Hart No.

4

.5. If a motor having a data plate like the one shown in figure 11 is connected to.208-
volt, 60-cycle power, what number overload would be used?

Arrow Hart No.

Square D No.

Allen Bradley No.

I e

Motor
full load
current

-

Relay'
'Number

Motor\
full load
current

t...
Relay

Number

Motor
full load
current

+ Relay
Number. .

0.32 -0.34 B 0.44 1.97-2.23 B 2.65 10.0-10.6
% .

B-14
0.35-0-38 B 0.51 2.24-2.50 B 3.00 10.7-11.4 B 15.5
0.39-0.44 B 0.57 2.51-2.81 B 3.30 11.5-12.3 B 17.5
0,45-0,53 B 0.63 2,92-3.19, B 3:70 12.4-13,6 B 19.5
0.54-0.58 B 0.71 3.20-3,61 B 4,15 13.7-14.6 B 22
0..59-0.66 B 0,81 3.62-4.14 B 4.85 14.7-16.8 B 25
0.67-0.74 B 0.92 4.15-4.40 B 5.50 16.9-18.6 . B28
0,75-0.84 B 1,03 - 4.41-4.78 B 6.25 18.7-20.2 B 32
0:85 -0,97 B 1.16 4,79-5.44 B 6.90 20.3-22.8 B 36
0.96-1.12 B 1.30 5.45-6.16 B 7.70 22.9-24.7 , B 40 ' . -
1,13 -1:19 B 1.45 6.17-6.86 B 8.20 24.8-27.0 s 13 45

1.20-1.34 B ,I. 67 6.87-7.64 B 9.10
1.35-1.54 B 1.88 1,65-8.41 '1310.2
1.554.78 B 2.10 8.42-8.77 B11. 5
1.79-1.96, B 2.40 8.78-9.9 $12.8 ,

Figurq 12. Square D Table

c-.
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1

Heater--
Tyrie No.

Full load
Amp

Heater
Type No.

Full load
Amps

Heater
Type No.

Full iload
Amps

Heater
Type No.

Full load
Amps

)N 2 0.48 N 11 1.45 N 20 3.47 N 29 8.35
,

N 3 0..59 N 12 1.62 N 21 3.88 N 30 9.13
N 4 - 0.74 N 13 1.77 N 22 4.29 N 31 10.5
N 5 0.81 N 14 1.93 N 23 4:80 N 32 11.3
-N 6 0.89 N * 2.16 N 24 5:22 N 33 12.6
N 7 0.97 . N 16 2.41 N 25 5.76 N 34 ' 14.3
N 8 1.11 N 17 2.68 N 26 6.41
N 9 . 1.22 N 18 2.93 N 27 7.02^
N 10 '1.31 N 19 8.14 N 28 7.74

C021

- Figure 13. Allen* Bradley Table

.

Heater
CatNr

Trip
Amps

Fullttoad
Motor Amps
Min. Max.

.
Max.
Fuse
Size

V

Heater
Cat 14r

.

Trip
Amps

Rill Load
Motor Amps
Min. Max.

..

Max.
Fuse
Size

.

42013 7.2 5.76 - 6.53 20 42022 22.4 17.9 - 19.4 80
42014 8.4 6.72 - 7. 59 5 42225 25.0 20.0 - 21.8 100
42015 9.6 7.7 - -8.4 35 42226 28.0 22.'4 - 24.4 100
42016 10.9 8.7 - 9. 5' 354 42227 32.6 26.0 - 28.3 -125
42017 12.6 10.1 - 11.0 40 42228 36.3 29.-0 - 31.6 125'

. 42018 13.7 11.0 - 11.5 45 42229 42.0 33.5 - 36.5 150
42019 14.5 11.6 -12.6 50 . 42230 48.0 38.4 - 41.5 '150
42020 15.8 12.6 - 13.7 ' 50 42231 52.0 41.6 - 45.2 175
42021 18.3 14.6 :15.9 60 42232 57.0 45.5 - 49.0 200
42224 20.0 16.0 -11.6 70 42233 60.5 49.0 - 52.5 200

`s.

4,

C -020

3

Figiire 14. Arrow Hart Table
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CONNECTING 'THREE- Pi1ASE 'CO N TROLLE RS:

1. complete the diagram% ,in figures 15, 16, and 17.,

,

r

1.

tg.

I

T3

fi

Figure 15. Connecting a Three -Phase Square-DMagnetic Starter
For Low Voltage

,
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a.'

r"r3"
1

START

4
3 C

.

1 2

c2

LI
.......

.
RESET

* 0 ' . I,t- --- S -- ..--- _ a

, t
.1'N '',c

.41II

-

-

*, e

,

a
'

T2

3 .

0 0 -

Figure 16. Connecting a -Three-Phase.Arrow-Hart Magnetic Starter
For Low Voltage
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r START ' I, I

t=1 I

30 Q I

I

I

1,----, -a ' 1

ST 0

2

0*

3 c/
THREE PHASE POWER SUPPLY

Li L21
L3

POWER
LEAQS

20

HEATER

IL_ _ - ,* - _

RESET RESET

L3 I

I.

HEATER

I

00 -079

09,

Figure 17. Connecting a Thiee- has l# Allen-Bradley Starter
For High Voltage
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PROJECT 10

Step 1. Using one of the diagrams you completed it1 project9, install and coNest a
three:phase motor controlled by a magnetic starter and one start-stop station.

Step 2. Have the instructor check your work. (CAUTION- -Do not turn the power ON.)

Step 3. Operate the motor to insure correct operation.

Step 4. Have the instructor check your work,
*".

(Instructor's,Signature)

PROJECT 11

Step 1. Complbe the following diagram, Figure 18.

tit

r

r

-3 1

START

f')

0

I
12iln fl

STOP

START

3 1

0

Ito n
12

STOP

r

I
3

L2 L3
Ts.

T-
t.

T2

3*PNASE

TI 0229VOLTS
MOTOR

00 -098

Figure 18. Connecting a Three-Phase Motor System-.
Using Two Start-Stop Stations.,
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3 5-3
Step 2. Using the diagram you have just-completed in step 1, add,a start-stop station
to the:motor control system you installed in project 3. .

:0 .0,-

Step 3. Have the instructor check your work. (CAUTION: Do not turn 'he posirer ON, )

Step 4. Operate the motor to insure correct operation.

Step 5. Have the instructor check your work.

(Instructor's Signature)

Step 6. Remove the two start-stop stations. Leave the magnetic startv and mdtor
connected.

'
CAUTION: Make sure the power is,tirned OFF before attempting to complete
this step,

PROJECT.12

Step 1. Complete the following diagram, figure 19,
4 1

TH VIMOSTAT

. ._ .1
,,Figure 19. Connecting a'Three-Phnse Motor, System

....0

,
4

,
Using a Thermost44, 0,

i

.

i,
/ 19

......

a.

4'

L1

T

(
1

,383
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'54
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Step 2. Using the diagram you have just completed in step 1, install a thermostat to
'control the thrveephase motor system on your trainer.

Step 3. Have the instructor' check your work. (CAU,TION: Do not turn the power ON.)
Step 4. Operate the motor. to insure correct operation.

ci

Step 5. ,Have the instructqr check your work.

Instructor's Signature
Step 6: Remove all installed equipment (except the safety switch)tfrom your trainer.

20
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A i t PRgJECT 13
.._.

Step 1: Complete the follOwing diagram, figure 20:

6, r
HOLDING CONTACTS

Al
2

-I I-

1

-4

%

H

. FORWARD I

1

1

I

I

i

1

1

1.

FORWARD

COIL

e

i 4

Is
(R-EVE\

IlCOIL

,,i

.........

*

..

Figure 20. Connecting a Forward-Reverse Controller, 21. . , ,
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Step 2. Using the diagram you have just completed in step 1, install a three-phase
forward-re-verse control system to control the three-phase motor on your trainer.

Step 3, Have the instructor check your work. CAUTION: Do not turn the power ON.)

Step 4. Operate the motor to insure correct operation.

Step 5. 'Have the instructor check you;\work.

(Instructor's Signature)

Step 6. Remove all installed equipment from your trainer and store it m the proper
location in the trainer.

k

22
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TROUBLESHOOTING THREE-PHASE MOTOR SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES
.

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to:
e

1. Perform an operational check on a motor control system.

2. Troubleshoot a motor control system for opens, shorts and grounds.

3.. Repair electrical troubles.

c
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,. PROJECT 1

INSTRUCTIONS. Using diagram provided in figure 21, select the observable
symptom which will be the result for eac6 trouble. Consider each double to be the
only one in the system.

0

r

r

START

21 11 ) 3

0

1.3

-----------------

STOP

1

START

n
13 I.

0 0- -- --------- 1
2 L 1 L2 L3

I;

7-1-
STOP

O

n

0

T3

0
0

t

3-PHASE

220- VOLTS
MOTOR

J

D 0 -101

Figure 21. Three-Phase Mot-or System- .
. SYMPTOM

.
a. Motor single phases.

b. Blown fuse in panel.

c. Reset trips. ,

d. Motor will not start.

e. Motor will not stop With either station.

f. ,Motor starts, but stops when start
button is released. , s
g. Motor will start with only one station.

C---

.,:.

10. Short

TROUBLE OBSERVED
POINT TROUBLES , SYMPTOM

..
4. Open

2. Short

3. ..Open .

4. Open N

5: Short

6. Open

7. Open

8. , Open

9. Open -
.

..

I

t,

9,

24
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PROJECT 2

Step 1. Troubles have been created in your trainer. You are to locate and correct
these troubles.

Step 2. Have the instructor observe while you operate the motor system to insure
all troublesThave been corrected.

Step 3. Use an ammeter and check the current draw of the motor. The meter

reading is amps. Compare this reading with the N11 load current from
the motor data plate to inure the motor is drawing the proper amount of current.

Step 4. With the power turned OFF, disconnect the motor windings. With a
megohmmeter, check the resistance of each set of windings.

Step 5. Have the instructor check your work.

(Instructor's Signature)

Step 6. Remove all installed items from the trainer and return them to their
proper 1pcation. Clean and straighten trainer. Return all handtools to the traineriand
have the instructor the k your trainer before locking it.

25

3c),)
4,1

(Instructor 's Signature)
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SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR SYSTEMS
4

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to:

1. Identify parts of a 12" motor.

2. Identify electrical schematics of single UT motors.

3. 'Complete electrical schematics for 120 VAC or 24b VAC hookups for a 1,8'
induction motor.

4. Connect a 1Q-induction motor to power.

5. Connect a lirmotor controlled by a drum control.

6. Install a 18' motor, magnetic controller and a starf/stop station.

7. Install a Lie motor, magnetic controller and two start/stop stations.
.t8. Install a Lie m or, magnetic contro- ller and a thermostat.

9. Install a 1emotor, m agnetic-controller, thermostat, and HOA switch.

J
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C

A .

'f he illustrations in figure 22 are the major parts of a single -phase motor. Inlithe
blank space provided, write the name of the appropriate compohent.

PROJTCT 1 u f
.1.

3 6 /

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

s

a c.

J

a

.. , .

IL

,.

Figure 22. Major Parts of a Single-Phase Motor
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a PROJECT 2

1. Figures 23 and 24 are schematic drawings of two types of single-phase motors.

2. Write the name of each major component where a letter appeaTs. In the spaces
provided under'each drawing, correctly identify the type of motor 6hown.

00-083

Figure 23

3. Figure 23 is the schematic of a motor.

4. Figure is the schematic of a motor.

5. Major component.; of figure 23 are: 6. Major components of figufe 24 ar.e:

Figure 24

DO-093

a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

b.

c.

d..

e.

*28
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PROJECT 3

Complete. the diagiam in figure 25, by numbering the motor windings and drawing in the
necessary connections for_220-volt operation.

RUNNING
WINDING

STARTING
WINDING

GRD

A

Figure 25

Complete the diagram in figure 26 by numbering the motor windings and drawing in the
necessary connections for 110-volt operation.

RUNNING STARTING
WINDING WINGING

GRD

Figure 26. Schematic of Single-Phase Motor Windings

o 4

0

2r)



Reverse direction of rotation of this motor,compared to the motor in figure 27. Connect
for low voltage.

4

p

RUNNING
WINDING

STARTING
WINDING

SSS GRO

,

Figure 27. Single-Phase Motor Windings

PROJECT 4
CONNECTING A SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR 70 POWER,

1. Obtain a piece of 3/4-inch flexible conduit long enough to reach from a 30-ampere
disconnect to the motor terminal box as shown in figure 28.

v,

4

00-0S

Figure 28. Connecting a Single-Phase Motor to Power

2. Run one black and one white conductor through the flexible conduit to the motor.
Permit the leads to extend in the motor terminal box about 6 inches.

3. Connect the flexible co nduit with the proper type connector to the motor terminal
. and 30-amp disconnect box.

30 (')

3/v1
`.'

mi....
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_3&
4. In the 30-ampere disconnect, 'connect the white conductor to the nettral his Par

and the black conductor to'the bottom terminal of a fuse holder.

the motor terminal box, connect the motor leads for low voltage. 'Refer to the
diagram shown in figure 27 for low-voltage connections.

6. In the motor terminal box, connect the motor leads -for low vortaie.

170
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PROJECT 5

Step 1, Complete the diagram pictured
in figure 29. Motor vrill be connected,.
for high voltage. r

01

03 40

05 60

20

tale
12 T5 13 14 15

41611A

DRUM CONTROLLER

766

Figure 29. Single-Phase Motor
Controlled by a Drum Controller

Step 2. Using the diagram you have just completed in figure 29, connect a single-phase
motor-controlled by a drum controller.

Step 3. Have the instructor check your work. (CAUTION: Do not turn the power ON.)

Step 4. Oprate the motor to insure correct operation.

Step 5. Have the instructor check your work.,

es-

(Instructor's Signature)

Step 6. Remove the drum controlled and return to proper location.

32
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PROJECT 6

367
Step 1. Complete the following diagram in figtire 30. Motor will operate on low voltage.

4

- Figure 30. Connecting a Single -Phase Starter for Low Voltage

Step 2. Using the diagram you have just completed in,figure 30. connect a singleephase
motor controlled by a magnetic starter and one start-stoOstation.

Step 3. Have the instructor check your work. (CAUTION Do not turn the power,ON,)

#tep 4. Operate the motor to insure correct, op#ration.

Step5. Have the instructor check your work.

4

4

33'

Insrucgtor's Signature



PROJECT

Step 1., Complete the following diagram in figure 31. The motor will be connected for
high voltage.

II J

n
SD

366

Figure 31. Connecting.. Single-Phase Starter with Two Start-St tations

Step 2. .Using. the diagram you have jtist completed in figure 31, -add a start-stop station
.to the control'system now ipstalled on your trainer.
Str:4 $.. Have the instructor check your work. (CAUTION: Do not turn the power ON.)

- Step 4. Operate the motor to insure correct operation.

Step 5. Have the instructor .check your work.

(Instructor's Signature)

step 6. RemoVe the two start-skip stations and return to proper location. Leave themagnetic starter installed.

34
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PROJECT 8

Step1. Complete the following diagram in figure,32.

-r

NEUTRXL CONNECTS
TO STARTER L2 WHEN
NEEDED.

I

THREE PHASE POWER SUPPLY
L1 L2 L3

NEUTRAL BUS

POWER
LEADS

00 -074

Figure 32. Connecting a Single-Phase Starter with a Thermostat

Step , Using the diagram you have just completed in figure 32, connect a therinostat
to con of the magnetic starter now installed on.your trainer.

Step 3. Have the instructor check your work. (CAUTION: Do not turn the power ON.)

Step 4. Operate the motor to insure correct operation.

Step 5. Have the instructor check your work.

35

(Instructor's Signature) -
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PROJECT 9 ,

Step I.-Complete the following diagram in figure 33.

3 AUTO

37e

HEATER

Figure 33. Connecting a S ingle-Phase Starter with a Thermostat and a HOA Switch

Step 2. Using the diagram you have just completed, figure 33, add a HOA switch to the
control system now installed on your trainer.

Step 3. Have the instructor check your work. (CAUTION: Do not turn the power ON.)

Step 4. Operate the motor to insure correct operation.

Step 5. Have the instructor check your work.

w(Instructor's Signature)

NOTE: Do not remove any of this system from the trainer
after you have completed this project.

36
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Department of Civil Engineer Training WB'`3ABR54230-1-1V-4
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas ,July 19'15

TROUBLESHOOTING SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to:

1. Perform an operational check on a motor control system.

'2. Troubleshoot a motor control system for opens, shorts, and grounds.

3. , Repair electrical troubles.

4

o
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PROJECT 1

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT: Using the diagram provided in figure 34, select
the observable symptom which will be the result for each trouble. Consider each
trouble to be the only one in the system.

TROUBLE' OBSERVED
POINT TROUBLES SYMPTOM SYMPTOM

1. Open a. Motor will not start.
2. Short.

3. Open

4. Short

5. Short

6. Open

7. BlowirFuse

Fit Open*, -

9. Opel

10. ,Open

NEUTRAL CONNECTS
TO STARTER L2
WHEN NEEDED.

b. Motor will not run unles; contacts
are held closed.

c. Motor will not stop using stop
button.

d. Motor starts without pushing start
button.

e. Motor rune as long as start button is
held in. Stops when released.

f. Contacts close but motor does not
run.

THREE PHASE POWER SUPPLY

LI1 L2 L3

START

n
30

T2

POWER
LEADS

STOP

Tj

0

Figure 34, Single-Phase Square D Magnetic Starter

0 0 - 7 6
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PROJECT 2

Step 1. -Troubles have been created in your trainer. You are to locate and correct
these troubles.

Step 2. Have the instructor observe while you operate the motor system to insure all
troubles have been corrected.

Step 3. _ Use an ammeter and check the current draw of the motor. The meter read-
ing is , amps. Compare this reading with the full load current from the
motor data plate to insure the motor is drawing the proper amount of current.

Step 4. With the power turned OFF, disconnect the motor windings. With a megohm-
meter, check the resistance of each set of run windings.

Step 5. Have' the instructor check your work.

(Instructor's Signature)

Step 6. Remove all installed items from the trainer and return them to their proper
location. Clean and straighten trainer. Return all handtools to the trainer and have
the instructor check your trainer before locking it.

a

(Instructor's Signature)
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

WB 3ABR54230-1-IV-5
July 1975

MOTOR GENERATORS, CONTROL PANELS, AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to:

1. Identify the major componenth of a motor control center.

2. List the major components of a-motor control center.

3. Identify the major parts of a motor generator set.

. e.

' r

V
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...PROJECT 1

STRUCTIONS: 'Identify each' off the numbered
center schematic, figure 35, and write the nome

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

.
c..-`'4e motor control

- TO CO.NT9OL. ciRcuir POWC ANE

o

s

Figure 35

4 1
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PROJECT 2

Answer the following questions about the motor control center.

1. How many-ince:I-ling power connection points will the MCC have?

2. Name four el6ctrical components that Can be found on the face of the 41CC.

a.

b.

c.

d.

3. What two types of circuit breakers may an MC( 6ontain?

a.

b.

4. How ig'voltage distributed through the MCC?

.What is the purpose of the door switches in the MCC?

6. What is meant by HOA switch?

1

4.

f"-

42.
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Department of Civil Engineering Training SG 3ABR54230-1-V-1
Sheppard Air Force Baie, Texas August'1975

INTRUSION ALARM SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

This study guide will help you to become familiar with the types, design, operation,
andcomponents of intrusion alarm systems.

INTRODUCTION

Intrusion alarm Systems are composed of protection and annunciating devices for
premiies protection. These.deilces are assembled into an integrated system for the
protection requirements of various structures and/or areas. Special features are
incorpor;ted to meet the particular operiting procedures and physical layout existing
at a particular area.

These systems are primarily designed for the detection of unauthorized entry and
supervision of authorized entry into the protected area. This protection is obtained by
use of all or a combination of sound detectors, 'heat detectors, motion detectors,
vibration detectors, door contacts, window/ contacts, foiling, and lacing.

The circuitry is arranged so,thaeentry into'a protdcted area causes the transmission
of a signal to the guardhouse. This signal causes the operation of visual and audible
alarm devices:

Wiring frOm-all structures to the Central'Security Control is electrically supervised
ag fadts such as grounds, breaks, and/or a short which cause distinctive indica-
tiott -the control center. See figure 1 for a block diagram of a typical intrusion alarm
system. ..

.
. )

INFORMAT ION

PROTECTIVE ALARM SYSTEMS

An electrical protection system ap plied to an area will automatically detect un-
authorized entry and supervise authorized entry. Generally, the maiadvantage is
that it removes the need fora complete dependence upon the human element and permits
a reduction in security force. There are othei advantages, such as:

Permitting supervisory personnel tdreadily know of an attack.

Zoningof circuitevinpOints tie alarm and permits the concentration of security
force where needed most.

r Supplementing the security force and permitting greater coverage with a reduced
- security force.

1
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Protection System

'Basic Theory

bithusion alarm systems confist of a number of simple direct current circuits.
For you to be better able to follow the description of these. circuits, three basic items
will now be discussed or reviewed.

OHM'S LAW. Ohm's law states that the applied voltage to a 'circuit is equal to
the current times the resistance. Voltage is measured,in volts, current in amperes,
and resistance in ohms. The symbol for voltage is E, current I, and resistance R.
A pressure of one volt will cause a current of one ampere to flo?..,1-through a resistance
of one ohm. One ampere of current is.quite klarge value with-respect to signal or
protection circuits with which we will be dealing. Since supervisory and/or alarm
current is normally below 1/20 (.05). of an ampere, we must use the term milliampere.
One am` re is equal to 1000 milliamperes, and thus ale milliampere is equal ta.1/1006
.of.an ampere. When writing milliampere, use the abbreviation ma.

Ohm's law may also be expressed as follows:

I = R
E

An example of the application of Ohm's law is to determine the current that will
flow in a circuit where the value of the applied voltage and the resistance are known.
Find the current that will flow in. the circuit, shown in figure 2, with 48 volts applied
and a total resistance of 3200 ohms.

2
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Figure 2. Basic Protection Circuit

Example: I = 48 molts
R 3200 ohms

= .015 amperes

15.015 ampere or Two amperes equals 15 milliamperes.

Thus, the answer may be expressed as 15 ma or 15 mils.

RELAY OPERATION: A relay is an electromechanical device that consists of a
coil of fine wire wound around a soft iron core. This core is made of a magnetic
material, a material that is capable of being magnetized. When an electrical current
flows through the coil, a magnetic field is set up in and around the core. This mag-
netic field.isiists as long as current is flowing in the coil. When the current is cut off,
the magnetitfield collapses. The core material is soft iron, and due to its composi-
tion, loses its magnetism immediately after the current flow has stopped. The coil and
core of a relay is an electroinagnet. Attached to one end of the coil and core is a
hinged armature. This armature is also made of soft iron so that it will be attracted
magnetically but mill not retain any magnetism after the field induced by the electro-
magnet collapses. Therefore, when the coil has current flowing through it, it attracts
the armature. Since the armature is hinged, it willwing on its pivot toward the core.

424

The mechanical movement of the armature causes a set or several sets of elec-
trical contacts to operate. These contacts may be normally open and close a circuit
when the relay is energized. They can also be normally closed and open a 6ircuit when
the relay is energized. It is pgasable to have several sets of contacts, either closed
or open on the same relay actuated when the armature is attractedto the core. (See
figure 3, Basic Relay Components.)

3
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OPEN CIRCUIT f

CLOSED CIRCUIT (

COIL CIRCUIT

j...1E1AY CONTACTS

...ARMATURE

(SOFT IRON)

CORE (SOFT IRON)

RELAY CON. (MANY TURNS OF FINE WIRE)

EC-25I

Figure 3._ Basic Relay Components

The reasons for using relays are as follows:

A relatively small amount of current is requiied to operate a relay. Therefore,
a small gage wire rimy be used for long 'distances.

One contact or switch can control a single relay which:in turn can be mile to
perform several functions, depending on tb* number and type of contacts on the
relay.

Since relays, depending on their design, need certain values of current to operate,
they can be used to detect various conditions in a circuit.

(

. Relays can be used to lock circuits irfor out'and provide a means-of remote control.

'PtIPT.ITONII OF TERMS. Terms frequently used when discipsing intrusion alarm
ystems and their definitions are as follows:

B. A. Contact. Burglar Alaim Contact. Any device so placed that will actuate
an alarm

Drop or B. A. Drop. The annunciation device used on the central control unit
that senses any abnormal conditions occurring in the protection circuit.

.tkr*

- Supervised. An alarm will result when the wire is. broken, grounded, or when
two wires are shorted together.

I

1

Annunciation. Visual and audible signal intiications received at central control
points. . .

_

. .
Break Alarm (Break Drop). An alarm created by. a decrease in line current
below 9 ma. .

.
..

. .., .
. . .

...* IGround Alarm (Ground Drop)., An alarm created by an ifcrease in line 'current
In :10 ma. . , ---\

4
-
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Combination Break and Ground Alarm (Double-Drop). An alarm created first
by a decrease in line current below 9 ma and then an increase in line current

'to 30 ma.

Basic Circuit

There are two distinct features which must be a part of the design of a basic pro-
tection circuit. These are: The circuit must be under constant and complete elec-
tiical supervision, and it must function with a'current- capable of being carried by
telephone conductors.

In the typical basic protection circuit shown in figure 2, notice that in addition to
the closed series protection circuit, there is also an open series annunciation (alarm)
circuit in parallel across the same power supply.

The closed series protection circuit contains relays B and G (part of BA drop in
central control unit), a transfer contact and two resistors. The open series annuncia-
tion circuit contains contacts of relays B and G connected in parallel and the alarm bell.

Let us now,see how the circuit fulfills the requirements for constant and complete
electrical supervision. We have calculated by Ohm's law that the current flow in the
circuit shown in figure 2 is 15 ma. This current is sufficient to energize relay B and
thus maintain its contact B1 open. If a break occurs in any portion of the circuit, relay
B deenergize, contact 81 will close and the alarm bell will operate.

, If a grOund occurs in any portion of the power side of the circuit, both resistors
will be bypassed, and according to Ohm's law, the circuit will increase (less resistance -=
more current). Relay B will remain energized and relay G due to its design will
energize. Its-contact G1 will close and the alarm bell will operate.

ors.
If a ground occurs in the portion of the ground circuit between the two resistors,

the 1600-ohm resistor would be bypassed ani the current would increase to approxi-
mately 30 ma. Relay G would energize and cause aviunciation as before..

If a shOrt (cross)'occurred between the two wires in any portion. of the circuit, the
current woultrincrease and be annunciated by the alarm bell.

It may be seen that the circuit is completely supervised. Any accidental circuit
faults result in an alarm. For all practical purposes, it is foolproof and cannot be
tampered with. Any malicious tampering results in the operation of the alard bell.

Let us see how the circuit fulfills the second basic- rettuirement. The normal
supervisory current is 15 ma, and the greatest current resulting from a trouble is 30
ma. Thus, the current in the closed. series protection circuit is low and capable of
tieing carried by small gage wire. The current in the open circuit.annunciatiop may
be quite high. This is safely handled by the contacts of the B and G relays; and since
trig circuit is part of the control panel; conductor size is not a problem.

5
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CENTRAL CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Each protected area, building, or section of a large building has its own alarm
circuit directly connected to the central control equipment in the guardhouse. At this
point, each circuit terminates at a BA drop located on the front of the central control
unit.

BA Drop
-"`ftref.

This device consists of a plug-in unit on the face of which are two small windows
through which can be seen two target annunicators. Associated with each target and
directly below it is a reset lever. Two telephone-type switches, one with a yellow
handle (S1 and S2) and one with a red handle (L1 and L2), are located directly below
the reset levers. A tapper is located between thp two telephon4-type switches. The
"tipper" taps audibly on the inner side of the faceplate and moves visibly in and out
beyond it when an authorized person at the.protected structure wishes to communicate
with the operator at the guardhouse. This is done by inserting the plug of the phone
in the jackbox and operating the hand button located on,the handgrip of the handset. The
tapper-rod is mechanically attached to the armature of the tipper coil, which is located
at the rear of the BA drop. With normal night current of 15 ma, the tapper coil is
deenerOzed, and the tapper is flush with the'faceplate. With alarm current of 30 ma,
the tapper coil is energized, and the tapper extends out from the faceplate. Inside the
housing are two galvanometer movements, break and ground, ,which are attached to
each target by an operating arm. At one end of these arms are the targets, at the
other end are a set of contacts (G1 and B1). The targets are reseout of view; these
contacts are open; When the targets are in view, these contacts are closed. Each
galvanometer movement has a coil (ground coil and break coil) which are wired in
series. These,coils are connected in series with the tapper coil and the line switch
on the drop, the alarm devices in the protected structure and the power supply. The

..circuit components are adjusted to'produce 15 ma normal.current. The alarm devices
'are capable of either reducing,the current to zero and/or increasing the cupfent to 30
ma by 'opening and/or crossing the line.

The on the BA drops may be of four distinct types:

\1. A break in the protection circuit, causing the break,target onllie drop to
show.

2. A short n the circuit, causing the ground tarrget to show.

3. A combination break and cross, causing both targets to show.

4. The tapper coil is energized between 18-22 ma.

35 5'

All types of above signals result in both an audible and dvisual signal at the guard-
house in the form of a buzzer and red,,pilot light. AlLsignals received are treated as csj
alarm signals a.Sthis equipment will not differentiate between 'an alarm and a trouble
signal. Quite often a trouble signal is the result of malicious tampering.

. ,"
BREAK. When the circuit ilproken, the c rrent falls below 9 ma,
contact-31 closes and break target comes into view. Upon closing,

contact 91 establishes a circuit thrdugh alarm relay (UP) and a red
pilot light oln the panel. 'This light operates and contact ALI closes,

causing the vibrating buzzer to sound. (Referto,figure 4.)

6, 415
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Figure 4. Typical Circuit for Central Equipment
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Operating the silence switch (yelldw handle) to the left opens contact S1 which ,

silences the alarm buzzer anii extinguishes the red pilot light. The break target Can-
, not be reset until circuit current returns to 15 ma. The silence switch should be
restored to its center position when the break target'is reset.

CROSS. When the circuit is crossed, the shunting of the night resistor in the
protected structure, causes the current to increase to 30 ma. Contact Gl.closes and
the ground target comes into view. Upon closing, contact G1 establishes a circuit
through alarm relay (AL) and a red light on tee panel. The light glows and contact
AL1 closes, causing the alarm buzzer to sound. (See figure 4.)

When the silence switch (yellow handle) is operated to the right, contact S2 will
open, silencing the alarm buzzer and extinguishing the red pilot light. The ground
target-cannot be reset until the circuit current Ise:town to 15 ma. The silence switch -
should be restored to its center position wheri the target is reset.

BREAK AND CROSS. The circuit is first broken and then crossed anhost simul-
taneously. When the circuit is broken, contact B1 closes, and as described before,
the red light and buzzer operate. When the circuit is crossed, contact G1 closes and
establishes another path for the annunciation circuit.

The break target may be reset as the protection circuit is aompletectihrough
ground with a current flow of 30 ma. The ground target cannot be reset due to this
current value.

When the break target is reset, contact B1 opens; but the buzzer and red light
remain in the operated condition through. contact Gl. Operation of the silence switch

_to the right opens contact S2 and silences the alarm buzzer and extinguishes the red
pilot light. When the circuit is restored to normal, the ground drop should be reset
and the silence switch restored to its center position.

Circuif Description

Signals from the various protection circuits are received on galvanometer. .relay
units (BA (4rops).

The protection circuits from the various protected structures are connected to
individual BAjeops located on the front of the switchboard. These drops are mounted
in. horizontal Tows of four dropq each. There is a common alarm light associated with
each row to aid in quickly locating the operated drop.

, - Reference should be made to figures 4 and 5 in conjunction with the following
descriptions of typical normal protection, alarm, test, dommunication,and talking
circuits.

NORMAL PROTECTION CIRCUIT.. The circuit from the source of power enters
terminal 21, of the central control unit, figure 4: The circuit then continues through .

fuse FS1 (3-amp) to terminal A. Then the circuit enters terminal 2, -and a1/4-a,mp
fuselodated tti.the rear of the BA drop. 'The circuit continues through the tapper coil,
gro d coil G, Break coil B, through line switch Li (RED) through terminal' 1. of the
rpnt .al Coat rol to Illy protvrted structure through a telephone communication circuit.

" 417
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The circuit continues to: terminal L (Line) of figure 5, to TA1 (pry-off tamper
switch), TA2 (door tamper switch), backshell lining, cover lining, J1 (communication
jack) terminal 2, RM. day resistor, terminals 1 and 2, to the ON portion of on-off
switch, terminal A, through. the vibration contacts, to the "X" contact, terminals B
and 5, through doqr cbntacts to terminal 7, through night resistor RX 2, to El test
bell contacts, terminal 8, terminals18, 4, 3, test bell coil B, terminal 9, then in
figure 4 to terminals 2, B, 22, and back to the source of power.

OUP
SNAP

200 A

00011 'CONTACTS

LUMP
'WS

ifiF4 !TIM,

LEGEND
0 Terminal of 5912-CL Control Unit

Terminal of eight-point socket
1111, 3-- Plug and socket connection

-- Internal wiring of "X" relay
Installers Wiring
B-coil of test bell
Bl-test bell contact
J1-telephone jack

1102
I 0.2500 A

1

14

(C 014

RX1-Line resistor
RX2-Night resistor

' RX3 -Heater resistor
RX4-Current limiting resistor
SW-Protection on-off switch
TA1- cabinet pry ;off tamper.
TA2- cabinet door tamper
X-Plug-in alarm relay

NOTES:

Circuit shown in normal PROTECTION ON condition.

2. Plug-in relay X is required if vibration contacts are connected in the circuit.

3. If relay X is used, remove strap between terminals A and B.

4. Terminals D and E should be connected to 24 volts ac in locations
where heat is required to prevent condensation.

5. If`B. A. screens or lacing is to be connected in the circuit, remove straps between
terminals 1 and and 3 and 4, connect high side betweenerminals 1 and 2 and low
side between terminals 3 and 4.,

8. If B. A. foil is to be connected in the circuit, remove the strap between terminals
1 and 2 and connect accordingly, f011ow the same procedure if other tampers are
to he connected in Ihe cir uit.

Figur., 5 of Security Alarm-SipThitii 1.4:11
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ALARM CIRCUIT. The normal 15-mil (milliamps) current is sufficient to energize
the break coil, and keep its target from view, but not sufficient to energize the ground
coil. When normal current drops below 9 mils, the break coil deenergizes, its target
moves into vievrand contact B1 closes. When contact B1 closes, a circuit is estab}shed
from power through the coil of alarm AL on the control panel to point 8 on the drop plug,
contact B1 and silence switch (yellow handle) contact S1 to.,Olug 7, through the alartn
pilot with parallel 150-ohm resistor, a 100-ohm series resistor, through a 3-amp fuse
On the control panel to power. The alarm relay energizes and the alarm pilot lights
(red)... Contact AL closes, energizing alarm buizer on the control panel, causing it to
operate.

The operator then moves the yellow-handled silence switch to the left, opening
contact 51 which silences the buzzer and extinguishes the pilot light. Contact B1 of the
drop remains closed as the break target cannot be reset until the circuit current in-
creases above the 9-mil pcnt and energizes the breik coil..

If the normal current 'increases to 3 -mils, the ground coil of the drop energizes,
its target moves into view and contact G closes; establiShing the same circuits as
previously described, exceptsthat this ti e the circuifis established through contacts
S2. The operator moves the yellowhan led silence Switch to the right, ppening
contact S2, silencing the alarm buzzerlan extinguishing tft 011ot light. contact G1
remains closed as the ground target c t be reset until circuit current 'decreases'
below the 21-mil point and deenergizes th ground coil.

Some protectloh devices ll, upon o ration, cause the protection circuit to
first be broken and then cros ed (Shunting out the night resistor in the local control
unit and increasing the current to 30-mils) almost simultaneously. When the circuit
is broken, contact Becloses and'ths red light and buzzer opeiate. Mien' the' circuit
becomes crossed, contact G1 closes and estalishes a parallel path for the alarm
Annunciation circuit. The.brealetarget may be reset immediately as the cross on the
protection circuit, causing a 30-mil current to flow, energizing the break coil.

When the break target is reset, contact B1 opens, but the buzzer and light remain
operated through contact GI. Operation of the silence switch to the right opens contact
S2 and thus silences the buzzer and extinguishes the light. When thectrcuit-restores to
normal'. with 15-mil current flowing, the ground coil deenergizes. The ground target
may be 'reset and the silence switch restored to its normal' center position. %.

TEST CIRCUIT. Rectified ac power is proxided for inclliidually testing totie pro-
tection circuits. Selectivity is obtained by manipulation of the line switch on the BA
drop in the particular protection circuit.-`

When the line switch (red handle) is operated to the righti contact La opens and
. contact L2 closes. This transfers the high-side of the protection from its normal

48-volt power source through the break and ground drops, to a 135-volt test pOwer
source. The test circuit may be traced from the negative through the power set, a
1-amp fuse, the primary of the test transformer on the control panel, the milliammeter
on the test panel, contact L2 and through the line jack to the protected structure. The
circuit it cothpleted through the locaLcontroI unit normal protection citcuit located at
the protected structure, causing the bell coil to ring at the protected structure, and the
test light to glow and milliammeter to respond at the central?kontrol indicattng a normal
circuit.

a
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A.

"Talking Circuit"

A common 'talking" circuit may be provided for comet cation over the transmis-
sion lines. Selectivity is obtained by operating the line swath to the L2 position on the
particular BA drop, fflteir the telephone handset is plugged into the communication jack
at the central control unit.

..

Jackbbxes must be installed in each local control unit for authorized personnel to
plug-in a portable telephone handset. This enables the maintenance man to signal
and tkiKto the switchboard operator.

The maintenance man removes the tamper plug from the jackbox at the local
control unit and plugs in his handset. A ground alarm is received on the particular
BA drop when the tamper plug is removed. A break alarm is registered when the
handset inserted. The maintenance man signals the operator by intermittently
operating the pushbutton in the handle of the phone. This button opens and closes the
protection circuit, annunciates an alarm condition, and operates the tapper coil on the
particular BA drop.

The visual and andible operation of the tapper is a distinctive feature which
identifies the annunciation as a communication signal rather than an alarm signal.

The switchboard operator plugs his telephone handset into the communication cir-
cuit jack at the central control unit, operatei the line switch (L2) to the right position,
and the "talking" circuit is thus established for two-way communication.

When 'the conversation is completed, the maintenance man removes his handset and
restores the protection circuit to normal by replacing the tamper plug.

The switchboard operator returnshe line switch (L1) to the left position and
removes the telephone handset from the "talking" jack and resets the break and
ground targets.

CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT (B5904C)
1

t

(

The control unit provides for the control, annunciation, and testing of the pro-
tective alarm system circuits. There are various types of control units which can be
used,-depending on the scope of protection desired. The type discussed here is the
one you will be associated with In this course. It is 18" wide, 18" high, and 7" deep,
with a hinged cover. The cover of the cabinet has cutouts to accomodate a maximum
of six BA drops. The cover of the cabinet contains a line jack for each drop position,
a common "talking" jack, a testmilliammeter, a test pilot light (amber), and a
common alarm red light.

The wiring at the rear of the cover contains six, 10-point sockets, on short cables,
each of which is provided for attaching to a particular BA drop.

1
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Local Control' Unit 5912-CL

This unit, designed for installation outside the protected structures, is the controkti
unit to which the alarm initiating,devices are connected. The unit consists of a gray
finished steel cabinet, (approximatel 12" high, 5 1/2" deep, 8" wide) inside'of which
is mounted a control panel. The unit is lined and provided with a cover taniper switch
and a pry-off tamper switch. The cover contains a three-position rotary switch for
conditioning the protective circuit to the ON or OFF condition, a jack for inserting a
portable telephone handset for communication and a tamper plug attacped to a chain.

The control pinel contains two variable Kesistors for adjusting the circuit currents,
a test bell, a resistor for providing heat, a socket for inserting an alarm relay,and
two terminal strips-for external wiring connections.. (Refer to figure 5.)

The testbell is operated at closing4time (and periodically during the protection ON
'period) by applying a test potential, at the.Guardhouse, Ito the protection circuit. If
the circuit continuity is complete the test bell will operate.

. Terminals are provided to connect 24-volts ac to the resistor on the control panel
if heat is required to prevent condensation within the unit.

An alarm relay _must be ordered separately and infiVed in the socket on the control
panel if vibration contacts are connected to the,protection circuit. The relay is a five-
prong plug-in relay with a 200 -ohm coil and a set .of transfer contacts.

The unitois designed for wall mounting and is provided with 1/2" and 3/4" conduit
knockout at each side. The unit is not weathertight and must, therefore, be mounted
in a suitable outdoor housing..

The test bell is factory adjusted and should not require any field adjustment. After
the unit is installed and all the protection devices connected, the line currents should
be adjusted.

./4
After the unit is installed and the initial line and bell current adjustments are,

made, the unit will require little attention. The contaas on the spring pileups of the
jack should be burnished at least every three months.
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Local Control Unit B179

This unit, designed for installationInside the protected structures, is the control ...._
unit to which the alarm initiating devices are connected. It is 7 7/8" highX 4 3/8"
deep and consists of a phenol'c housing with a removable cover. The over contains a
three-position rotary switnh for conditioning the protection circuit tone ON or OFF
condition.. The cover also contains two pin plugs which are electrically connected
within the phenolcematerial. These plugs engage mating jacks in the base of the cover
and both the plugs and jacks are wired into the circuit, hi such a manner, as to open
the protection circuit when the cover is removed, figure 6.

The unit also contains two variable resistors for adjusting the circuit currents, a
terminal strip for external wiring connections and a test bell. The test bell is. operated
at closing time (and periodically duffing the protection "On" period) by applying a test
potential., to the protection circuit at the Guard House. lithe circuit continuity is
completed, the buzzer in the B,179 unit will operate.

No provisions are made for running conduit to this unit and therefore, it must be
mounted on a Conduit Base. This base is approximately 1-1/2" deep 'and is provided
with a tapped hole for 1/2" conduit at the top and bottom of this unit.

The test bell in this unit is factory adjusted and should not require any field adjUst-
ment. However, the location of the bell dome is an essential part of the adjustment and
it must be removed in order to mount the unit. Therefore, the bell dome should be '
marked before removing and should be carefully replaced in order not to affect the

'adjustment.
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Vibration Contact

BA (BURGLAR ALARM) C-ONTACTSA

In figure 5, the component parts of the unit are molded and/Or assembled to a
phenolic base. A phenolic cover is secured to the base with two screws and sets on a
.cork dust sealing gasket. The unit consists of a set of normally closed contacts. The
stationary contact is molded in the base; the moving contact consists Of a thin, flexiblE"
steel reed with a arriall weight riveted to the end. A pressurspring is attached to the
steel reed and is provided with an adjusting screw. Two two-foot leads are soldered to
terminals in the bottom of,the base. A bottom cover is installed over these terminals
to insulate them from metal surfaces.

Ago.

The unit should be mounted so that the leads face downward to prevent the possibit-
ity of water and/or dirt accumulating in the wiring recesses and to assure Proper
operation of the contact.

A connecting block, for use as a test point, must be mounted near each vibration
IF contact, so that a meter may be inserted in the circuit to observe the results of the

tests. The metal"strip supplied-with the block should be replaced with a wire,strap to
facilitate opening the circuit for inserting the test meter. ,

relay unit; which is required whenever vibratiorrtype contacts are u . The vibrations
The vibration circi,tft is normally closed and is wired to shunt til4ad larrn relay in the

which occur during an attack cause the steel,reed to vibrate, open the normally closed
circuit,and thus energize and operate the relay unit and the alarm set to produce a
locked-in ground at the guardhouse.

The contact is factory adjusted for a cpiact pressure of four to six grams. In

theory, each contact should be adjusted to a certain maximum sensitivity to assure
receipt of an alarm upon minimum attack vibrations and a certain minimum sensitivity
in order that false alarms may be eliminated. The minimum pressure setting for the
contact should normally be one gram.

The sensitivity is adjusted by changing the contact pressure. Turning the pressure
adjusting screw clockwise will increase the pressurteon the contacts and decreasathe

, sensitivity. Turning the pre ure adjusting screw counterclockwise will decrease theap
pressure on'the contacts and Increase the sensitivity.

Contact pressure shall be measured with a gram gage. An approximate separation
pf not less than 1/32 inch must be held between the two springs._ This will allow proper
freedom of movemerit,for the weighted contact. Never bend the springs of the Contacts.
If defective for any reason, replace it with a new unit.

Magnetic Contact

In figures 5 and 8, the magnetic contracts are primarily used for heavy-duty
swing doors, track doors, and gates. These contacts consist of two parts, an actua-
ting bloCe and a contact bloCk, each enclosed in a weatherproof housing. The magnet
I mounted on the door tokbe protected and the contact block is mounted on the door

or frame in such a manner that when the door: is closed, the magnet and contact
ock are brought together. The air gap betWeen the two parts of this contact (magnet

1/4 14 423
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and contact block) should be from 1/4 to f/2 inc . A tapped hole for 1/2-inch conduit
is located at one enottlie contact block. A reinovable cover plate is provided for

access to the wiring terminals. 1

,

0This unit will not require adjustment. Oa rar occasions, the contact within the
contact block may become inoperative. When this aptiens, the contact unit `should be

.replaced'. It would nOtbe necessary to remove the, tact block to replace this unit.
,

The contact unit consists of two pole pieces and a rotor piyoted between the pole

pieces. Attached tohe rotor is a metal strip with contact points whlph rnate with
fixed contact points on the pole piece as the rotor pivots. A spring attached between
one end of the rotor and a fixed bracket keeps the rotor in position so that one of its
contact points 4egages a pole piece contact point and maintains a closed circuit. When

a strong magnetic field is introduced-near the contact block (door closed), the rotor will
pivot due to its irregular shape, since the lines of magnetic flux will seek the shortest
path through iron. The rotor is pivoted by this magnetic force and in so doing charges
the torsion spring. The pivoting of the rotor. transfers the rotor contact point from one
pole 'piece contact point to the other pole piece contact point. This device is in effect

single pole, double throw switch. When the magnetic field is removed (door opened),

the rotor is pivoted by the torsion spring and the contacts transfer, initiating a break

alarm and, then rground alarm.

Mercury Contact

In figure 6,.thdp device consists of two hie-action mercury switches mo
an adjUstable clip and enclosed in a ehenolic housing. These switches are monited so,.
that the cbntacts of one are normally open (make contact) and the other normally
closed (break contact). Screw terminals are provided for connecting theline wiring; ,

clips are provided under the heads of the terminal screws for connecting the window

foil, see figure 3.

The switches shoved be adjusted to operate when the surface on which the contact
is mounted is tilted throUgh en angle of'two degrees.

'

-

This contact is used for protection of tilting windows such as horizontally pivoted
windows or the cantilever projected type.

.When the window on which a metcury contact is inouhted is tilted, the mercury in
the normally closed switch flows away from the contacts, while the mercury in the
normally open switch flows toward the contacts. The break contacts are opened ant
the make contacts are clotted due to the action and conductance,of the mercury. This'
action is in effect equivalent to a transfer contact and results in a break followed by a
ground on the circuit.
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SUMMARY

An intrusion alarm system applied'to an area will. detect unauthorized entry and
supervise authorized entry. The main advantage is thalirri moves, the need,..
complete dependence upon the human element and permits a reductioirin guard force.

These systems consist of a number of sifnple direct current circuits. .Since super-
visory and/or alarm current is normally below .05 of an'ampere, we must use the
term milliampere. One ampere is equal to 1,000 milliampers and one milliampere is
equal to 1/1,000 of an ampere. The common abbreviation for milliampere is ma.

A relay is an electromechanical device that consists of a-coil of fine .wire wound
around a soft iron core, made of a magnetic material. Due to the composition of the

'core, the armature materials, they lose their magnetism immediately after current
ceases flowing in the coil and the magnetic field collapses.

The mechanical movement of the armature, because of its attraction to the core
of a relay, will cause alset or seViral lets of electrical contacts to operate. These
contacts may, be normally open and close a circuit when .the relay is energized; or they
may be normally closed and open a circuit.

Relays are used,because a relatively small amount of current is required for their
operation, permitting the use of small gage wire for long distances.

---
One contact or switch can control a single relay which, in turn, can be made to

perform several functions depending on the number and type oteontacts.on the relay.

Since relays, -depending on leir design, need certain values of current to operate:
they can be used to detect various circuit con ions.

- ,
There are two 'distinct features which mu incprporated' in the design of a basic

protection circuit. These are: the circuit must be under constant and complete elec-
"trical supervision, and it must function with a current capable of being carried by tele-
phone conductors.

"op
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In direct wire intrusion alarm systems, each protected area, building, or section

of a large building has its own alarm circuit directly connected to the central control
equipment iri the guardhouse. Each circuit terminates-at a BA drop mounted in the
control unit. .

A BA drop consists of a plug-in unit on the face of which are two small windows
through which can be seen two target indicators.

AssOciated with each target and directly below it is a reset lever. Two telephone-
type switches, one vitth a yellow handle and one with a red handle, are located directly
below the reset levers.

Signals received on the BA drop may be of three distinct types:
. .

1. A- break in the protection circuit, causing the break target on the drop to show.'

2.. A cross in the circuit, causing the ground target to show.

3. A combination break and.cross, causing both targets to show.
.

,QUESTIONS .
1. What is the purpose of intrusion alarm systems?

2.. What is themain advantage of these systems?

. Why are so many relays used in intrusion alarm systems?

4. What are the four distinct indications received on BA drops?

5. What does the term supervised mean inconnection with intrusion alarm systems?

6. How does a decrease in a circuit's resistance affect the current flow?

What distinct features must an intrusion alarm protection circuit posses?
,

.. ,

8.- What, are the three ekpreisions of Ohm's Law? \
9. What is the cause of a ground target.on a protection circuit's EA drop?

0
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FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

9G 3ABR54230 -1 -V-3

. . The ob)ective of this study guide is to help, you become familiar with fire alarm
systems. A .

INTRODUCTION

A fire alarm system serves the primary function- of warning personnel that an
overheated condition or an actual fire exists. While fire is one of man's oldest tools,
it is also one ol his most deadly enemies. The fire toll each year in lives and property
is tremendous. Fires have killed more people (n this country than wars. It is obvious
that detettion and control of fires are of grave concern to the Air Fdrce. This study
guide is to help you keep alarm systems in serviceable condition by detecting and
correcting pOssible causekof failures in operatibn in either manual or automatic sys-
tems.

INFORMATION

PURPOSE OF FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS

A Fire alarm systems provide a direct, intelligible, and reliable means ofsummon-
ins the fire department to a fire, thus refducing!the interval between the timezir is
detected and the time p firefighting equipment arrives' on the scene. It .

warns_ the occupants of structure thatkfke condition exists so that they may take --'
action to remove the lies from danger. Some types of fire alarm systems auto-
=May detect fires and transmit alarm signals. Other systemi, such.= sprinkler

- or deluge systems :not only detect and transmit an alarm signal but also begin to ex-
tinguish the fireautomatically before firefighters arrive:

TYPES OF FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS '

Fire alarm systems are classified as either coded or uncoded according to the
type of signal transmitted. This classification is further broken dovnt into manual or
automatic, depending on the method of actuation.

Coded System . 4: o

Coded systems transmit, record, and egrada sigi:alAdentif ying -the transm itter
or actuating device from which the signal originates.

r.
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Noncoded System .

Noncoded systems sound a continuous signal and indicate through visual devices
_ ___the circuit_in_whickthe_actuating device is located. _e_

Manual Syi

In manual systeins other than fire reporting telephones, signalworiginating from
fire alarm boxes may produce either coded or noncoded signals.

Automatic System

Automatic fire alarm systems may produce either coded or noncoded signals.
Detectors in the system operate,aatomatically in response to game, or abnormally
high temperatures. 'These systems may also have manual stations to permit manual
transmission of fire alarmi. .

THEORY OF OPERATION

Most automatic fire alarti systems operate'by varying the current flow through a
network of circuits. Current flow is changed in intensity (amount) by changing either
the voltage applied to the circuit or the resistance in-the circuit. The amount of
resistance in the circuit can be increased or decreased by relays adding or removing
resistors by varying grid voltages to tubes or by changing the characteristics of the
circuits.

Fire alarm circuits are normally operate0 using dc voltage and obtain their power
from a commercial alternating current voltage system through a transformer- rectifier.
Usually a battery or series of batteries are used for backup or standby supply for the
system in case of an ac power failure, figure 5.

so.
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GROUNDED SIDE .

OF AC SUPPLY'',
CEA -475

,Figure 5. Schematic Wiring Nagram of Power Set

Figure 5, is a schematic wiring diagram of the sower set. Power at 120-volts
60-cycle ac is fed through terminals 1 and 2 of the power sobice, switch PS1, fbse

'-FS1, and to the primary of transformer TF. There are four tap terminals on the
secondary pf the transformer which are identified on the terminal strip of the rectifier
units as C, D, E, and F. The number of cells'in the battery detertines the terminal
to which the rectifier input terminals A and B are connected.

The secondary dOltage &pm the transformerqs adjusted by rheostat EMI and is
impressed across the bride-connected selenium rectifier. The rectifier. voltage is
connected in parallel with the battery voltage through terminals 5 (positive) Ad 6
(negative) and the input to the resistor blocks as shown in figure 5.
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Automatic Heat Detector

C

RATE-OF-RISE PRINCIPLE OF
OPERATION. When a fire occurs, air
temperature rises rapidly, especially at
the ceiling of an enclosure. This rapid
rise of temperature, 15 to 20 degrees or
more per minute, affects the Automatic
Heat Detector Unit. The ,air in chamber ,

(A), see figure, 6, is expanded, reacts
against thin flexible metal diaphragm (C)
which moves spring (D) to close an electri-
cal circuit with screw (E).

A passage leads from chaMber (A) to
the atmosphere in which, there is a factory-
installed, predetermined, trouble-free
Vent (B). This vent is calibrated, set and
sealed at the factory to allow, under normal
temperature variations, a balanced relation-
ship between the air in,chamber (A) and the
outer surrounding atmosphere. This

"breathing action" allows the chamber to
"ride through" normal air changes.

FIXED TEMPERATURE PRINCIPLE
OF OPERATION. Completely independent
of the "rate-of-rise" feature, the "fixed- Figure 6. Automatic Heat Detector or
temperature" principle utilizes a metallic Thermostat Unit
sprpg (G), held to inactive positioby a
teniperature-rated fusible ally (F). Thus, should the "rate-of-rise" 111 attire -not
respond where smoldering fires create. slow temperature increases, when the heat at
the ceiling reaches the fusing temperature of the alloy ('F), spring (G) is released. This
action them moves sprins (D) to close electric circuitry with screw (E). Temperature
ratings are 135 and 190 F. Selection is important, being determined by the maximum
ambient air temperatures known and anticipated, at the detector unit under normal

' conditions.

TELL-TALE INDICATOR. When the heat detector unit is operated by the, "fixed-
temperature" feature, the unit cannot be reset and must be'replaced. A unique tell-
tale indicator (H) of figure 6 is provided in such instances. Looking like a small
"button" on the outside of the chamber, this button becomes a ,hole when the alloy (F) is
melted. This Arrangement makes it possible to readily detect a unit which has been
activated.
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Fire Alarm Box

The manual fire alarm box is an Open circuit contact device operated .by pulling a'
die-case handle which breaks a glass retaining rod. See figure 7. The handle, in
turn, holds the switch plunger depressed against spring tenition so that the switch
contact is open. When the handle is pulled, the switch plunger moves forward to close
the switch contacts. The Box Is tested by rotating the eccentric glees rod retaknelk one-
half turn so as to release the rod sod allow the switch plunger to move forward. After
each fire alarm, the glass rod must be replaced. This is done by rotating-the rod
retainer to a certain position which will allow insertion of the rod. After insertion,
the rod retainer is returned to its normal position.

*i

Figure 7. Manual Fire Alarm Box

.FIRCUIT ANALYSIS

' :Figure 8, Local System shows. the circuit in a normal supervisory condition.
This means that the nornfal power supply is feeding power to the system and that
there ar no tmultes or alarms in the system,

Current is flowing through the one portion of the .circuit, arming the trouble and
dperatingtoilstut without sufficient current to activate the relay. Current is reduced
by.the line resistor.

An ac power failure will deenergize the power failure relay (PFR) causing its con-
tacts to change position. This will open the mainline contacts and close the B+ and
trouble buzzer line contacts. This will connect the battery into the system at 84 and
B-.and energize the buzzer to let you Imow there is trouble, see figure 9.,
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A fire signal will occur when an overheat condition causes one of the detectors to
close. When the detector closest the line resistor is bypassed, reducing the total re-
sistance of the circuit. A reduction of total resistance will cause an increase in cur-
red. This increase .current will oe great enough to ehergize the trouble relay
(TRI) and the open g relay (ORI) ttirough the zone circuit. When the ORI relay
energizes,the ORI co is close providing a path for the signal bells, Ne figure 10.
When the TRI relay con cts close, a path is providetthrough the trouble buzzer
switch through the TRI c tacts and through the trouble buzzer, indicating a fire
condition exists.
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To restore the system after a fire, signal_has been sent, the ollowing circuits will
be involved: The zone circuit, the signal circuit, and the tro e circuit. If a fire
has actuated the zone circuit, the detectors involved must be inspected and, in some
cases, replaced. This is particularly true of some fixed temperature detectors that
havea fusible alloy link. Once the detectors have been restored, the reset button on
thecontrol panel is pressed to deenergize the one circuit and allow the contacts to
return to their normal position. The signal cutoff switch should be moved to the signal
position and the trouble buzzer switch should be returned to the buzzer -positiOn. The
system should now be ready to resume its duty in a normal supervisory condition.

SUMMARY

The purpose of a fire alarm system is to notify building occupants to evacuate and
summon organized assistance. Electrical fire alai= systems may be either coded,
noncoded, manual, automatic, and sprinkler, or deluge. Fire detectors can be heat,
smoke, or flame detectors or operate electrically or electronically.

QUESTIONS

I. What is the purpose of the PFR relay?

2. How are the alarm bells silenced?

3. What is the function of the buzzer?

4. What is the principle of operation of a temperate detector?
'tkv

5. Name the three circuits mentioned In the study gu de on fire alarm systems.
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CORROSIONCONTROL AND CATHODIC PROTECTION

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study.guide is to help you recognize corrosion of metals and
the procedures necessary for the protection of metallic structures.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force is interested in eliminating the waste of materials and manpower ,
caused by corrosion of metals.

If the entire Air Force were located at one installation,. the corrosion probleni
would not be so difficult to control, but because the Air Force has worldwide clitrimit-
ments, corrosion becomes a greater problem.

Cathodic protection is the reduction or prevention of corrosion of a metal surface.
This is accemilished by making the metallic structure the cathode of a corrosivtierll.
Two types of protection in general use are the galvanic anode and the impressed -
rent methods.

INFORMATION

THEORY OF CORHOSICN

Man had had corrosion problems to contend with ever since he started making
,items out of metal. Some metals, like iron, will corrode. Other metals, such as
gold and Silver, willnot.,corrode. It has only been in thil century that definite steps
have been taken to prevent corrosion. The theory accepted today is that corrosionis
basically electrochemical in nature.

Corrosion is defined as the gradual destruction of metal by electrochemical reac-
tion with its environment.

Metals tend to return toitheir natural state, An example, iron returns to iron
oxide. The faGtors necessary for corrosion are an anode, cathode, electrolyte, and
a pondudtdr. Ions flow frOm the anodic area through the electrolyte towards the
Cathodic area. See figure 11.' Tiny pieces of metal make up the ions. Leaving'the'
anodic area, metallic ions combine with negative ions and become oxides or rust.
Thus corrosion is in progress. The tendency of a metal to corrode depend43upon the
potential between the metal andits ions in solution. .
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Figure le, Simplified Corrosion Cell Showing Conditions

Which Must Exist for Electrochemical Corrosion

Potential is determined by th't type of metal and its ions in the solution.

TtRilS USED IN CORROSION,

The following terms are useful in understanding corrosion:

Anode The electrode of an electrolyte cell at which oxidation occur-s. In corrosion,
TE1371sually the electrode from which the electrons flow to an external circuit.

e

Cathode - The electrodt of an electrolytic cell, soil or the area that is, not attacked.
and is the electrode to which electi-ons flow from an external circuit.

-.-
Corrosion - The gradual deiCructian of a metal by chemical or electrochemical reaction

-with its enVitOnment.

Electrolyte - A chemical substance or mixture, soil or liquid. containing ions,which
migrate in an electrical field. *

Electron -- A fundamental particle carrying a negative electric. charge. It is the funda-
.

.i71151Carrier of electrie.current.

Ion - An electrically-charged particle. in;which the charge is due to the gain or loss of
..one or more.electrons.

FORMS OF CORROSION.

Therewar e three general forms of corrosion.

-Uniform Etch Corrosion

The surface effect produced by most direct chemical ttacZs. As an'example. zinc,
....if exposed to hydrochlori "acid, will corrode. On a polished surface this type of

corrosion is first seen as a general dulling of the surface. If such corrosion is allowed
to continue. the surface becomes rOtigand possibly frosted in appearance.

.. e * .. ,,
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N Localized Corrosion

Localized corrosion is caused by local action or local cells. A local cell is setwhen there' is a difference of potential between areas on a metallic surface that is in anelettrolyte.- Localized corrosion may be in the form of pitting, cavitation, or erosion.Cavitation and erosion are started by mechanical forces. The sudden collapse of air-bubbles between a metal surface and a liquid under pressure will cause the water tostrike the surface of the metal with sufficient force to knock''some metal off the surface.The holes 'left by this action will have sharp edges as if they had been chiseled out.Erosion is usually caused by the abrasive effect of liquids moving over the surfacevf a ,metal. Water has an abrasive effect 'and if it is movingfast enough, ,it will erode themetal. If the fluid should have sand or similar. abrasive material in it, the sand willadd to the erosion. Metarthat has been eroded will look similar to soil that has beeneroded. If an electric current passeg from a piece of metal into a, solution, it will take
some of-the metal with it, leaving a vacancy or pit in the surface of the metal' If thecurrent leaves the metal equally over a large area. the corrosion will look similar tothe corrosion caused by direct chemical attack. But if the current leaves only from
spots on the metal, the metal will have spots of corrosion on it. Figure 12 shows someexamples of corrosion that will leave pits in the metal surface.

Compositional Corrosion

Compositional corrosion is paused
by distimilar metals in-contact with
each other.

Brass is an alloy consisting mostly
of capper and zinc. If brass is ex-
posed to electrochemical corrosion,
since the zinc is higher up.Ori the gal-
vanic series the zinc will be dissolved
out of the alloy first, leaving the cop-
per. The more common use of brass
is in the manufacture of valves and
similar pipe fittings. Since these
brass fittings are usually joined to
either iron or copper pipe, this type
of corrosion can occur4luite often and
can be a great problem. Figure .12
shows a diagram of how this form of
corrosion can occur. Cast iron it an
alloy made of iron and carbon. The
carbon is in the form of graphite. If
cast iron is exposed toelectromechan-

-.ical corrosion, the iron will dissolve
out and lebe the graphite. It occurs
quite often on cast-iron pipe. As often

DISSIMtLAR METALS

BREAK IN COATING

CINDER AGAINST THE PIPE

C -Cr -OP

.

Figure 12. Examples of Corrosion

happen* with underground pipe, most of the iron may dissol1e out, leaving a graphite
. pipe. The graphite pipe may lastffor many years if it is not subject to any mechanical

forces or sudden pressures.

.
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METHODS OF CONTROLLING ,CORROSION .

In order to control corrosion, the electrochemical circuit must be broken. This
maybe accomplished by applying a coating-of-paint or plating with metallic surface.
This Will prevent the metallic surface from corning in contact with its corrosion
environment. Another method to control corrosion is. to introduce a countercurrent
flow which will prevent current froth leaving the metallic surface anodic areas. There
are two methods used to provide this countercurrent flow,. galvanic anode and irhpressed
current.

Galvanic Anode Method

C

To control corrosion by the galvanic method, a metal anode higher in the electro-
motive force series and more negative than the metal to be protected must be electri-
cally connected.

When magnesium and iron are connected, the more negative metal (magnesium), .

becomes the anode, and the metal to be protected (iron) becomes the cathode. Thus,
a cathodic protection system is formed. Current leaves the anode as it corrodes and
passes through the electrolyte (soil or water) to thecathode. If more current from the
anode enters the protected' metal preventing current from leaving it, corrosion will
stop. See figures, 13 and 14 for examples of ,cathodic protection by Galvanic (Sacrificial)
Anode systems. -

t -1 : t.
PIPE o

s'

EXTERNAL
CIRCUIT, ZINC OR MAGNESIUM ANOD'

0 'WITH PREPARED BACKFILL

ELECTROLYTE

Cathode Cathode
Anode

Cathode
Anode,

Cathode

t1k113BON ANODE

0

Magnesium

Rod (Anode)

Tank Cortoclin
fink Protected

ligurti 13. .1.:aiinnIlt; Protection by ttiu Aii(niplitvihnct,
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iNSULATED
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR

EXISTING GRADE

t
2

PROTECTED
STRUCTURE

O.

BACKFILL

MAGNESIUM ANODE

INSTALL BELOW
STRUCTURE

WHERE FREE
SPACE IS A

FACTOR

Figure 14: Typical Sacrificial Anode
Installation

Disadvantages of the Galvanic Anode System

The chief disadvantages are:

i. Current output is limited.

Advantages of Galvanic Anode Systeth

- The chief advantages of the galvanic:
or sacrificial anode system are:

1. No external power source is needed,

2. No regulation is needed. ,

3. Simplicity of installation.

4. Dangers from cathodic interference
is ininimized.

5. Maintenance, is synall over the anode
life,

2. Large numbers of anodes 'are. usually required to protect bare structures.

Galvanic anode systems are preferred where areas to be protected are small.
They are also preferred in hazardous locations, and on well-coated lines of pipe. .

The major components of a galvanic anode system are cathodef, anode, test
. stations, electrolyte, and backfill.
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Impressed Current Method

An impressed current system normally consists of a source of dc power obtained
from a rectifier set, an anode, cathode, test stations, electrolyte, and backfill.
Current is forced from the source of power through the ground bed (anodes), the
electrolyte, and to the structure to be protected (cathode). See figures 15 A, B, C,
and D.

Anodes used in impressed current,systems are inactive materials. They normally
do not corrode until current is impressed and then only a small amount is lost over a
period of years. The anodes are installed in a ground bed of soil or water. The two
most common anodic materials used are graphite and high silicon cast iron. Scrap
iron and aluminum is sometimes used. .A closeup view of a graphite anode is shown
in figure 16. .

In the galvanic anode and impressed current systems, the current generated by
both methods "budk out" the corrosion currents which occur when metal ions go into
gaseous solution.

A Protection of Steel Pipe B Prote.ction of Cast-Iron Pipe

C Protect Line Booster Station% D Protect Large Industrial storage Tanks

Figure 15. Impressed Current Methods
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CONNECION TO
POWER SOURCE
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Figure 16. Graphite Anode Installed in Earth
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An impressed current anode system, using graphite anodes, is shown in figure 17
Notice fhat the negitive lead of the rectifier is connected to the structure or tank. <The
positive lead of the rectifier connects to the graphite anode n backfill. Graphite anodes
are very brittle and are subject to damage in handling and nstalling.

.

RECTIFIER

NEGATIVE
LEAD

POSITIVE

GRAPHITE ANODES LEAD
IN RACKFILL

C1

INSULATED
CONDUCTOR

coy -er

Figure 17. Impressed Current Anode System Using Graphite Anodes

Coke breeze bacldill is used with graphite anodes for the purpose of establishing
&lower resistance bond between the soil and the ground bed. Coke is a good conductor.
When the graphite anode is installed in coke breeze, the coke breeze in effect becomes
the anode. This backfill is about 77 percent carbon, 15 percent moisture, 4 percent
sulphur, 1 percent ash. and the remainder is water.

Bacidill lowers the anode-to-soil.reskstance and permits use of greater current
density. The life of the anode is extended When coke breeze backfill is used Ay approxi-
mately ten to fifteen years.

Another material used for impressed current system anodes is high silicon cast
iron. This anode is also very brittle. By composition it contains a minimum of 14. 35'
'percent silicon, a maximum of 0. 85 percent carbon, and 0.65 percent manganese.
The remainder is iron. For high-chloride and high-temperature operation. 3 percent
molybdenum may be added. Sizes of anodes range from 4 to 5 pounds for flexible
assemblies and from 14 to 115 pounds for rigid types. Sizes above 55 pounds are used
oily in. salt water.

. ,
Aluminum is used with impressed current systems to protect the interior of water

storage tanks. Aluminum anodes are available in the form of wire, rod. and bar with
sizes ranging from 1/16 torinches in diameter. The commonly used diameter size
rods are 1/2, " 3/4," 1." 1 1/2," and 2."

.

Aluminum has the advankge of low initial cost and lightness of weight. Commer-
cial anodes are only '15 percent efficient. They.are consuiried at the rate of 9 lbs per
ampeie year. This high consumption rate is undesirable, however, the corrosion
products from aluminum do not contaminate potable water. The installation of these
anodes. is shown in figure 18.
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BOWL 52 FT DIAMETER

ANODE RADIUS 18 FT

BOWL ANODES I IN DIAMETER.
BY 10 FT LONG ALUMINUM

RISER ANODE 1 2 IN DIAMETER
BY 130 FT LONGALUMINUM

TYPE uSE STYLE RR
CONDUCTOR IN CONDUIT,

f
2

r

CCP -OW

Figure 18. Jmpreised Current Cathodic Protection Sistem
for 75,000-Gallon Elevated Water :rink Using Aluminiim Anodes

Current Sources )4,

.
The transformerl'rectifier set shown'in figure 19 is the principally used

source of-power for 'mpressed current systems. Commercial 60 -cycle 110-volt ac
is frequently the inpu powe The transformer steps the ac down and connected to
the secondary are set ium tacks in a full-wave bridge connection. The negative
terminal of therectifie iS c nnected to the-structfre which is being protected. The
positive terminal of the rect 'er is connected to the impreSsed current anode bed.

The rectifier normally contains coarse taps and fine taps for adjusting the output
voltage. OnCe these settings are made to adjust the output voltage, they are seldom
disturbed unless a careful check is first made of the system. A voltmeter is provided
for convenience on the inside panel of the rectifier for reading output dc voltage. An
ammeter it similarly used to determine the dc flow in the output circuit. The purpose
of the rectifier is to convert alternating current to direct current for use in the im-
pressed current method of cathodic protection. .
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Rectifiers for cathodic protection use are available for ac voltages of 115. 230, or
460 volts, either single-phase or thrte-phase. Direct current voltages from 6 volts to,
125 volts of 6 amperes to 200 amperes are common.

* Selenium-iron stacks are commonly used for the rectifier. These stacks may be
air - cooled or oil-immersed. Air-cooled stacks care subject to fouling of the air screens
by dirt, dust, and insects. Oil-immersed stacks are free from these faults and are
necessary in hazardous locations. Where high ambient temperatUres, high humidity
conditiops,' corrosive atmospheres, and wind or dust are present, totally oil-immersed
rectifiers are preferred.

Silicon diodes have limited application in cathodic protection because they are sus-
ceptible to overload current or voltage surges. Silicon cells are, lighter and show less
drop in efficiency in use under ccotrolled conditions.

. ,
,----/* ,,,...

Id

.

0 To AC Power.Supply

Fine Adjustment

Rectifier Stacks

Voltmeter.

4

j°r--w- Safety Switch

1.,

"4"-, Fuse

Am

,Positive Lead

v

...

c

Circuit Breaker

Transformer

Course Adjustment

Shunt
,Negative Lead

Push to Read
Switch

Ammeter

Figure 19, Wiring Diagram for 230-Volt,
Single-Phase, Full-Wave, Bridge -Type Rectifier
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Selenium stacks are illustrated in figures 20a and 20b in bdth series and parallel
connections. Parallel connection is used to increase current available. Series con*e
nection is used to increase voltage.

.

NEGATIVE,
RISER

SELENIUM
PLATE

CONTACT
SPACER
WASHER

POSITIVE
RISER -11."

SPRING
CONTACT
WASHER

A SERIES

NEGATIVE
RISER

POSITIVE
RISER

(

isoloo11111

SELENIUM
PLATE

CONTACT
SPACER
WASHER

SPRING
CONTACT
WASHER

8 PARALLEL

Figure 20. Selenium Rectifier Stack

Other sources of dc are sometimes used with' impressed current systems. These
are windmill-driven generators, motor-generator sets, engine-driven.generators, or
storage batteries. A welding rig can also furnish dc po*er fOr preliminary survey use.

C .4 S7

SUMMARY

Corrosion is a universal prbblem with the Air Force. Man has had to contend with
corrosion problems ever since be started using 'metals. There are three types Of corro-
sion. These are uniform, localized, and composition.* The theory today is that corro-
sion is caused by electrochemical means. Corrosion factors can be divided into two
groups, those associated mainly with the metal and those associated with the environ-
ment. Most electrolytes themselves do not cause corrosion; however, they may carry
the agents that do cause corrosion.

The two methods of cathodic protection are the sacrificial or galvanic anode method
and the impressed current method. Both methosts may be applied to structures above-
ground, underground, and under water lMhe structure is in contact with an electrolyte,
The electrolytes in cathodic protection are usually soil oe water.

The two metals commonly used to protect steel structures are magnesium and zinc.,
Magnesium anodes usually are prepackaged in batkfill. The chief advantage of the
galvanic anode system is fairly uniform current distribution. Its chief disadvantages
are low driving potential and small current output. The chief use of the galvanic anode
system is in small installations.
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The'impressed current method of protection is used where the current demands
are larger and the driving potential must belelater. Two commonly used anodes in
the impressed current system are graphite and high-silicon cast iron. The graphite
anode is used with coke-breeze backfill which, in'effect, becomes the anode and extends
its useful life. The source or power in the impressed currentl system is a rectifier.
The selenium stacks are used in a full-wave, bridge-type connection to change ac to dc.
Silicon is sometimes used in place of selenium.

Cathodieprotecton "bucks out" corrosion currents which occur when metal ions
at the anode go into gaseous solution. The tucking current comes from either galvanic
anodes or impressed current.

QUESTIONS

t:..Why is the Air Force interested in the corrosion probleilks?

2. How long has man been having corrosion problems?

3: How can electric current cause corrosion of metal?

4. Dedcribe the methods used to cathodically protect the erior of a large water
storage tank. .;

5 Draw a galvanic ,anode system, using five anodes to pr ect a pipeline.

6. Draw an impTessed current system used to protect the ttom of a fuel storage
tank if the tank rests on the grcund.

7. pg)lain the purpose of backfill.-

8. Compale the use of graphite and high-grade silicon c t iron in ground beds.

9. Why are aluminum anodes used mostly in water stor tanks?

10; 'Draw the schematic diagram for a rectifier used in e impr.essetcurrent-system.

11. Why is zineused in place of magnesium for some g vanic anode systemd?

12. Tell why selenium stacks are more commonly use in rectifiers than other
materials.
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Department of gidil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

INTRUSION ALARM SYSTAIMS

OBJECTIVE ir

WB:3ABR54230-1-V-1
August 197 5

Upon completion of the exercise in this workbook, you will
terms and definitions of the, intrusion alarm circuits.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230-1-V-1

. PROCEDURE

INSTRUCTIONS
Project 1

be familiar with the

Basis of Issue

' 1 /student

1. Match titiollowing terms and definitions by inserting the correct letter in the
appropri slot.

a. B. A. 5ontact ( )

b. Drop or B. A. Drop

c. Ground Alarm
(Ground Drop)

d. Supervised

e. ComAnation Brealcand
Ground Alarm (Double
Drop)

f.

g.

Annunciation

Break Alarm
(Break Drop)

1. An alarm created by an increased in
line current to 30 MA.

2. The annunciating device used on the
alarm switchboard.

) 3. If an alarm will result when the wire
is broken or grounded or both.

( ) 4. An alarm created first by a decrease
in line current.below 9 MA and then
an increase in line current to 30 MA.'

C) '5. Any device that is splaceceas to
cause an alarm when actu e'td.

6. ga....earm caused by a decre se in
line current below 9 MA.

7. Visual and audible signal\ indications
received at the gtardhouSe.

2. Using the schematic in figure 1 and 2 (a) trace over the night supervisory circuit
with a red color pencil, (b) trace the^day supervisory circuit with a blue pencil,
(c) and "trace the alarm circuit with a green color per.cil.
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Project 2

In the spaces below, write in thd nomenclature of the items identified. in' figure 1 by corresponding numbers.
.

2. '3.

,

5.

; 8.

10. ,.

9.

..- .
'.. .4 Project 3 *4 ',Vp _

1. Using the trainer, figure 1 of workbook and meter, ;locate and correct any trouble found in the system.
, .

.
Figure 1. Schematic Wiring Diagiam of Central and Local Control Units

. . 4: ',
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Project 4

1. Using the trainer, figure 2 of workbook and meter, locate and correct any trouble
found in the system.

Figure 2. i''912-CL Local Unit
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In the spaces be w'i- write in the nomenciatuie of the items identified in figure 2.

by corresponding umbers.
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

FIRE ALARM SYSTEMSrs

OBJECTIVE

0

WB 3ABR54230-1-V-2
August 1975

Upon completion of the exercise in this workbook you willbeitamiliar with the
components of the fire alarm system.

Project 1

INSTRUCT1MS

Using figure 1 in your workbook, identify
the number with the name.

( ) a. sire detectors

( ) b. Operating relay (ORI)

( ) c. Battery supply

( ) d. Power supply

( ) e1 Power failure relay

( ) f. Trouble switch (Manual)

C) g: Line resistor

6

,

N

5

1

4

the numerical compone.nts by matching
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Project 2

Using a meter,tfie fire alarm trainer,and figure 3, locate troubles inserted into
trainer by the instructor. When trouble is located, notify instructor.

+ 5A

6A

4A

5A

mai
AUX' TRI

120 VAC

2 4 V CC

0
BUZZER

PPR

T LI
DETECTORS

ORI
TI TI Dit

o

0
N C

716 t(ST TIO
OR1,

MN! SISTOR

COM NU

1"/-

5-

0 92)
k 4, 5 6 2 =

LAMP

TROUBLE

LAM 0
TRL2

/tor, + 4M

RESET

TRI

0
SI

2A

AUX ORI

S2

LAMP

SIGNAL
CUTS-07

S

BELLS

Figure 3. Local System

Project 3

Using the trainer, figure 3 of workbook and meter, ,locate -and correct any trouble
found in system.

'6'



Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

WB 3ABR54230 -1 --V
August 1975

CATHODIC PROTECTION AND CORROSION

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of the exercises in this workbook, you will be familiar with
corrosion and cathodic protection.

INSTRUCTIONS

Project 1

1. Using Study Guide 3ABR54230-1-V, complete the following sentences by writing
in the blank spaces.

a. The gradual destruction of a metal by electrochemical reaction with its

environment is known as

b. An is an electrode in a corrosion cell which corroded.

c. A is the part of a corrosioncell that does not corrode.

d. is a chemical substance or mixture containing ions.

e. An electric current passes from the to the
in corrosion.

f. is an electrical particle of metal as it passes from the
a$ode through the electrolyte to the cathode.

g. Metallic ions that enter-the electrolyte.leave the area..

h. A metal's tendency to corrode depends upon the potential between the Metal and

its in solution.

i. The three types of corrosion are and

j.. The ground beds consist of anodes either submerged in or

k. All . structures are subject to corrdsion.

7
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2. Match the following terms ph their definiti9ns by inserting the correct letter in
the appropriate shit.

a.

b.

c.

Anode

Corrosion

Cathode

(

(

)

)

1.

2.

The gradual destruction of metal by
electrochemical reaction with its
environment.

The area that is not attacked.

d.

e.

Ion

Electrolyte

( ) 3. An electrically charged particle, in
whichlhe charge is due to the gain or
loss of electrons.

f. Electron ( ) 4. The area at which oxidation occurs.

g. Conductoe ( ) 5. A path for electron flow.

( ) 6. A mixture, usually liquid, containing
ions that migrate in an electrical field.

( ) 7. A fundamental, negatively charged,
electrical particle.

Project 2
ar

1. Complete the Lodowing statements pertaining to cathodic protection.

a. List five advantages oPa galvanic anode protection system.

(1)

° (2)

(3)

, (4)

(5)

Litt twc n T. a :ages of a galvanic anode system.

(1)

(2)

c. List the u Jo. components of a galvanic anode system:

I

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

,
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2.

d, List the major` components of an impressed current system.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Complete the following sentences by writing in the blank spaces.

a. Cathodic protectice is the reduction or prevention of

a metal surface by making the metalllestructure the
of a corrosion cell.

b. The two methods of cathodic protection are and

c. The more active metal becomes the of a

purposely established corrosion cell, and the metal to be protected becomes
the

d. If the current from the , is strong enough to prevent all
current from leaving the anodic areajoa, protected metal, corrosion will.
stop.

e. A direct current from an external source isced to the ground bed through

the electrolyte to the metal to be preserved in
protection.

3. in the space below figures 4 aid 5
enter thetype of cathodic protection
system.

0

CONDOWOR

PIPELINE

ANODE

CURRENT FLOW

Figure 4.
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